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A NOTE ON HOW TO IJSE THIS MANUAL:

; -

We hope that the manual is arranged'so that it

will be handy and easy to and invite your

comments _and suggestAns. It is importanethat you

'read.through the whole manual before you begin the

,unit, if possible, and if not, at least be well

prepared'for each day's lesson. There are some

topics which. may be diffiCult for your students'

to handle, and which will requkre some expert

gUidance on
"
your_part.

-Also, please ,donq go out and buy all the book,;3

on he various Resource Lists which accompany each
.

.Unit. Some of them may not be applicable to the
,

direction your class is taking. And some of the

44,
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films, which we have not been able'to preview, may

not be exactly what YourW§nt either. You will have

to do some experimentig, and be selective of the'

`items you have the time and desire to pursue.

.
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LIST' Or MATERIALS

Teachers Manual - 1 per set

Part I:

A

A

Lingir Aane - 1 per student
.

Part II: Fish Camp Poster 7 1 per set
Map bk-Lingt AanSe - 1 per set
Raven and the Fog.Woman - 1 per student
Kiksadi Dog Salmon -Legend.--J...pell.s-tudent____
The Tlingit Way:.. How to Make a Canoe - 1, per student
The Tlingit Way: How to Treat-Salmon - it per studentc

Part III: In a Tlingit Wintel. House' - 1 per sti ent
,

?mo....Claa.,6,tur6es,...m.1.7pkw.ottlien
,

The Tlingit Uncle anc,His Nephews - 1 per stud4nt
Three Brothers 1 per student
How Raven Stole the Light,- 1 per-student.
How Raven Became Black and Gave ,Water to 'the World -,

1.per student
. "

Raven and the Old Woman o-f the Tides 1 per studen°
Halibut Fishing 1 per student
t , ,

4

Part IV: No special,materials provided

Part V: Spring'Calendar - 1 per set

4
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!INTRODfJ6TION- TO "`THE TLINGITS 0

OF SOUTHEASTERN ALASKAN CURRICULUM PLAN

4

4

. The Tlingits of Southeastern Alaska is one in

a series of curriculum plans on thgrative cultures

,of Alaska developed by the Alaska Native Education

.
Board at the Alaska iiilingual Education Genc,ter,

Anchorage. °Thp.kitten materials -are aimed at a
e

4Tourth, fiph, or six grade level, but the program

should be adaptabl o any elementary or' junior high
.

school grade. , ° .

. ,

I The Tlingits,of Southeastern Alaska fotio*s a-
. . . C es

format comon to all the Native Studies-plans in the
.-

. ,

Alaska Native Education Board series: it'is divided'
. . .

into Parts, each of which deals with the subsistence

activities and life-ways approVriate to-the season.

.in which it is taught, Thus, the Parts begin with

fall activities
,
and continue throughout the school.

year to'spring, and summer activities. 'goulneed not,

however.; use this unit throughout the entireschool

year. It can be shortened, as you wish, or can be

studied, dropp'ed for a time, and picked up again as

the activities descriled become applicable to the

_ o
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.season and_to ,our area.) '
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'This Teacher's Maiival has beenpreparqd to' e%.

.

44 rt

/.. v
iassst you in using the materials desixned for,

... -student vie. The basic- format
.

of this manual is as

follows: At' the beginning of- each.adarti background
,.. ,

information on.cultural practices apprOpri,gte to
,

- that,section is given. Then the visuals and
..

childien'sbooklets are rdprbduced, and suggeStion 1

. '
.._, , %

4 -
4

for using.thse materials- are listed: The. M.anual

also cdntains listsof additional resource materials
t . ...

,
,

- you can abtain from other sources which may be of .
. . .

,
value to your class in studying-,the topic. This

resource list is not exhaustive; it is composed of
r-

material we have come across after a search (:)
as «

-

material centers in the area' We ill wele..orQe

titles of additional materials you haye found

helpful, and will ad&them to the lists as the

'Handal is reprinted.

The Teacher's Manual, with its suggested

activities, is meant to be a general guide for you.

Please feel free to tail the activities and mays

- -

of dealing with the information to your a4d your

students' interests. You need not use Al the
a

.

ex cludematerials, nor should you xclude others which are

not mentioned but which you-might find helpful.

,}
I
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There arp
0

many .aspects, of Tlingit. life wHich_havd
. .... N .

not'been touched upon in these materials, and, you
at+,

. .

might want e4and.your,study to theM.

No matter how you .1.1se the unit,: hoWevet, the.
1 $

.

informatiah we have included should providerou--:
.

. ly, .

-1, with 'the -general information abotit the? people and
. . I

.

their culture which will a.11Ow you to build upon
.- a

A
or deepen your .own Class's,sttldy.

' 1.

.6*.

._

ti_note about-the anthropological interm9tion
,- .

..

contained -in thecurriculumpight be helpful. he
' . . .

life ways depicted in the units are supposed to be
t

.

represefitative of pre-contact'Tlinkit life; that

is, life as it was at' least two hundred years ago.

.:Our- methods

period were,

of obtaining information on this,

therefore.,;,inclitect. The :reports of

the -first Europeans. to come into contact with th-

Tlingits were ofteLi biased.,at worst and extremely

(

sketchy at best. Greatest Ilas therefore

been put on more recent works ,(particularly
.4 "

Frederic,i PeLazuna's Under lqotint Saint.Elias;:4(

Krause "s The Tlingit Indians; Qberg'sSocial
,

Economy of_the Tlingit Indians; and others,. Sect

the bil51iography for a complete list)'. These

publicationsare.gbite.complete in,their treatment"
'.

4
10
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of the different aspecits of t4ngit life, but much'

of'the-information on "the wayit'usea to be" is-of, ;. 1. .0

nec,bssitx second or thirdhand: For -instance, an . II

. , % , lit
% .

' elde iy Tlingit woman mtght'have told the an,t-hro--P.

,

. ,

1 polo ist about a practice. which had been discontinued
N

befor she was born, ,but which
-

her
A,

grandmOther
t

: ; ,-. '5.

_ _ ...
,,

. .,

t

.

.
- - descr bed to her. Ins our unik1.4e,phave used 'this

- - ,4 .
. ,

$

-',. : infol4mation°and fiave had to regard it. as authentic

to,:. lick of more direct irlforffiation. .'
,

sk fts...._ _

o-

.pAn additional ii:obletti";7i.tfi
4

'authenticitY'arose - .

. ,
',- -

\ --------- 0

because of the very nattresor OU, proSect. T4
, .

..-.

mater-iaishave been designed for children;,-and\
... - ..-

some impoftant aspect6 o life, have been left

out or greatly Simplified---the- most, .notable example

being the,ihcredibly comply social structure of,

the Tlingit Indians. .Regional divefsity (differences4
.

in life ways between mainlandand island

0
, '4

for instance) has also not been, treated to an4

44

great'exCent,the result being a rather generdlized'
.

a t

'pattern of -Life: Despite these shortcomings, we
e .

felt., on tile whole,' that a simplified version of
. 'A

the,cultare which wa likely to be understobd dhd

remembered by the students would be mof-e valuable
-

/than a technically correct but complica-ed one-

r
-4-
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With alLthis in mind, .then, the entire unit

on Tlingit culture Could perhaps best be described

as an 'interpretive history'!. 'Teachers shoultd be
f

0

aware that it is not the definitive statement of

pre contact Tlingit culture (none exists), but it i

does tly to capture-iomof the life-ways of that
, -

culture, and 'particularly the emotional context of

. the life-ways .,:,In order to include that emotional.

context, we have had .to' inLerpret from existing-
.

' 4

,records-this is. the "interuetiven

"histoey" We.apologize in advance

representitioris which resulted

Teachers should be aware that this is a state-

ment of, Tlingit life 'in the past, not the present.

part of one

for.r.ny Mis-
t

from this,praetice.

In fact, the existence of this projectiand the

resultant materials are due in large part to the,

realization that traditional Tlingit wayslre

' passing, and that ybling people do not knew the ways

t
of their ancestors. However, there is continuity

,-

with the past, and teachert are encourages to seek
.- ., . . .

.

. this` continuity and 'emphasize it in activities,. and
. . A

discussions. -`Use the resources available in yourt , , ,

. loCal community to further fin in those gaps in
Pa l

%

. .

Tlingit culture that still rerpin in this account.'

.

-5-
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For students who d not live in Tlingit. areas,

it is hoped that the Tlingit units foster an.under-
.,

standing of a way of life and a. people in some ways
,

different from their own. In addition, aut of

comparing another- culture to thbir\own should allow

them to gain a deeper undersItanding 0 the students'

Own cu1tues.

No matter what use you make of these materials,

WO hope that Ayou will find them informative, usable,

arid, most ipportarit, enjoyable.

as

0$ 0

I r
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PART; : AANL, THE PLACE OFrTHE TLINGIT

0
OBJECTIVES:

To introduce students tb the environment in
-which Tlingi.ts historically lived.'

Tb introduce the codcepi: that.: tint: environment
has certain effects on the way we live.

To ecltabldsh the-p4tern of observation and
objectivity whith the children will be asked'
to use throughout the unit:

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

Students should become involved wish the
environment of Sdutheastern Alaska through
pantomime, drawings, writing, or model-making.

Students shoilild know the names of at least,
two "fish, two land animals, and two birds
which inhabit Lingit Aanee.

Students should kndw some-of the restriction
the environment of Lingit Aan4e.placed on the

t,Tlii*.its as well a,s some of the possibilities
it allowed them to explore.

MATERIALS PROVIDED AS PART OF THE UNIT:

m

. ,

Booklet produced by Th9 Alaska' Bilingual . .

Education-Center-i- "Linglt Adn6e" ,
..

MATERIALS YOU SHOULD HAVE ON HAND: '1
., ,...

.

Large map of Alaska

Large map of Southeastern Alaska

Pictures of Southeastern,Alaska terrain, flora,
or_ fauna to tack onto the walls, if possible. '

o.

4

-7-
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RESOURCE LIST OF RELATED MATERIALS:
,

Books:

, n

Carter, Anthony,i'his is aida, )Iancock House;
Saanichton, B.C. Canada,-1968 (This is a
beautiful-pictorial. record: of Haida country,
the'Queen Charlotte slands, with an interesting
text relating the modern photographs-- with
=the past culture.)

Alaska Department of Fish and Game Wildlife
Notebook Series (obtain 'from the Department
of Fish and Game; Subport; Juneau, Alaska 99801)

4 4
Filmstrips :

Rain 'Forests of the Northwest Coast, $7.50,
,avalUBie from the -University of Washington,
Department of Audio- Visual Services, 110 Lewis ,
Hall, Seattle, Washington 98195.

0

15
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LINGIT AANEJE

Background InCermation

Mary scholar's trace the different parts of

Tlingit ctilture, -from'the avhsLis_tenpatterns and__

life style Lo the elaborate artistic achievements
.10

and ceremonial customs, to a single cause: the

great abundance of food available to the people of

Southeasleri Alaska, It is- often claimed that as
,

a result of the ready availability of food to the

Tlingits, they'hadmuch leisure in which it was not

necessary -t-o search for food. instead, they could

devote this leisure tithe to other pursuits--such

as the ar. twork``ard the ceremonies whiCh are so,

visible_in-Tlingit Culture.

Although it i5 an oversimplification to state

that all aspects of Tlingit culture can be traced

back 0 the environment th., which the peoples sfourid

themselves, this, environment did make possible

certain alternatives, and made necessary. others.

The first unit iL an explorationeof the possibilities

and necessities available to the Tlingits, -It should

be used'as an introduction to Tlingit culture,-hut

could also be used as a baCkground unit: td, an

.
-9-
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exploration of the possibilities and necessitieS'of

your own environment;

Some examples of what is meant by "possibilities"

affoided by thefenvironment of southeastern

Alaska follow:

I. The long uneven shoreline, with

tidal zone, 11,04s,-streams, rivers , ecc., makes

postible the growth and sustenance of a large

population of'both sea animals and sea plants.

2. kainfall'idbundant, which illak'es possible. -

a dense forest of spi'uce, hmlock, and cedar trees,

and provides water 'for growth of berrypushes,

beach. grasses, and other edible plants. In addition,

_ the rainfall feeds the many streams in the area.

3. Sheltered waterways° make water travel

relatively easy.

A- The many streams provide spawning grounds

for salmon and other anadromous fish.

Arid so forth--you could ,undoubtedly corue. up

'with manmore environmental possibilities: Basically,

the existence of each'animal; plant, or natural

feature'allowed,for utilization of the. environment

in a particular way in relatipn to that item.

17
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Next, here are examples of some "necessities"

which the environment imposed on the Tlingits:'

1. -The, slope of;the mountains, which it

many plates begill at shoreline, makes land travel

difficult and forced much of the activi'_y toward

the sea

2. The seasonal nature of both plaits and

\
. .,

animals (for instance, the seasonal salmon runs)
.

-

,... . \.

necessitated some seasonal differentia4ein:in >

r,

Tlingit., subsistence patterns_

,And so forth:

The booklet, "leingit Aancen, is desigued as an

introdhction to the environment in which .the Tlingits

lived. It may. be read by the students, or by.the

teacher, or in, the way you find mos =t helpful_

. (Specific suggestions for its use follow.)- The

book gives some glues to the students about,the-

possibilities and necessities of Tlingit life, but

it does not specify customs` or. practices. Subsequent

cunit=s will deal with the way the 'Tlingits actually

did use their env ironment.

I

-
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The following are some suggestions for follow-up

activities for "Lipgit Aanee ":

Read .the bOoklet aloud' to your students:.

Instruct them to sit quietly, perhaps with their

eSes closed, as they imagine_the.scenes in the book.

Then, you, might,.have-the,studertb adttda.

partS of the .book as you read' it. Have theilact

out walking on.different'kinds of surfaces: ,ice

squishy mciss, 4 rooky beach, a sandy peach, in a

. boat, walkingthrough a dense forest, walking in

the rain.

Have students call out different aspects of,

'Southeastern's environment as others adtotir their

reactions or actions to those aspects, ,

An example-: One child -calls out, "Walking

on rocks at the beacll at high tide!" Others act

this out. You might work this into a charade-typ

activity with one team acting out part of the

environment, the other guessing which part is

0

being depicted'.

712-

19,
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3. Before handing copies of the book out' to

students have them work 'oh drawings of their own

for each of- the- captions.

L

.

You, might wish the students to. read_ the

-book again-on their owri,. perhaps as preparation

for the, following acqvities
rr

4

The last sentence .of the booklet ;reads,

"And you wOrider_..what.kirld people live this
place?" 4ave- the class sni:-eu4te_on. this .point..
For instance, What might the people T.,:ho lived`in

"tingit Aaneehave used for food?' How would they

have obtained. it? .What materfaISFwould' they. have

*used for building houses? Guide- the children to'-

use the knowledge they.- have about the environment

to imagine how people would ha.-v-e lived 1n the

erccrisranmeitt.
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b

6. -Take the class for.a walk outside. Instruct

the students. to be very observant Of everything

they see (thae is, of their environment). When

you return to class, have each student write a
9

description of the environment as he or she saw it,

as if he were telling a stranger to the area about

his home.

Another follow- Alp, for same field, trip would
*v

be a "language experience" activity which would

include clas-s discussion of the topic followed by

individual student illustrations, with .,the teacher .

writing student-dictated captions. ,Put theM

together in "reading" booklet far: entire class.

This could be all -grade levels if teacher will

be crass secretary. Or, use a Polaroid camera, to

takeopicture's of your area. Discuss the pictures
4,

in class after the walk. -How has.your environment:.
.

changed from, long ago?, etc. You might have the

students draw "then .And now picture...,

6

7. Haiiq students write.a.\story about their

experiences 'urith one of the animals mentioned i'n

.4

,r1
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"Lihgt Aane'e". Or, .assign an animal (pzeferably

one of thOse listed) to each student to observe,

study and write about.

8. Have students make a list the possibilities
--

, .

sand necessities which their environment allows them.
.

# - ,

. 1
- / , /

Compare that with a list of ,those fOr4Lingit Aanec
.

as previously elicited from the students.. .

0

,r

. 9. Have the stud sits write (oi draw) abottt an

exnerienee whdh themat_ural environment would not -

allow them to do something they wante to--or

necessitated, that they do something the,they did not
.

i

want to 09.

\ ,

P

6

10. locate the following traditional Tlingit

towns on a map of Afaska orsa.map of.the Southeastern

portion of the state: Kake, Hoonah, *At e,Bay, -Klukwan,
.

4

o
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7

Yakutat, Taku Harbor, Angoon, Sitka, Stickine,

Klawock, Kuiu,.Sanya,_,Tongass, Tuxekan and Sumdum.

Use Orth's Dictionary of. Alaska Place-Names for

locations. Mark them with' flags. Talk about-

what the towns have in common =for example, the

location on the hater, sheltered tosomeextent;

frOgi=the open ocean. If possible, obtain pictures

of these towns an(4taCk them up on the walls in

your;classroom. Save the map,kor use in later

sections. Have the students do research reports

on the towns.

.-

11.- Have the _class plan attip to one*of these'

-. .

Taingit communities: How wobld, they travel (today?
, .

''., . .

hundred years ago?)? How
.

long would, it take?
--'

o What would they take with tilem? Howmiuch would it cost2

1

oR

er

,

-
o 1

.*

.12. Have two groups of students make dioramas

-1-
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0%.9r4-;01.-.7,1

or salt maps, orfeof your local area, one of Lingit

ane/Ae, for -'comparison and contrast.

r

f

-

: . .
,, ,.

.

- ,. -

13. On a series,of days.e have students pretend
'-''-e

y .
1

for half an, hour or-scik at-they are carrying on

their actitities.
.

ee-,-one aay on a

.

narrow, brightly lighted, rocky beach (obstacles

and ocean, etc., can be artificiallydefined);

another time ih bhedark forest (room semi-darkened,'

et.c.),; and finally either.or .both of,tlie above with

J3i'

rain (tickly streamers from the tailing, windows

and light's shielded by fabric,' etc.),. .

14. Separately or in conjunction with the

above, studentsmight be asked to cro8s the room

"in the manner of" animals' typical of

t
Lingit Aanee--duck, eagle, weasel, .etc. Try both

water and land animAsibeach and forest animals,

etc.

I

-17-
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. PART II: SUMMER-FALI, FISH CAMP
.

OBJECTIVES:
1.

To gii'e stUdents'an idea of what life was
-..like40i.n a Alingit fish camp.

,

To introdude thd major elementc,,of Tlingit
culture: subsistence activities social
structure, folk stories, Tlj,ngit world view,
especially as it relates to attitudes toward
animals.

Td reiterate'emphasis-on ,environment\intro-
Ated in Part I.

,
To reinforce observatidn akilIs.

. . Tp encourage comparisons of/different ways of
life. .

P .
BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE:

-

if

Students should have written a story or dra,4
-a picture depicting some aspect of life'in the
summer fish camp., e

-

._.
Students should be awarRof'the ownership of

..

fishing terrii:oriessand should demonstrate this
ithrough map activities,g'stories, o :discussion.

Students_should'know,at least one traditional
,- fishing method.

. :

, Students should be able to dis'cu ss differences
or, similarities between their 'attitudes and
actions toward animals and those of pre-cgntact
Tlingits. . - g

.

.
. , . , -4

MATERIALS PROVIDED AS PLRT OF THE UNIT.4

.

Pbstet showing. fish camp produced by Alaska'
.Bilingual'Eduoation Center

Map o Lingit Aanec

Raven and-the Fog Woman story book ;produced by-

the Alaska State Museum

-18-
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Kiks'adi.' Dog Salmon Legend booklet ,

Booklet: The Tlingit Waz: How 60' Make a Canoe
,

, Booklet: The Tlingit 'Way How;o Treat Salmon

RE8OURCE'LrST_OF RELATED MATERIALS:'

/Boofts: .v
-' Alaska Departnipnt-of-Vish an'd Game Wildlife
NotehookJSeries (obtain:from the Department
of Fish and Game; Subport; Juneau, 99801)

Goldsdhmidt, Walter 'R. andoHaa-s, Theodor H.,
PosseSsory. Right of.NatiVies of Southeast Alaska,
Office"Indian_Affairs,c1946.

'
Harris, Christ4,.Once More:Upon a Totem, The
Dog Salmoillegend, among others,,isretold in
thislbOok.

josephson,.Karla,,Use of the'Seaby Alaska
Natives: A Historital Pers .ective,(the section

I

on Southeastern k

,McConkey,. Lois, Sea and cedar:- How the Northwest
-Coast Indians' Ltiea

Indian Canoes Along the Washington Coast, available
from the University of WashingtOn, Department_of
Audio-VSual Services,' 11 Lewis Hall, Seattle,
Washington, 98195.;

Life of the Sockeye SalMon,00,00 rental from the
University pf Washington (seeabovd)
d.

Salmon: Life Cycle of the Sockeye available 'from
PERCX Instructional Materials.-Center, Alaska. State
Operated Sdhool System, ,,650 International Airport'

.? Road, Anchorage, '950,2.,

the Salmon Story, 'available from PERCI (see above)
Ae

Multimedia Materials:
,

,

A

sh,

Fishing and Hunting of the Tlin git Men, a multimedia
learnin'g kit available from the Alaska Multimedia
Education Program, Alaska State Museum.PoOch FM,
Juneau, 99801.

-1,19-
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PART II: IN A SUMMER-FALL FISH CAMP

Background Information:

, .

Sodtheastern Alaska is rich in all sorts of
.

. .

marine life, and Many sea mammals and types .of fish
c

werD caught and used by the Tltngits. The staple

fodd, howeverr_was the salmion, and a look at the

Tlingit seasonal' cycle, might* well-begin at the start.

of the Tlingit yegr, 'in mi'd-summer when salmon fish-
,

ing began in earnest.
,

All five species of Salmon (king, sockeye, dog,

humpback, and cello) were fished by the Tlingits.

Often different streams were the spawning grounds

for different species,.so the people moved from stream

to stream as the suMmer progressed and the different

-Va-tieties'began their upstream journeys:.

Each salmon stream was owned by a particular local

plan or lineage -- that is by a group of related men and

their families (as were many other resource areas such

as berry patches). berg.1973:Chapter III). Anyone

not of owner clan would have, to ask,permissiOn of

the lineage read before fishing there, even if no,members

of the owner,Plan were ,presently Using the Stream. Tres-

passing on clan prbperty could result in partial or full

payment of. the catch to,the owner lineage or, at worst

to feuds .(See Oberg, 1973: Chapter III and deLaguna 1972:

361). If you live in Southeastern Alaska, there is a good

-20-
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I

, -

chance that your favorite fishing spot was owned

by a Tlingit lineage.
c0

Families thus returned to the same fishing

areas from year to year: The cycle was generally

the same: By the middle of-the summer,.everyone-
.-

had packed up skins, tools, cooking utensils,, and
s.

other necessities, put them into the family's large

(up to 35:) dugout canoe, and:paddled:to summer fish*

camp. They set camp up alongside one of the salmon

streams owned by the clan. Often whole houseliolds

vOuld,move to a single spot, though, sometimes the

household would split into smaller family units, to
9 V

hunt sea mammals, dig rootS, or pick,ear4y berries.

Once salmon runs began in - earnest inPlate summer,
d

Most at the time was spent fishing, 'cleaning and dry-
_

.

ini-the salmon. Enough fish had to be collected by

each man to last his family,through the winter, and

if his clan had planned a potlatch, (a large party/

feast;, Part. IV will deal with potlaIches) he had.to

catch surplus for the feast. *hus, summer was generally

a very busy time. Nonetheless, long days and mild

weather made it a IV.mq,.to. be ldoked forward to-,---and

during the early part of 'the season families"sometimes

held4otlatcheS. (Oberg 1973:70-71.)

28
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Suggestions for the use of the Poster of Summer-Fall

Fish Camp:

The poster .,can be tacked to youi. w0.1 and-left
4.

up throughout the section an fish camps. You mig ht

want to refer back to it as you pl.ogress.throu0

this portion of the .curriculum plan.

f.

1. Talk about the poster-: what 0bi,ects are

shown, how they might be used, what they are probably

made of ;refer back -to the Lingi/t Aanee booklet'-for

hints on raw., materials available) . Compare the ob-

jects in the picture with what one would see on a

present-day fishing trip.

2. Have the students make a three- dimens .ional

diOrama of the fish camp, based on the objects depicted

in the poster.

. 3. Arrange f-the classroom .like_a_ilsh Gampldes-

ignate an area for the stream, and mark it off, mark
.

thd edge of the-beach; the edge of the forest; place
- ,. .

......

desks or tables wherg the tents would'be. Students



can help determine spatial relationships. Get

'everyone involved in painting.a.backdrop mural

for the room, to reprdsent the beach trees,

c

stream, etc!

N

4. Have the students write and/ordra about

ah experi"ance they had camping out, fishing, or

hunting away from home. F8r2iristance, .ey could

describe sleePing'in a tent or cabin; is it, dif-
,

,ferent from sleeping in a house? What sounds did

"they hear? Smells did they smell? Sight did they

see? Were they scared when'night came?

5. Invite,a'Tlingit man or woman to: talk to your
s

.
.,

class about summer fish camp. Ask the person where he

or she camped, some of his or her experdences'in the
;.. J

camp, stories that Were as_soelatedvithewit--7----7
_ .

. .------

Hive-the students write about.the talk afterwards; or

draw a mural of camp life as expressed by your visitor,

-23-
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Suggestions for follow-up for: Map. of Linglt Aanee:.

1. This is.a resources map of one:po#ion of

Aanee -- that part which might correspond .to
.

the area used by Tlingits from a, single village,'

You might: plan a series of activities 'which would.

involve:

dividing 'up the maps into resource_ territories

for each of several ;local clan groups

situating various simmer camps

o.

4-

platting transportation routes foz s..Lbsisence:

and ttading activities.

S.1

2.If you live in Southeastern. Alaska, find

out where the students' fayorite fishing spots are.

Wliu owns -these areas now? Make a map of your area

and mark those athing spots on the map. Try to find



4

ou which Tlingit families' owned those fishing

spots originally. Find out where the original

winter village was and mark that on the imp too.

(deLagUna 1972:104 described Yakutat lineage land'

ownership. deLaguna 1960 describes Angoon lineage

land ownership See-- also GolUschmidt and Baas 1946.)

3: If you do not live in Southdastern Alaska,
. .

7

make a map of your own area and'have-each of the

students mark a 'ftvorite fishing, hunting, or berry

1.

\

picking spot, find out to owns the landr what the

ownership of the land,meari in terms of use of the

land.. Compare this With Tlingit customs of land
6

usage. Talk about the current penalties for tres-..

paSsing in your area. Talk about the peDaltiis a

Tlingit was likely-to face for trespassirig. (See

deLaguna- 1972:361 and 384 for more information.)

4. Discuss how. your students would travel to

heir'favorite fishing, hunting, or berry picking'

,

9

spot if they did not have cars or other modern vehicles.

What would they.take.with them? How did Tlingits travel

t's



A

to their fish camp? What might they have taken

with diem fbr a summer-long stay at the camp?



Suggestions.for
0
use, of: Raven an&-the Fog Woman

storybook: -

The Tlingi'ts had a story which explained why

the salmon returned to streams each,summer and fall

to spawn. /After reading the story, you might do

some of the,',following:

1. Talk about the story: why is the woman.

called Fog Woman? How did she make salmon? Why did

she leave Raven?- According to the story, why-d6---'

salmon return to meams every year_t_o spawn? Etc.

2., Have children draw pidtures depicting the

story: what dtd Fog Woman look.ilice: What did Raven-

look like in human form?

3. Raven appeared in this story in, human form.

Have students watch'the ravens intDeir area carefully.

What'sort'of personality :do they think ravens would
A

-27-
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have cif they
' -

sonality out

hVe in the

O

were human?, Have them act per-

. What -kind of versonaUty, did, Raveh.

story?

4. English has eny expressionsiwhich".compare
.-

human- actions 'to animal characteHstiei% such as

"sly as a-fox Vquick as a cap", "wise as an owl ;etc.
,

.

Makea list of animal§ the students are familiar with,'
.

..
. .

and 'elicit descriptive comments on each of the animals
\

.to-'place beside each name. Iliscussyhy studentS feel

the way they do about each animal. Keep a copy of

the list and,refer back to it throughout the section,

, .

as you:Aad different Tlingit stories. Compare stu-

dents'

'-ideas,

ideas about animals with traditional Tlingit-

as exhibited fn the stories.

,

5. Talk about'salmon, and

what they do in the many months

study, their habits:

they spend in the ocea

how many years different species spend in the

before returning ,to the stream of their birth

ocea

to spawn,

how they know which- is the right Stream for spawning, etc.-

-t;
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Suggestion§ for activities following thekiksadi.
,

Dog Salmon Legend booklet:.

This :story belongs to the Sitka. Kiksadi Clan

and des-cribes the origin of that clan's,ownership,

of the, dog salmon crest. The version appearing in

the booklet, was originally in the form of-a tape,

naerated by A. P..Johnseil,,a member of

clan.

the Kiksadi..

C

Tlingit literature is'oral, not written, SQ the

,style is `somewhat different from what your students

are Probably accustomed to. For instance, the first.

section does not deal with the plot of the story per

se, as it woura in a Western folk tale.-'Rather, it

sets, the scene for the story and serves to teach

children about the technology of salmon fishing While

entertaining them. The story as a whole also - taught,

)

some intangibles,. such as proper attitudes to hold

toward creatures of the Sea, and the history of the

clan. All Liree elements are integral:A:tarts- of---the

legend' and nohe\shouldbe'oMitted.
4

Other stylis"1 elements in the story, stemming

from its being a narration rather than a written tale,

are the use of repetition{" for emphasis.and the .practice

of switching' back and forth from legendary times to

\.

-29-,
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.0
modern times to point out continuity with the past!,

. .

. : .

,.and the lessons of,the past. 'Liu and your students

, will probably get the most, out of the .story if it '
,

14 ,is read aloud. Ybu might want to do this in install-
er e N.

r.
merits, since it is a laitly long narrative. ''

.

The dog salmon legend:.ia a popular story of

which' several versions have been published (sea, for
4

instance, Christie-Harris' Once More Upon a Totem).
_ .

The hero 4.s sometimes called "Moldy End" in English'
. .

versions, Teferting-to the-boy's avprsion.to the

piece of moldy salmon his mother gave him to eat.

After you've read the story, you'might discuss

,some of the following topicS:

1.. Why did Mr_ Johnson start the story with, a

description -of differtnt kinds of salmon?

.

c

2. Why do you'` think Aakwtaatseen was captured

,by the salmon people? Discuss the, motivations and

feelings of the salmon people throughout the story.

For ,instance, although Aakwtaatseen insulted them,

they were still concerned about his well- being, and

took him to be entertained by the strange. and happy

,-30-
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;

creatures at the mouth of a river'. 'What Were

chqdren* supposed to learn from that ,eplsode3

o°

3. What do you think the village ofthe salmon

people looked like: TO Aakwtaatseen? How would. it

=

have -appeared to Aakwtaatseen'S familyT Draw.

pictures. 4

4. When Aakwtaatseen and the salmon people

'went to the po 14tch given by the> herring people,

Aakwtaatseen was la,

"The people are people_ whOmyou know. 'Yoti

.'

-21

.are well -acquainted. with them, but yoll have

-never thought of them as)pd4le. You thought

Of them `as creatures cI,thes-ed.-"

What do you think the salmon people were trying

to teach-Aakwtaatseen? What,do you think Mr. Johnson.

is trying tq teach to children. when he "tells this por
-p

tion of the story? How do you think Aakwtaatseen's behavior,

toward herring wap altefea by his experiehce?

-317,
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5. .Have students rewrite the story, telling

it%this time frot the sa7lmohpeople's" point of

view. 'The herring people's point of view.

6. What do yop think the story taught.Tlingits

about salmon and about how to treat them?:
f

(

7. . The following comments were made "to Frederica

6

deLaguna by a :Tlingit man from Yakutat:
,.-4 0 0

'The old Indians never, just shot
,for no purpose. They jtist shot. what they
needed, and every animal"they.killed, they
talked to, it and .ai:plained wHy, they had to
kill it. TheyishOtqed the snitE0 respect,:
After they kill it--bear, goat, anY ariitaI--
they bring- the -head it.' by-the fire to warm ,

'0 it. They hang the' skin up dq: the Wall:and
talk to it, explaining why they have to
kill it. W. father always, faced the head
of ;the-dead animal toward the mountain. I.

Mill do t' when I can. When you finish
with the, ead ,1!'cover it up with' boughs . : . .

-;We don't kill any kind animal for, nothihg,k
: -unldss k

(4d, days ;,when we kill anytfilng,.
even,, a litt.re trout, we pray _to it. We ,ex-
plain -why we kill it. We sing a song 'to it'
'There is a song tothe brown.and the black
beff,sate oner-2and a song to the mountain
goat--that's a different song, aid-a song
to thingsin the water--that 's different,
too. When we.kill an animal, we make a
.good fire. .Cut the head off and set' it by

. 4

4.
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' \
the. fire before' wd go to'sleep. 'Make a-
song.that night ,(explaining). why we .k±11,'
it." (de..;aguna 19722:824). .

6 , o

_Read the'qUotation to the.class, then discuss

the. Man's attitude abouelcillip&anithals. 'Many
. ,

AMeiicanscOnsider hunting gOod,spore; -some .people

hunt "merely'to obtain a good tack of antlers .or a

-"good bear 1.1g. How does this motivation differ from
.

the traditional Tlingit reasons fpr huntitgatimals?,
ts V

HOW would the Tlingit man who made the. Comments feel'

about this sort of trophy hunting? -How. do your Stflr

dents fe'el about it?

8. After Aakwtaatseenhs experiences with the

salmon, his descendents 'took the dOg salmon as. one of

their crests, a symbol which represented the clan.

They decorated toolp, clotheg houses, and totem poles
4

with that crest. Have tA s6.1ceAts ever had an ex-,
.

..

per;erice with an.animal'which might, if they had been

old-time Tlingitt, have given their clan a new crest?

ItAleedn't have been a magical experience -- sometimes

a'natural encounter with an animal resulted in that

animal beitg taken as a clan crest. Have the students

1-6

9
0- 7.,
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talk; write, draw, or aetout their experience.

then have them decorate objects or draw pictures of

that clan crest, perhaps to be used as a personal

trac.-.ark throughout the unit. Display the indiiri=

duel "crests"... 4

9. On page 16 of Kiksadi. Do'g Salmon Legend,

Mr. Johnson states,

"And it was told that he became one of the

'strongest ixt' of the.Kiksadi people."

"Ixt" is a Tlingit word for which there is no.

exact English translation, and s the Tlingit word

wastleft in. In Part III of this manual, we' have used

the word vsEaman' in 'r,:ferring to the Tlingit ixt'.

A shaman, as we have used the term, was a person blessed/
with the gift of telepathy, one who could communicate

'with the spirits as \All as 'other peop;.e with like,

abilities: A shaman was' thus a seer a healer,

not a "witch doctor". Explain the m aning of the*term

t

"ixt" -to- your students.

-34-
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Suggestions'to follow up On: The Tlingit Way:
SP

How to Make a Canoe booklet:,

Canoes were as important to Tlingits as-boats,,

cars,'snowmobiles,cyr airplanes are to 'many present-
,

day Algskans.. The bodklet describes the traditional

way of making a canoe. Yo,, might follow it up with
.

some of the following activ ties:.

1. Make miniature Canoes in your classroom,

using soap, balsawood, clay, .or any other material .

which is avilable. Perforuii some of ,the steps men-

tioned in the booklet: For instance, drill holes

in the sideg of,the-'canoe and plug them with plugs

of another material before holloWing the canoe out.

Have.students decorate their canoes with a crest

symbol, perhaps the one they have chosen as their

own personal "crest" (see above), or representing

some animal which lives in Lingit Aan6e.

4

2. Visit a museum and look at Tlingit style

and'the tools that'wereused to make eheM.'

-35-
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When you return to-class, discuss the differences.

between,the Tlingit canoe and the boats the students

have had experiences' with.

O

A

3. Using the stone boiling method described in

-the booklet, boil some water. Cook soup or Labrador

(Hudson's Bay) tea which lour class has collected on

a field trip in this manner and treat the whole- class.

4. Out of butcher paper or newslint,7draw and

Out out a life-size model of a Tlingit' canoe (which

might be anytjength between 6' and 5e long), on

large enough for all Students to fit into. .Have stu-

dents d'ecide on a crest foi':your-class and draw the

crest symbol on the front of the canoe. Put the draw-

ing on one wall, or prop it up in front of one wall

so the students can get "into" the canoe (by standing

behind the drawing). Students paddle and sing in time

to the paddling any rhythmic song might be used).

Use the canoe as a prop for skits, acting out stories,

etc.

13

.
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Suggestions to follow-up on children's booklet,

The Tlingit Way: How to Treat Salmon:

1.' Make a list of the rules Tlingit people

,observed when they were catching and preparing salmon.

Write. the rules on the board (or have a student, re7

corder do so) as students call out rules, Then make

another liseef rules the students observe themselves

when .they fish. Examples might Se: you should ;.fish

only in season; you should not snag a salmon after

it has already "turned'; you_ should clean a salMon

as-soon as it is killed. And so forth. Compare the

two lists.

2. Have cnildren act out the different ways of

fishing for f>almon; for instance, call out "Harpoon!"

and have students pantomi,e the%appropriate actions.

Or, have oneeamof students act out a specific way
.

.of fishing while the other team guesses the technique

being used Do the same with cleaning and smoking the

salmon, observing all the proper rules while doing so.

-37-
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3. Have the students Write a song for the '

woman to

up tunes

them.

sing as she is preparing the salmon. Make

for 13Oth men's and women's sang, and sing

4. Have the children make miniature fishing

implements: a fish weir, dipnet, harpoon, smoke

house, fish trap. Have each child or group of children

explain how his or her implement works. Use Wood,

cardboard, clay.-- anything that is available.

5. T,%11.,.e.students to a museum to see

Tlingit-implements,

Tlingit implements

comparative exhibit

or have them bring in

from home if they have

. Or, have their bring
1

fish catching and preparing implements (for instance,

fish lures, modern gaff hOok, etc.) Compare modern

tools with old style Tlingit tools.

traditional

old-style

them for a

in modern-day

-38-
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6. Have students prepare a "How To" booklet
o

to tell how they fish and prepare the fish.

-7. Set up a small smokehouse outside rf the

school and have the class smoke some salmon. Per-

form the Tlingit customs as you do so, such as proper

positioning 'of the salmon,. etc.

- 8. Help students write "language experience"

stories about a Tlingit.family in fish camp: 'how

does the father feel about catching lots of fish?

What'does the mother think about as she cleans the-

fish'? What are the Children doing? Etc.

r.

9. Have students write a story abobt4,what might

happen to a Tlingit family if it did not .follow the

customs the people believed in.. How might the family

feel when they.realized'that they had made a mistake in

catching or preparing the.fish? How do your students

feel when they have, done something wrong, or something

-39-:
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that might cause pain to another persdh or

being?

10: Discuss with-students where their food

comes from (e.g. - :store, .through fishing, from

'Ne,latives, etc.). How is this differentIfrom or

similar to tile traditional, Tlingit way of obtain-

ing food? Have students illustrate,differences by

drawing (cartoons could be made of the steps in-

volved in each of the two cultures), acting or writing
9

activities.

O

11. Betry patches were owned by different

clans just as the salmOn streams were owned. Women

sometimes took a break from the salmon fishing

activities to travels'' their harry patches and

collect berries. They dried them,-mashed them into

cakes, or preserved them in Seal or fish oil°forthe

'winter. Take your class on a berry. picking trip.

When you return, prepare the berries according to a
.1

Tlingit receipe, as follows:

-40-
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Use strawberries, blueberries, cranberries,
currants, nagoon'berriet, or salmonberries..

1. Smash the berries in a broad basket
using a wooden- pestle.

2. Prepare A square of spruce bark by lin-
ing it with skunk cabbage leaves. Dump the
mash onto the leaves. ,Lay fern fronds.on
=top of the berries. Cover with another layer,
of skunk cabbage, then baik.

3. Cook this aver r-a very slow lire for two
days, putting' the fire out ,overnight.

4 When the paste has boiled,;dry, mash it
again, retove all the stems, and put it in
trays lined with skunk cabbage tb dry:

5. .To eat, soak the dried cake in warm'
water'or beat the berries,, to a froth with.
eulachon'(fish) oil, and snow.

Or, mash the berries with.dried.salmon eggs.
(Recipe from deLaguna 1M:408-409J.

Feel free to substitute as supplies or time
'allows;.or eat the berries raw!

O

.!1
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Tlingit Cookery

"Soapalally"

by August Kleinzahler

The vegetable feods of -the northern Tlingit-
and'Haida consisted of berries, fruits, green
shoots, roots and innerbark of the. hemlock and t
sprude.

Mash dried berries until pulp. ".
Pound into rectangular
wood frames
lined with'ikunk.cabbage leaves
and let dry into cakes.
Before eating

-break into _stream water
and soak:
Last, whip
into a foamy liquid. .

the consistency of-thick soup.
Soapalally!
a frothy delicacy.
No feast is complete without it
The perfect potlatch dessert.
Eat 4th the firm and ornamental.,
soapberry spOon

-427
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12. Fall was also the-time to collect.Labradox

(Hudson's Bay) tea, a plan =which was drunk for en-

. joyment as Well as for medicinal purpbses.. Take the
?

class on a--field trip tyollect the tea. (mild,

Edible and Poisonous Plants'of Alaska; a booklet put

'out b'y the University of Alaska Cooperative 'Extension

Service describes' Labrador tea on page 17. Ask local1
residents to tell yOu where the good tea patches are.)

Let the pungerit leaves dry thoroughly; then boil the

crushea up leaves in water. Use the stone boiling

method if Possible. Strain the liquid and drink it.

A warning: Labrador tea is a mild laxative so don't

drink too much.

13. Wild rice (chocolate or Kamchatka lily) can

also be 'collected and eaten 'in the'fall. See page 60

of Wild, Edible, and Poisonous Plants of Alaska.

Research-your area for_other foods which can be

colledted and prepared by your class.
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PART TIT: LIFE IN A TLINGIT WINTER HOUSE

OBJECTIVES,:
v.

To introduce the permanent winter settle-
ments of the Tlingits.

To emphasize the importance of the local'
clan And* hOuse group in the lives of the
people.

To elaborate on those elethents of 'Tlingit
culture introduced.in the last unit:
specifically, social. life And social
structure, folk stories, Tlingit world
view.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

Students should be able to reproduce the
setting of a community house, either in
drawing, model, or diagram.

Students should
and

both the houses of
the Tlingits and their own houses in rela-
tion to the environmental possibilities
and neceSsities, as discussed in .Part. I.
Students should know at least one Tlingit
clan story, and should have written, drawn
or cartooned a story depicting an experience
of .their own which might have resulted, had
they been traditionalllingis, in taking
a new clan crest.

\\Students should demonstrate an understanding
same Of the,locialainteractions which might

result from living in a large hodse with many
dilffereht people.

MATERIALS\ PROVIDED AS PART OF THE UNIT:

Bookleg: In a Tlingit-Winter House

Booklet:\ two Clan Stories
S.

/ Booklet: the Tlingit Uncle and his Nephews

P
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Booklet: Three Brothers

Booklet: How Raven Stole the Light (ProduCed
' at the Alaska.State Museum.)

- .

Booklet: How Raven Became Black and.igave.Water
to the .World (ProdUcc4; at the Alasya State
Museum) ,"Ar

Booklet: Raven and the Old WoMan-of the Tides
(Produced,at the Alaska State Museum)

Booklet:" Halibut Fishing (Yroduced"at- the
Alaska State Museum) - '7

RESOURCE LIST OF RELATED MATERIALS

BoOkit

Barbeau,lHarids, Totem Poles

Blackerby, A. W. and Lifin A. Forrest, Tale
of an Alaska Whale,(A Clah Story) ,

Brindze, Ruth, The Story of t'he Totem Pole

Davis, Henry and.Claribel, Icet Kake'Vasion
and Ket, Teaching Unit. The illustrated .,

booklet and its accompanying teacherleManual
tell the.,story of the origin of kilierwhales
and can be obtained. by writing to Henry and :
Clarib4lItavis, Box 479, Sitka 99835.

.

Desmond, lice Curtis, The Talking Tree

Emmons; G. T.,The Whale House of the Chilkat,
Anthropolgical Papers of the Museum of Natural
'History, XIX, l-'33.1916,.

Garfield,,Viala E., Meet the Totem .

Garfield,, Viola E. and Forrest, Linn A,, The-
o Wolf and the Raven: Totem Poles of Southeastern

Alaska i

. ./
Holm, Bill, 1Northwest Coast Indian Art: An

- Analysis of Form

I
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Inverarity,Robert B., Art of the.Northwest
Coast-Indians

A "2

Keithahn, EaWarl, .L., Monuments-ei,Cedi
/

,

.

Martin;Fran,-Nine Tales of Raven
0

,

..

-----e- . 'Paul,-Erances,'S ruoe Root Basketry of the. i .

.

,
laskan Tlingit ,'

,,-L

.

,

..
.

) *Sleators: Wilim: The Angry. Moon, A Tlingit
:" legend.)

, a.

.

44

0 ' .,
. Stewar,t, Hilaty, Artifacts of the Northwest

Coast Indians .
. .,

.

rx

A).

, f

Swanton, John R., Tlingit Myths and Texts

FILMS: O

, .

In the Land of the War Canoei,:.:Kwakiutl Indian
Life "on theNorthwest Coast .( by Edward,. S. ,Curtis,
'.914)'.. University of Washington, Department of
Audio-Visual ServiCei,..110 Lewis .Hall, Seattle,

The Kwakiutl of British Columbia: A DOcumentary
Film by Franz Boas; University of Washington,
'Department of Audio-Visual Services.

The Loon's Necklace, Available from PERCY, ASOSS-
r

Northwest Coast Indians A Search for the Past;
University of Washington, Department of Audio-

-Visual Services":

Northwest Indian Art; Available from PERCY,ASOSS.

Totem Pole; #6054, University of California Exten-
.ion Media Center, Berkeley, California, 94720

Wooden Box:,M6de By Steamink and Bending; Extension
Media Center; Berkeley, California, 94720

.1

L
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MULTIMEDIA MATERIALS:

Behtwood Box learning kit from tee Alaska
Multimedia Education ProOam, Alaska State
Mus'eum, Pouch FM; :Juneau 99801

aC
\ .

O
c=

Household Duties of.Tlingit Women learning
.kit from the Alaska State Museum

6 ' . c

Pu t, Show learning kit from the Alaska
---Stet Museum

' i

, 0 ,

, Tlingit\Stories learning kit fromthe Alaska
State Muteum

-, V
Totem Pole learning kit from the Alaska
State Museum, 1

01

R

.

liA

(

O
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PART III:

.Background

IN A TLINGIT WINTER HOUSE

-Information

Late each fall, with the end of the salmon

runs', Tlingit families returned one by, dne-from

their fists ps, to the permanent winter village.

Life in the winter meant a slowing down of Sub-

`sistence after thefrenzied.summer fishing

and gathering activities. There Were daily chores

to be performed, and'huntinvand trappinefor

immediate consumption, but the major portion of the

time was taken up by manuLcturing activities:

weaving baskets and blankets, carving tools and

ceremonial items, making canoes and preparing

boards for a new community house to be put up the

following summer. In addition, during mid-winter

-(November to February), important sources.of

pleasure and excitement were games, stories, and-

potlatche.s (Oberg 1973: Chapter IV).

Each winter village consisted of several

large houses, and each house was owned and lived

in by a single extended family, or clan. The

house'. ld head wap usually an elderly, respected,

and wealthy man, and other members of the householcf-

included his male relatiyeF, their wives and young

-48-
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children._ Since/clan relationsh:o was determined

through tha-MOther, the men related to the house-,

hold head were not his sons, but rather his nephews

and younger brotheis._ Any -slaves owned by the

family lived in the house as well.

In some villages, certain clans were too

large for all members to fit in a single house.

In those cases, the clans were represented by

more 'than one house in the village. Each house

maintained its own definite and immutable identity,

however; it had a name and crests all its own, and

membership in the house group was hereditary just

as was membership in the clan as a. whole.

Life in the large Tlingit communi', houses was

perhaps a bit different from your and your students'

family experiences. For one thing, an'individual

was seldom lonely; in fact, there may have been a

decided lack of what many modern Americans feel is

' a necessity, privacy. In addition, a child had many

\biore role models than his own parents or guardians:

srandparent-s, aunts, uncles, and ofhe adults were

constantly available to guide and help the child.

And in case of the death of a parent, there were

many more adults who could readily assume that role.

1
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A single house might be the home, of up to 50. or

ii60 people. Membership in the household Was the
t

most crucial identifying characteristic of an in"-

dividual and Tlingits had great pride in their clan

and house grouP. Still, in such a large group, it

was inevitable that there would be.personality

conflicts now and then. In Tlingit culture there

were certain patterned ways of dealing with such

problems. For instance, although many families

shared the same house; each had its own small

sleeping compartment where its pr\ivate property was

stored. Each woman cooked meals for her own family,

though in company of other women over the central

fire pit. Meals were individual affairs, not the

family gatherings that are the Western ideal: when

a person was hungry, he or she ate; ther- was

always a box of soup or some dried salmon around.

These practices allowed individua'i to liv in'the

same building while avoiding many potentially unr
NN

pleasant encounters.

In addition, certain relationships whihNwere

almost certain to be the cause of friction were-

circumscribed by,customary behaviors. A sbn-in,law

U.



never spoke directly to his mother-in-law,

blit always through an intermediary. An adult

sister never spoke directly to her adult brother,

the uncle and disciplinarian for her children.

Interference between mother and mentor was

therefore eliminated. (detaguna 1972:492;433.)

In spite of.these formalized relationships,

jealousies and dislikes were sometimes expressed,

though .not always overtly. Rather, they might take

the form of wi-tChcraft. It was generally believed

that witches were touchy, jealous, and begrudging

indiVi als who practiced their craft only on

members of their own families. the motivation

was often jealousy, of.wealth or position; thus a

younger and less important brother of the house

head-man might make his older brother ill.

A bewitched person required the aid of a

shaman who was of a different clan from himself.

The shaman was believed to be the only person' who

could correctly and definitely !_dentify the witch.

His Job was tLuS to identify the Witch, then make

hiM confess, and finally force him to undo the spell

which was)making his relative ill.

A distinction wasmade between witches and

shamans (sometimes called "medicine mbn" or "witch

-51-
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doctOrs" in the literature). PShaman were

'sometimes feared individuals, but their task

was to cure pclople, not to make them ill.

The complement of ths! local clan group,

.which was represented in a single village by f

one or more clan houses, was the larger clan

group which cut across village boundaries.

Thus, there were Kaagwaantaan households in

,Klukwan, Sitka, .Yakutat, and Hoorah. (Krause

1956:78,80). This extension of the clan group

beyond one's local community was important in-

that it allowed a hunter or fishermari to travel

throughout the area, always certain that he had

a place to stay in a neighboring village. It

also allowed for the extension of ceremonial and

trade activities beyohd the village, and broad-

ened the range of possible marriage partners to

villages outside one's own.
C

The'village, on the other hand, was merely

a geographical location in which several unrelated

clans chose to live. It'Was not a political unit;

there was no village "chief" iN/ho had autheri':y over

all clans; instead, each clan had its own recognized

leader. There was an important advantage for a

-52--)tj



Tlingit clanin living next -to another unrelated

clan: potential marriagepartners were readily

available. A person could not marry within his

or her clan, so Itrwas necessary to establish

, a social relationship with another clan. Further,

Tlingit society was divided into two marriage

groups called moieties), and each of the clans

belonged to one or the other of these marriage

groups. Kaagwaantaans, for instance, belong to

the Wolf/Eagle moiety, while Kik'sadis belong to

the Raven moiety. Members of these two clans

could therefore marry each other. Thus, it was

not enough to have Unrelated clans living in the

same-village; in addition, at least one of the

clans had to belong to the moiety opposite to that

of the other Clans.

In the context of this interweaving social

network of clan and village,the local clan group,

was the basic economic and social unit of Tlingit

society. Iewas.the local clAn.which hosted latie

memorial feasts called potlatches. Similarly, wars or

feuds were undertaken by and directed against single

.local clans or- households, not against whole villages

or extended clans -. Ownership- .off resource areas

-53-



(salmon streams and-berry patches) by local

clanS has already been discussed (see Part II):

Formal Tlingit/kinship structure was very-

,complex, and it would 'serve little purpose to

try to explain it in depth to your students.

'Older students might be interested in construe:-

tinganthropological kinship charts or family

trees of their own families, and determining which

of their present relatives would'be considered

clanmites in Tlingit kinship .terms.f If you wish

to pursue this line, see Appendix, A.

Younger students, on the other hand, need

only become aware that a large, extended family

lived together under a single roof. The fact

that the family members .bere related through the

mother, and that all children are therefore of a

clan different from that of their father, is also

important. Most children from Southeastern

Alaslca wili-also be aware of the two moieties,

Raven and Eagle/Wolf.

Finally, one important aspect of-Tlingit

kinship can be dealt with in some depth: the importance

of the maternal uncle in the lives of hiS" sister's

children. Since the clan name was passed on through
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O

the mother, children were Of the same- clan as.
A

their mother. Their mothees brother was also

of the same clan, And was responsible for teach-

ing his nephews all clan lore, as'well.a5 dis-

ciplining them. The nephews \.n. turn inherited'

rights and property from their uncle rather than

their. father. The father, bei4 of a different

clan from his children., could not, of coursebe

responsible for ttheir education
.11

0
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Suggestions for the use of: In a Tlingit Winter House

booklet:

1. Read In a Tlingit Winter House aloud to

your students, as they listen with closed eyes.

Then have each student draw his or her impression

of the house.

2. As you read In a Tlingit Winter House

aloud, have.the students act it out: from paddling

up to the beach in the beginning, to becoming

scared and lonely at the end.

3. Talk about the Tlingit community house

as deScri:bed in In a Tlingit.Winter House. Discuss

hoy the community house is like your. students'
44.

homes. How is it different? Why was the house made

oTod?'' What advantages might have resulted froin

placing the village.on the beach of a calm cove?

Talk about some of the things that were seen

in the Tlingit house. For example, why was the

smoke hole partly covered by a board,? What were the

6:3
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rolled up deer and bear skins for? What was

the notched log, which was leaning against one

.side of the house, used for? What does the suit.

of armor In one of the wooden boxes tell yo'd about

the inhabitants of -the village? Who probably
O

lives in the separate room at the back of the

house.7-

4. Refer to the Map of Lingit Aanee (Part II)'.

_Have students place the villgge on a likely spot.

Criteria to consider.,for placing the village might

be: is it defendable from raiding parties? Does

it have ready access to the various resources in

the area? Is it,a good place to beach canoes?

Can food be obtained easily even during rough

-storms or foggy weather? Have the class, determine

other criteria.

You might plot transportation routes between

the village and the fishing, berrying,-and hunting

areas which have been designated during the previous

uniCs activities.-
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5. Compare the materials used in a Tlingit

community house (wood, furs,.stones, etc.) with

those which your student find in their own houses.

Determine where the materials in each category came

from and how they relate to the environment of

Linet Aanee (refer back to Part I). Discuss

ons for the greater variety of 'materials avail-

e.to yoUr students today than were obtainable

rea

by pre-:contact Tlingits.

6. Have students write about their own homeA s:

what they like about them, what they dislike about

them; how many people live in the house, etc. Or,

have students describe in writing or drawing their,

.own houses, as if to a stranger who had never before
.PY*

seen a house like theirs.

7.
4

''Explore the inside of a Tlingit house in one

of the following ways: (See Appendix B. for dettiled

information.)

a-. Build a model community house inolir class-

room out of wood, cardboard, yhatever is available,

-58--
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If possible, visit the local museum to see some

of the objects which might be included as part,

of the house (for instance, the bentwood boxes

and spruce root baskets, Chilkat blankets,

' carvings, totem poles). Ask *the museum curator

to talk about how these things were made and
, -/ -

used: Then;, if you like, make miniatures Of

these objects to be placed In your model communitY

house.
. , .

b. To give an i ea of the living space which

pre-contact Tlingits were.accustomed to, go out-

side and measure off a'rectangle about,40'

'Thisiis the approximate si"zeN,f a pre-cohtact-Tlingit

winterhouse for about 30 people,t. Measure off and mark

an area for the platform, for the fire_ pit, for the

screen at the-back of ihe house, etc. Mark off Living

//
areas,for separate families -/

C. Turn your classroom into.a community house,

using masking tape, rope blanke0s, stones, what-

ever You like to; imulate the houe. Mark off-the'

different areas of the house and panTime some

of the activities that would have taken place in them.

Have students draw a large diagram or murgl

of the community house, and name members of the clan

to. inhabit 'appropriate sections .of the house.
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. . .-

8,. Usin6a felt boarCi and cut -outs, giaphically
. .

explorp the differences between a Tlingit household
..

and that of your students, For instance, place.40
. .

s
,
, or 50 peoplelin a Tlingft'community house; beside

..,

.-

the. Tlingit hpusehold, using the same technique,

place people in a typical household representative of

your.cityoi town. Speculate with the clats on how

life Might be different if ,tEey'ived in a hous

with .50.or people, rather tHan their on 'house.

9. Have'students write about returning to
. t

the winter village_ from fish camp. How does it

td return home? What might a Tlingit child
4

notice first when he or she arrived back at'the

Village? How woulq:he or. she get-yeacqinted with

friends not seen all summer?

I
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Suggestrowi for Use of: Two Clan Stories Booklet

1. 'illustrate some: of the, waysdries
-, -

'-. in which clan could be, and were obtained. .

4

Although the two nts are different, there are

, Certain similarit ch can be found in all crest

stories,.. For instance,-14as not the,humans'whci
. t

................0
.,

chose the crest, but the crest'which'chose them.
4.

Human beings had to earn the crest in some wpy either

through hardship, or an act of kindness, or a.deed _

of courage. Human beings were, in the times when

cian crests were ea]. , in much closer contact with

the animal w'br-d,AA ey are. today, and some of

this closeness is maiuteed through the retelling
ee

of the 'stories and 1-za,singing of the songs that

accompany them.
4

In the golden Eagle story of e Drum Hbuse

Antioned. This
1

Teikeidee, Ak.Golden Eagle scree
70

refers to the painted and carved sc

back of

ocated at the.

the clan house, behind:whick.the

, i

an treasures

were stored and the head of the Ihousel. II
...
s ept.

761-
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The Thunderbird story of the Shangukeidee

also mentions a screen, in this case representing

the Thunderbird's mountain ,house. This refers to

the same type of painted and carved screen at the,

back of '-he clan house.

Each of the stories mentions a song which was

composed commemorating the event. The songs were

sung at potlatches and other clan events, and were

an integral part of the stories.

TEIpEIDEE STORY:

DiscuSs the Golden Eagle song: who is supposed

to be singing the song? What is the relationship

between Ole song and ae itori that goes with it?

The man in the Eagle story did not think anything

was strange when he heard the eagle singing in Tlingit.

How do you explain teat?'

What did she man's encounter with the eag".e teach

him about treating animals? How does this comp,re with

attitudes about animals discussed in Part II?

Locate the site of this story on a map of the

. Yakutat area.
qT
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SHANGUKEIDEE STORY:

Why cud. the people decie to leave the little

boy at the head of-the river? How,dlid they feel

about leaving him? :What do you think his mothet_
/

felt? Why did she not gd back-albrie for him?

Have students draw pictures ,of what they think

the Thunderbird looed 14.ke. How could he chinge

. back and forth'between Thunderbird and man?

1 Po you/think the Thunderbird was a kind bird?

Why or why 'not?

Discuss Gosna'w's song. Whom does the line,

"They hav got no pity for me" refer to?

Locate the site of this story on a map of the

Yakutat arlea

2. Tallc about how the different groups described

in the stories obtained tyleir clan crests (refer back

to the Dog Salmon crest story as well, Part II). Have

students draw 'comic strips" illustrating on.e of the

stories.

3. Have students write and illustrate a story

0

--.

\

of'an experience which they or a member of their family
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has had with an animal: an experience which might,

. had they been old-time Tlingits, have resulted in

their assuming the animal as a clan crest. (See

Part II.) Have them write a song about the

perience - perhaps expressing their feelings about

the event, rather than the event itself. (like the

Golden Eagle song in the booklet).

4. Paint a mural to fill one entire wall of ,

yourClassroom, depicting a Tlingit winter village.

Name each of the houses in the village'with a clan

and a house name, either using crest r-..mes from the

students' stories (#2 above) or using,the clan crest

names mentioned in the Two Clan Stories booklet.

Have students decorate the outsides of'each of the

houses with its respective crest symbol.

5. Discuss: Whom .do you cbnsider'a 'relative?

Youmight have students list their relatives and the

relationships of these people to them. Have them

make up family trees, and determine which of their

current family members Would and, would not be con-

sidered family according to Tlingit kinship (sec

-64-



Appendix A for more specific information,)

-6. Have students write histories of-their

own families, with help from parents if possible.:

Bind all the.histories tOgether into a class

history book. Include photographs or drawings of the
e

family members and'teir relationship with thee

author/Student.

7. Talk about the parallels between last names

and. clan names. What,were-the origins of your stadent.

last names? .What is the American custom of paqsing

on surnames? The NOrwegian? Others? How are these

customs different from the Tlingit practice of pass-

ing on clan membership? Have the students figure
0

out.what their last-n-_me3 would be if their names,

Like traditional Tlingit clan names, were passed on

through the mother's line. (Children may need to

ask parents for this information. Encourage them to

go back as far as they can.)

Have students look up their names in the die-.

,tionary to learn of their original meanings and
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derivations. Or have students ask their parents

Whothe original bearer of the family name was and

whether the name has a meaning. :This information

might be incorporated into the Class History booklet

(115 above)'.

r

.8.. Clan crests= may be referred to as 'friends"

in English (deLaguna 1972: 824). Discuss what a

Tlingit's feelings toward his,"friends" might be.

Do your students. know animals they consider "friend

What obligations do students think a Ta'ngic would

have toward his crest animals?

9. If you live'in Southeastern-Alaska, have

students find-out what clans are represented in your

town; your classroom. Fihd out the names of tradi-

tional Tlingit houses, and who lived in -their Learn

some cs:es\stories of these clans, if some of the

local elders are willing to come to your classroom, and

tell them. When your visitor has left, have students

draw or write about the stories they have heard.
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'10. Talk about some of the objects that

clan crests` appeared on, based on your museum

visits or art bocks: canoes (see Part II), totem

poles, house fronts, ceremonial hats and rattles,

dishes, Chilkat bianket6..

(

.."

*
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Suggestions for use of: The Tlingit.Unele and

his Nephews story:

4

1. Read The Tlingit Uncle and his Nephews to

the class, or have students read,ix aloud. Talk about

'the uncle-nephew relationship'. Then discuss:.

What were the uncle's feelings toward his nepheWs?

What were the boys'° feelings toward their uncle ?'

Whydidn't anyone interfere when the uncle

harmed his nephews?

Why did the uncle become so angrywhen he saw.

that some of his nepheWs were shirking their training?

Do your parents or teacl-ars get angry when you

don't do something you should? 'How do they react?

How do you react when you're found out?

,
2. The story describes a family in which the uncle

was strict and a bit cruel. Talk about, or write about

other ways of teaching and enforcing discipline, without

force. Have students write a story about a less strict

unr1,.-: and how he treated his nephews. Would a less

,strict uncle have been as successful in training his

nephews as this. ore was?
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3. Discuss:

Why did the Tlingits.put so much emphasis In

strength and stamina? Do we putemphasis on those

things today? Why or why not? What might happen

to the four weak nephews if they never went through

their training? Have students write or draw a story
05

about tKecOnsequendes to a Tlingit boy Of shirking
8

his training.

4. Discuss shamans in Tlingit culture:

Shakwei', the boys' mother, was a shaman. This

meant that she was an intermediary between men and
a.

the forces of nature.- She, with the help of certain

supernatural spirits, could cure sickness, unmask

witches, foretell the future, and cOntrol the weather,

among other thir.gs. She, like other ihamans,,cou"ld.

not dire members of her own clan, except, apparently,

when there was a strictly,natural cause for the illness

as was the case in this story.. If you would like more

detailed information, on shamans, their practices, and

powers, see deLaguna 1972:670-725. <3.

You mightdikluSs how the members of the Beaver

house might have felt toward Shakwei'. How might they

have felt toward her brother, 'Axaakuduuluu? What do
e.
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the students think of themiraculous'recovery of

''''the boys?

Many of the students may have seen movies in

Which ,an "evil witch doctor" performs "black magic"

on someone. Have students compare Shakwei's

actions and powers with-the type .of witch doctor

which is popularly portrayed in movies.

0

0
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Suggestions for use of Three Brothers story:

This story deals in part with witchcraft,

a phenomenon which has occurred in aim st every

part of the world at one time or another.

of looking at witchcraft is, as this story

One way

suggests,

as a reaction to the stresses of living in a close-

knit community where a person cannot possibly get
.

along Well with everybne he knows or is related to.

In Tlingit culture, the relationships between

brothers' was potentially quite stressful: brothers

were supposed to love and help each-other, and even .

share wives in some circumstances, yet brothers were

often put into a position where they competed with

each othera In the choice of a marriage mate, imi,-the

training sessions with their uncle, in becoming.

uncle's heir, in becoming a skillful fi-herman, hunter,

or carver, and so forth. Tlingit culture, like

cultures, placed great emphasis on excelling in

Western

whatever-'

person -did, so often, in a situation of competition, at

least one person ended up feeling inadequate, Some-in-
.

dividuals would be able to use the competitive'situa-

tion to spur them on to exceed'their previous abilities,

but others were beaten down by the same stimulus.

s



Ali cultures lay personal and cultural strains

on their members, but differerit'oul,tures accept

different outlets' for these strains: The, wbrk "accept"

"
shoUld not, however, be confused with "condone".

Tlingits, for. instance, 'did not traditionally, nor
1

do they today, condone witchca=aft. They did accept

it a a part of life which was to be avoided if

posslbW,but-dealt, with if necessary. Similarly,

Twentieth Century. American culture does not condone

murder, yetdt certaihly accepts its existance to'the

extent of spending millions of dollars on law enforce-
.,

ment agencies and court systeMs to4pieal with the results
-70

. of murders.

Keeping this distinction in mind, then, Tlingit.

culture accepted witchdraft; it was believed that a

person had the -15Wer to control another:El well-beingOa .

through supernatural, as yell as natural means.

Some activities:,

1. Younger stulents might benefit from having

this story read ,to them in installments:.a part.of

the stony read'each day, -followed by having the

Children draw a picture of that episodel's events.

You might stop the story before its actual end, per-
t

haps with the scene where Peter is.vf.sitingDaniel

-7
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an puts`his Zaughter on his lap. Have the

"iv

student's write their. own Does 'Daniel kill

both I-11.s brother and his daughter? Does-Peter-make
.1

Daniel well again? and solforth. Then read what

c
actually happened, and.compare versions.

2:, Students might benefit from discussions

on the folloWing topics:

Talk abbut the normal relationship between

Tlingit brothers.

How is the relationShip between Daniel:and

Peter different,from the relationship most-Tlingits

had with their brothers? Have students write stories

about broalers.,their own; or ahunting trip two

Tlingit brotherS took, etc.
%

Why did everyone. suspect Peter of witchcraft?

Everyone b&lieved Peter, had practiced witchcr'aft

on his brother; Daniel, though he river admitted it.

Do you think lo?,

How do you think Joseph _felt, knowing that he Was

helpless in making Daniel well "again? Write a story or

poem about-J4eph's feelings, or do a pantomime.

How do youthink Joseph felt about ITs other
I,

brother Peter?

173-
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What is a shamam? HOw is he different from a -

witch?(See the background infOrmatiok.portion of this Part.)
.

,What :did Daniel's dream mean? lkw did it tell,
.

the shaman what.theTau/ se of,DatTi.el's sickness was?

If Peterlhad not been away on a hunting trip,
1

dO you think he would have undone the magic and e

par0,e1 well? Whybr,why not?,

DO' you, feel sorry for Peter? Why or why not? Do'
. . 0

you think; as he aid-; thatlife-h.ad treated him badly?

What do,yOu.ehink .Daniel died from?
4

Have you-ever been 'jealous.of someone? Hoc,. did

yoU express it? Has anyohe ever been jealous of you?

Hoc3 did ,hey show. it?

,
Vr 3. Some more general topics for discussion

d might be:

Do.all cuitures need sbme acceptable outlet for
.

,
oal

.

emotions,''tensions, and_stresses? ,

, -i
`.<\'. i

: 'What .outiets Voes our culture allow:, 'Act them

, .

...,

i

.

.
: . -

out.

4

s. A
Based oh :all the readings on Tlibgit culture

ri \
. N '-`--so far, It outlets would xou,say pre-Contact Tlingits

/r--\
culture allowed? ;Act them out.

. ,

.1
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Talk about other relationsliips..iri traditional

'Tlingit culture (besides btother/brother relation-

ships) which might 'have potential for causing strain

between twaPpeople. Have students write about them.

What relationships in your culture (whaiever'it
4

may Pe) causa most stress? How'is it expressed?
. _

Write a story or draw a picture of such a situation.

Given ,a Similar circumstance in modern times in
.

your students' own. town, how might the/three brothers

have reacted? Haie students write stories,or plays

about it,

"Talk about "psycho-somatic" illnesses, those

caused by a mental, rather than' strictly physica

condition: Could Daniel's illIness have been psychos-,

somatic? Ask students to.corijecture on what they
A .

"Ehyik might have been the'eause of the°1.11ness. Res

member thatthe e.ients described,in the story actually

4

happened.

4., Compare this story with European fairy tales

(fo- instance, "Sleeping Beauty"). You will find some

of the same elementS in'lioth: jealousy, bitterness,

thedesix:e to.hurt someone. Have the students find

..75-
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other par4llels in Western folklore or, literature or

in the folklore of their own culture. What.elements

make Three Brothers particularly Tlingit?

0

5. Do sol6e play-writing and dramatics
1

Possible themes for dramatics might.be:activities

Two women, wives of brothers, do not get along

together, yet they must live in the.same house.

Two men, nephews ot the head-man, are vying for

his favor, each wishing to be named successor as

head-mancand heir.

A young boy and girl., both from clans whicli

belong to the Raven Moiety, fall in 1ovean&w5_sh.t.)

vrry.

One family within the clan hoes: Baas most unlucky

iishing'the pfeceding.f..ummer.. They soon run out of

' all the fish they caught. Wet happens?

Think' of other themes you might want to _incorporate

into dramatics a tivities.

). a
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Suggestions for activities dealing with Raven

Stories:

(Raven Gives Light tolt1e World, Raven Becomes

Black, Raven and the Old Woman of the Tides.,

Halibut Fishing).

Frederica deLaguna (1972: 31Q) quotes an in-

formant's descriptions.of winter evening story-

telling sessions. You, might read the description

to your students before beginning with the Raven

. (On winter evenings in th'd big houses,)..-..
,'"they would build a big fire so it "would

light up most of the house/ And. in the
corners they used seal oil lamps.. Sotp.

, would be sitting in the corner playing
1Litau (chair dice), and other's play checkers.
The Wolves and the Ravens usually played
against each other.. They gambled, but it
wasn't always Wolves and Ravens.

"The women would sit in groups of two
or three, working_spruce roots,:holding
them in their teeth And splitting them.
YOu coilld see all those hands splitting
them, working one after the other....

"Only the old, people would 'sit and tell
stories: And the'quiet ones would turn
their backs to the fire. WonderfUl! No
White people;,no stOres L.; 3:un tor(M.1)

"Uusiof people-in olden days, they
had ail kinds tof games -- Indian games.' As
soon as it is getting ddn they make a fire-
a big fire--pile them up so high. They call
-:- 'evening fire;' xana gani. When the
Lire started burning good, that's the time

r the chief telling a story. Not only him,
sometimes (the one)' next to him is smart
as him sometimes smarter than him. They're

v.(
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telling, the stories." This was when the
children were taught the'ttaditions of
their people and the correct rules of
behavior. (deLaguna 1972: 310).

4 ;*

.3

48:-.
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Suggestions for Raven Steals the Light:

This was written as a radio play, and may be

perfcrmed by a group of students orally, or in the

form of a puppet or acting play.

The story points out.a couple of intereting

aspects of Tlingit culture you might want to br.ing

up: for instance, the relationship between grand-

children and grandparents; the complex nature of

Raven, who will go to any means to.get what he .

wants, but who ends up by' helping the: world; the

faCt that rich people, such as the grandfather, have

property and pierogatives (in this case the moon,

stars, and daylight), which poorer people do not have

access to.

n
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Suggestions for How Raven Became Black and Gave

Water to the World:
I

.This is a comic bdok, beant to be read and

enjoyed.

° Some interesting points abitut this story:

Raven continues to shape thp.world in a way which"

we as humans find friendly and comfortable. His

veracious appetite is once again mentioned, as is

his trickery, which all goes to a good cause (giving

the world fresh water) in the end. The setting in

this story is a modern Alaskan cabin. How might

the pre.-contact Tlingits have visualized the action?'

How does the Raven '-b this story. compare with th6,

Raven in the For, human story? The Raven Steals

the Light story?

a

-80-c
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Suggestions for Raven and the Old Woman of the Tides:

This was written as a puppet play, and may

be performed with puppets, or in acting, or the

students may draw cartoons for it, as in the pre:"

ceding story.`

Some, interesting points about the story:

Raven still has the good of mankind at heart though

he is merciless to his victim, the Old Woula4 of the

Tides. The story Tloincs out the dependence (f the

Tlingits cn beach food. Winter-tim, from Se tember

or October to April or May, were the timcv when beach

food was collected, and was often women's work. What

ether beach foods besides sea urchins might Tlingits

nave gathered?

-81-
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Suggestions for use of Halibut Fishing booklet:

-Halibut fishiq took place throughout the

year, but late winter and early spring halibut

was especially appreciated as a variation from

diied salmon and oil. This booklet points out-

the technology of halibut fishing (you might want

to visit a museum to see the real arLf'acts

mentioned).

-82-
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PART'IV: RELATIONSHIPS OUTSIDE THE VILLAGE

OBJECTIVES:

To teach about the potlatch and its special
significance in pre-contact Tlingit ,life

Td re-emphasie the clan as a polit cal and
social unit and to extend its bound ries
beyond the village

To explore two of,the types of relationships
Tlingits of a given clan and villrge might have
had with other Tlingits (pdtlatch and feud).

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:- \

students should make up a menu of Tlingit foods.

Students should play some Tlingit games.

Students should, if possible,;hear some Tlingit
music and learn at least one Tlingit dance.

Students should know why a potlatch was held.
o

Students should know that clans extended beyond.
village boundaries, and that Tlingits therefore
had relatives they could' visit and cotInt
do in many parts of,Southeastern

MATERIALS PROVIDED ASLPART OF THE, UNIT:

£here are no special Alaska Bilingual Education'
Center materials for this unit.

MATERIALS YOU SHOULD HAVE ON HAND:

'Art supplies, dishe ,'etc. depending on the
activities you wish to 'Pursue.

RESOURCE LIST OF RELATED MATERIALS:.

Bookis:

Gunther, Erna, Indian Life of the Northwest
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Coast of North America: As Seen'by the Early
Explorers and Fur Traders During the Last
Decades of the Eighteenth Century

Houston, James,'Ghost Paddle:-A Northwest
Coast Indian Tale

Kreiger, H6rbert W., Indian Villages of Southeast
Alaska (from the,..Annual Report o the Smithsonian,
1927, reprinted by Shorey Book Store, Seattle)
particularly pp. 483-484

Miller, Pony and Leon Gordon, Lost Heritage
of Alaska,

Swanton; John R. Tlingit MIth and Texts

Multimedia.Materials:

Northwest Coast Art learning kit produced by.
the Alaska Multimedia Education Program,
Alaska State Museum, Pouch FM, Juneau; 99801.

Arts and Crafts of Tlinit Indians learning kit
'produce-a-7by the Alaska State Museum.

Music:

Tapes of Tlingit music are available from the
Alaska State Historical Library in Juneau, with
permission of the artists:

Indian'Music of the Pacific Northwest Coast.
7T7623) A record available from Folkways
Records, 701 Seventh Avpnue, New York, Nqw York,.
10036

ti
Nootka Music Indian Music of the Pacific A'
Northwest Coast, British Columbia. tFE *5241
A record avai1.6IJTTOm Folkways Records, 701
Seventh Avenue, New York, New York,-,10036--

Educational Games:

Potlatch Package: Indian Anthropology Unit.
(grades 7-12)
Games Central, 55Sheelei-.Street, Cambridge,
Mass.; 02138

-

-84-
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PART RELATIONSHIPS OUTSIDE THE VILLAGE

Background Information

The word "potlatch" is from the Chinook jargon

and originally-meant "a.gift". The 'term has been

used to represent any large-feast.at which food and

belongings were given away by the hosts to the a

guests. There have,been'thany descriptions and inter-
-

pretations, of potlatches, but they can probably be

best understood by your vtudentsin the context. of

relationships between clans.

A very general definition of Tlingit potlatch is

'as follows: it was a large-scale ceremonial' party

of several (usually eight) 'days' duration. It was

given by the clan df a recently deceased individual, 4
2

for .the purpose of .onoring that individual and

announcing who was to take his place in clan social

structure. The host clan invited clans who were of-

the opposite moiety from themselves: The guests of

honor were members of the clan of the dead person's

father. Since members of the father's clan had

perforMed the erematiwi.and burial duties for the

deceased, the potlatch was given to honor them and

to repay them for their services.

-85-



In actual practice, since potlatches were extremely

costly to give, a'singl*e j o t yotlatdh was often

given for several 'recently deceaSed members of the

clan. The potlatch N$a; theh sponsored, organized/ and

paid for,in large part by 'the heir-of the most

iportant and wealthy of the recently deceased. (de

L guna 1922:606) .

An additional, though somewhat incidentAl function

of the potlatch was to provide an opportunity_ for

seeing-out-of-town relatives, for neing, 4.lor st1ising;,..

e
. d

.

contsts, games. , and theatricals, and for courting.

A. clan' began planning ifor a memoralepotlatch,
-- ,

, 0 .

shortly-after the body of its deceased member had

been cremated. Ii- usually allowed itself at least

a ydar to,amass enough food and gifts to stage a .;cod

-potratcli, arid during that year the clan members

gathered more be-ries, made more bentwood boxes,.

carghttand D'o lad more salmon, and trapped more

fur-baar4.n, than they usually did. Ceremonial

costames \lore refurbished; songs prwere PractiCed;

and membe s of the opposite moiety were hired to fix,

" up tile old house or build- a new one, or to erect

; aograve marker for the deceaseV,.

Guests were also notified a year in advance of

the'potlatch. This .allowed them Lime to compose
ti

o
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songs for the event, and to :pr ctice clan crest songs
i"

and dances,
.

1

.

1

v
.

Late Fall and early Winter, after salmon fishing
,

, . __. ... ,

season, were the most popular time to give potlatches:

the urgency of gathering food for the winter was-

.past,
1so

peoplo were more relaxed in their life styl Pi

than they had been in recent months andA'ad timatip

socialize. (0b6rg 1973:72). Furthermore, boxes and

rafters'were full of food and there was a feeling 61

abundance afer the harvest of the salmon.
.

Whempreparations for the feast had been completed,

messengets ere sent to the hOuseholds of those guests

who lived a ,,village,village, and to *appropriate houSeholds.
.

1

in other villagesas
;

The guest 11Jt basically

. .

.

included the'.clan'of the.deceased's father, as well

as all localIclan's who were of
6
the moiety opposite.

that of the hosts. The clans most honored *ore those

which stood in a relationship of havin.taken care
r

or?t. ,d/ead of ,ther host clan:' All guests were members

V

`of the moiety opp Site that of the hosts, :and there

. 11 ,s i

.
were at least two'g9est.clans present.

.
:

The potlatch consisted-Of at least eight days
,

of ceremonies, feasting, And: partying. The formal-
. -r, .

,,w,

S

portion usually took place on the fourth night, in

V. -187-
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,
the house of the clan leader. It opened with

'se nial recognitionlof highrfanking-guests. The
\

more important a guest; the more dAbrerice he was

ghown: he ,was seated in a plaqe of honor atlthe
r

back of the house by the, headman's compartmeht, he,

was nopored in speeches, the was served firet, and

Any occasion, like the potlatch, where more than-
,

clan gathered in one pLaCe and where there was'A IA

he.was given the largest gifts.

Next, songs and dances honoring the'deceased
. \

anc011ustrating a clan stdry or 6::estwere per-

formed -by the hosts: Gifts*ere thee giVen to the

. guests,l, These might include, boxes of fish oil,

'skins, Chilkat blankets, dentalia, copper,'and'

perhaps the rights to a clan salmon stream or Crest

.101. song.. All members of the thost elan contributed

to le\ift.pile, though the iclan leader contributed

most. In addition, other villag ss who were of the

same moiety as the hosts contributed me to the
1,

gift pile and feast.

a disiilay.of\clari prerogatives (songs and dances-;
, .

. ,

costumes,.all Owned by thOclan) emphaSized-the

10.1-

/ *

feelings.or clan dolidarty,;,apa, coni/ersely, clan

, .

,...-
,

...

rivalry which were impottant conci;irmants of clan

identity.

a "a dla% ...rm. oe
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A description of some,of the other activities which

took place during the eight day .potlatch will

illustrate this.

The ceremonial honoring of the dead, with its

.
formalized speeches songs, and .dancing, took up

one whole day or evens g. But 'on other evenings\

during the eight days guests entertained their hOsts%

They performed songs and dances-irllustrating a clan

erestor story. The perforliances by guests evolved

. into contests between guest clans, to determine which

,clan could 'remember more clan songs and dances, which

0 clan presented the most flawless 'group Of dances,
/

which clan danced most dramatically, and so forth.

Another component of the p tlatch was the feast.

Huge amounts of food were served by the host, clan.

Here, to guests competed with each other in eating

contests: who could drink a whole bowl of fish oil;

who could eat a huge (four -foot long) serviig dish

' full of food, and.so forth. The rivalry between

guest clans ranged in character from extremely tense

Tontests which sometimes' erupted into violence, to

t,

good natured contests with a lot of joking and -aughing..

After the eight days of ceremonies, eating, .dancing,

___and generally having fpn, the guests and hosts alike .

Wete'exhausted from,the activity, the mental strain

, 4

.

4
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which accompanied the competition, and lack of sleep.

Guests returned to 'their homes% and life settled
,

down fOr a time to the slow-moving cycle of winter

activities described in Part III.

A

<=)
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-Suggestions for activities to deal with potlatches:

1. Although a person's closest relatives

lived in the clan hou se with him, pepple did have

relatives- in other villages. For instance, a

young girl might have an older sister whO had
0

married someone from another village, and,ghen

gone to live in his village. The young girl-
e

might meet her .cOusins,(h'er sister's children),

who are also clanmates, for the first tithe'at a

potlatch in their home village. Have the studeris

write stories, poem's,- or draw pict4ii.es about a

young girl's (or boy') first encounters with her
- -

or his out7of,Itown cousins.

Ask students abblit their own. out-of-towri

relatives; have they met them a,ll? DA they stay

with them when they gb to the relatives' home town

Have st udents write about their own first., meetings.

with their out-of-town relatives.

f.2. See Swanton. (1908:398-400) for - a

list of clans and towns in which each wag°

located' Using the list graphically depict the

.network of some of-the Clan relationshipg

3

ti
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on your map of Southeastern Alaska. Mark the' ."

°different clans with different colors. For instance,.

make a red dot in each village which has a'Kaagwaantaan
.yam

contingbnt; a blue dot-forp(iksadi, and so forth.

You might want to connect the dots with-yarn of.the

same color, to indi4ate between which villages
1

. --

people would most often travel.

Do the, same` for your students' relatives, on

P

a map of the entire country or world,' if necessary.

They should mark locationsof all knoim relatives.

Discuss how their world is different from,or

similar to the Tlingits' traditional world; as
.., -

indicated by the two maps.
-

I,"
a

.3. A major component of traditional pytlatches

was the inviting of guests from other -v..alages.to

the feast. explore this in §ome'of the following

a.' Refer tohe map of Southeaptern Alaska:

Plot routes of travel bdtween some of the villages,
yI as,

using your own town as hosting village if yoti live

in Southeastern. In most cases, villages which

regularly invited each other to potlatches Were fairly"

0
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a-

'close together, or were those in whi,ph the same
a

. 4

%clan, was represented. Thus, for instance; Yakutat,

Klukwan, and Hoonah clans might at times be

invited to each'othees potlatches.

b. Have students write stories frOm a child%s
. t

-?
,

point of vied; the 'subject: a trip-to Village ,X17

for 4 potlatch. 1,They might include a".description

of the canoe ride, what was carried -in-the canoe,

howmany times they had to stop on the way, where

they camped, what they ate,-and -so-forth.

4. Obtain recordings of Thingit,music, either

from.loca artists, or from a library in your town.

The Alaska State Library in Juneau has a small

collection of tapes which can-be loaffed,"with the

permission of the artists.
.

- 5. Visit a local museum r looic through art

books to see some of the traditional Tlingit
4I

costumes and paraphernalia (rattles, puppets, drums,

mass, ceremonial dishes). Find oUt how some are .4,,

made-and make replicas-in class oUt'of paper macho,

cardboard, modeling Clay, skins, wood, cloth--whatever

is handy, .

-93-
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6. Preparing a potlatch meant at least 4 year's

worth for the host clan. To give students an idea

of the typesof tasks necessary, you Might have

groups of students perform the following preparations;

follbwed, if_you like; by a potlatch for parents or
.

another class. Students should know that they are

all, forthe purposes of this 'activity,members of-

04,

the same-clan--have.them":choos a, clan name and
A\ Air

crests, carrying over from Trevidus sections'
. I

exercises if possible. The headman of the clan has

rec ently died, ana.glis successor' was named by him
,/
before he died. The heir'is the yt.nger brother

of .the headman. Designate one,oithe boys' in the

class as ndw Headman, This individual should .be,

in charge of coOrdinating 41 the activities of
.1

the different committees.

0, Before the headman can be 'recognized by the

:rest of the village, however''; he must give a potlatch

to honor hig recently deceased older,brother. the

...

clan must also thank and pay those people who took

care of,the funeral for the deadman, so they, have

invited the helpericlan to be guest's at the potlatch%

..Several .ether clans have also been invited, though

all guest no matter what their clan, are from. the

same moiety (either, Raven or .Eagle/Wolf).

-94- '
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Soule of the tasks which must be performed,

before the Potlatch can be givqn are:

a. One group' should plan .a Menu'foi 3b0 people..
.

.,. .

Have them choose Tlingit foodsuse the information
..

.

.. , 4 ,

.already made available in Lingit Aanee and the
.

,

resource
'A

map and doextra research as well on
_e. ..,e,

Southeastern Alaska if necessary. If
,

you are
---

'planning to prepare a.real feast for parents or
n

. oiler.. school grows, t-h'is group should -plan a real

menu aa well as..the traditional Tlingit.menu% Tq

to obtain and prep"are so\\m 'Tlitigir foods-Tdiled' fish,
..,.

4
\ . 0 %

seaweed, Indian ice eream, Labrador tea-, etc.

b. 'An important part,,of the potlatch was . "to,
.

honor and thank'the'people who had- taken car,e of

afterthe dead leader's body flae-died. Gifts Must-
. 4.-

be collected and given out to 'these people by

host clan.

Assign one group of students to supervise tie

gathering of gifts from other clan members, determining
4

. V what each clan Member should contribute, and how
J

\-.1

the gifts should subsequently be...distributed to the

guests. Typical traditional gifts were: food,
2

-furs, dentalia *(rare shells which were considered

very valuable), copper;from the copper.River. After

ti

1
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V
,CDntact, typical gift's were, Hudson's Bay blankets,

fruit-, money. Tf.this is to he a real 'potlatch,

have this Committee decide what i5 feels should

be used as gi(fts.

The 'rule in distributing gifts is that the most

important guest receives the latgest gift. the less

important 'a guest is, the smaller

.

is in accordance with the duties that were performed-,
. .

for the' dead: the head of the' father ' s-,clan was- I

asked to perform the lion's share,of the cremation

.duties:. (In actual 'practice, this headman hired

others or .shed other clan members' to do the actual'

work, but he still stood in the ceremonial' elationship

of having helped most during the death of the deceased.)
.

The sante rule was followed in determining

seating arrangements for the ceremonial port*s of

thethe potlatch: t moSt*important guests-Were.
/

seated at, the back of the room in front' the.
.

.
.

headman s screen; less.important people sat around' g°
e -

.

the platform, an& the women of the host clan'sat or
,

-
, .

, .

stood in front of the door.

This committee should thus determine gift

collecting; giving, and seating arrangements in

accordance with theseprinciples However, it is

-/

`v.
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not recommended that actual guests (if'your clais
1

actually gives a potlatch,for the school or
-

companitY)-ge ranked and seated accordingly. Your.

°own, community may have comOutely,different ,criteria

for status than were the traditional. Tlingit" ideals.

Rather, in,your.class's potlatth-; simplylliave guests

seated in a formal and ceremonial fashion.

The committee can detdrmine ranking for a

hypbthetical roster,f,guests, however. You might ,

"". give the committee -leader a List of,,Suests,such
I

. .

as' the fallowing,.

GUESTSITO POTLATCH GIVEN BY CLAN (name of clan)

CLAM A: represented by

Mink House

Tom the head of Clan A and the headman of the Mink House

Tom's youriger bi-other Jitmie

Tom's nephews Joe, Billy, and Ned
,

Joe's nephews Alex and Zach

Tom's sisters.Rosieand Jennie and their children-.
. ---

Joe's sister Betty And her children.

Billyq sister Carrie

Zach's-sisters Kathy, Shirley, and Margie

-9
0r.
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'CLAN

.

Bts represented by
_

%.

SIM

- v

Mountain House; ..,.
.

,
.

.

1
John - head of Clan t and 1-eadman'9pf the Mountain House

.

John'ES'brothers Bert, Cliarlie:.and-Jeff%

Johp'S nephews Pete and Ilya

Petes nephews :Dave and Frank ti

John"s, sister Irene

: '

Peteig sisters Joanne and Rilth\and4tbeir ehildien

z

,

Whitecap House:

(

4

Patrick also of Clan B,but headman- of the,Watecap Muse'

PatriCk's nephews. Sammy, Willy: Don and Tony'

Tammy's nephew Art

Patrickis sister, Jan
-

Art's sisters Sylvia, Karen, and Mary, and their children

..After the committee has apbrtidned-the. giftse
A,^

discuss whether or not you _could rani youiawn
, .

community in this way. Why or why not? Talk .about

. -

some of the possible effects of giving those who are..

already rich (the headman of clans and households)

.4 v

the largest gifts. Remember.t^hau.guest, clans would

.at sometime in the future be expected to invite the

hosts' to a potlatch of their .own. Talk'about the

V. '

fi
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Informal rules your students' bllow,in their gift-
.

,sivirig practices (forinstance, do they. give the

larges gifts to those they like the mOstirto*.
members of 'their family? to chose who give them

.

the kargest gifts?,etc.1 .Discuss w; the, informal
. ,

rules in'praOice-in your community would or would,
9

. .

not work in Tlingit soej.ety.

..7!:., ..
, , , *

f

c . Games and contests;.particularly between"'
. , r
guests, but also between HoSts and guests, were

, .
t e

"anotherimportant part of potlatches.' Appoint
.

one committee to make game pieces and-teach others

how to use them This dommatee could also be in

charge of Setting up other contests, between guests._
\,

for yjur'class's potlatch' The 'following excerpt

from de Laguna' Under Mount Saint Elias describes

smog of the.traditionn.l. games th#t-Were played at.

-

potlatches (and 'other times

Hand'Game. or "Stick_ Gams"

The Yakutat Tfingit...pTayed.the Hand
Game. Although I did not learwits
specific nale,.Swantem 09,08, pa44)
reportt that it was called nahe'n,
after one p-f the two sticks:..177hich are.
used.' NahVn itplain; nap,n, the other,
is 'narked. The gaMe is played by two
teams, although. aCcording. to Swanton'
only one mane in each. manipUlates the
sticks or tries to guess.inhich hand
his'opponent has hidden the m rked one.

$'"
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, A correct gueSs-means'gaining one counter,
a Mistake. means losing one.. All the
counters must' be taken in order to win
the game and all fhA't has been wagered:
The stakes are apparently very high,
but Swanton does'not:make cleat
whether each memSer o a.teatn bets
.against his-personal:opposite...,

. ChaiT Dice'a S
'1

0
a 0-

A gaMkling game (dtCu) is ,played' with
a single die"carved to represent a
chail.,or.a swimming bird- -(see
It is fiat.on two_-gtles, apdhess 'four
edges. Two personsPlay against each .
other, using 20 sticks as:counters, each 4

having'aptle of.10.in,front of_ him
the start of the game.... Tr play,..one
-persoh _takes the die by the "back",of'
the "chair" (or -the 1%-eak",of the "Bird ")
between thum&rand.forefinger, and flips .

it over the back of hfs. hand with a
.snap of the ?irist. It...counts 2 points

0 if the "chair" lands sitting up on .the
'shortest.edge (qicqak); 1 point if it
lands. on one of .the other-three edges;,
'ancir0 if it" falls flat` on either side.
Ashe scores, the plaY.ertakes I or 2
counters from hits opponenes,p;ile and.

'6 ,adds them to his own. If the falls q
flat on either side, the pl4er miSses---%
his turn, which passes to his.
opponent. 'Winningvinvolves taking all,
'the counters....

;

tl

zero 4x iv* tfie game

Is*

17

-1007.
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Stick,Tossing Game

.."(The Stick Tossing.Game) Is played,
with pencil - shaped sticks of red cedar,
or ,"any'kindof wood," about'S'iriche§

- long and 1/4 inch thick: A.set made
for me by Jack Reed consistedoof.20,

, stickp, of Which-17 were plain. The
others.were carved at one end to suggest

. a head of a wolf (gutc) a d6vilfith
(naqw), and pa shaman (,i);t,)., and each, of
these was said.to be worth two of the
"others. Sometimes, I was, told, two
sticks were simply marked by cut's:
-marks for the 'shaman and,three for -

-his "assistant"....

t- .

. . ,

The game,is.played'. by'tuo 'persons. To: 7-
. play, one\man lays the bundle of ,sticks

17 across ,the palm of his right hand. He
tosses them.up,- catches them all on
the back O-f`his hand and-tosses them -

, .,
agai1, this time trying to catch one .

(preferably one if the 'harked sticks)
as they fall.: As.he catches ,stick
between thumb and forefinger, he sets
this aside, and repeats the tossing
and catching with the remaining sticks
until all have' been caught, one after i .

the other, or until he misses, and I

the turn passes to his opponent. If,,..

. he catches a marked stick,. he may, 0-
!,.

remove 2 sticks for eathc5of.the three
carved .ones..... .

4
.,0

,
, It is' my, impression that on the first '.

roundionly.one'stick,at astime is caught;
on the second,' two must be snatched from ,

the falling bundle; on the third
.

round, three; and so-on;:until on the - ,

;last round of the game, the player .
, N

tosses and catches all 12. Furthermore,
he loses his 'chance if he catches' more
or less thantthe-requitedThumber.

.

If neither player,cOmpletes a whole game
without failing,- then they compare the

6

.

a
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the number of points each has missed.
The one who has lost more., -say three'
more than his opponent, has-the right
to hit the back of the laLter'S hand
three times vith the end of the bundle
of stuicke. This pounding can be
rather severe and would,'Seem to be
fairly effectivb in evening the ,es

of winning... \\

Quoits

c

\

Another gambling game which was played'
at Yakutat resembled . quoits (,anaZtiguq,(Z)).
As described: "They sing.a 'Song with.
this gambling game. There will be lots
on this side:tat-id lots on, that--lots
of stuff. Thdyhave-a-.-big piece_of
'sealskin and epensive.things like
blankets on -both sides. They got a mark'
on the Sealskin and they pitch at it.
(The quoits) are pretty ()ries. . : Like
little chips.' Tfiey are gaq' (gaqn, or
'hard_wood1)-=round as 4 dolla--. They
hive' something in the,midald-ofthe
sealskin., They halie (this as a) target.
They :throw a: it_and'try to hit each -

other's markers out of it. They kind
bf slide it (their quoit) on the sealskin.
You block your own with another...

4 FroMdetagun, (1972: 555-L557)

0

d..-Hostshad to prepare many formal/ welcome

speeches and present dances,and songs Co their guests.I

These'dances and songs spoke of the dead, and also

spoke of the clan and its history, Determine
4

crests for the clan your class" has chpsen to belong

-102-
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to, and make one committee responsible foi writing
4 . .

er 1. ...

songs, poems', or dances telling.about that crest.
4. .

.

'The committee should alsO prepare the opening

speeches, danceg, sorigs..r'and other theatricals you

wish'to presen0(these may be puppet plays, radio

-Plays, pantomigies, Raven,stories--anything your

studerits would like to do).' Th14 committee should

gather props, drums, coitumes, etc, for the

a

presentatibns-ithoUgh the whole class can take part'

in the plays-.

_FrimarTstudents. will probably find some of

these activities too complicated,to perform on their
f ,

own. The younger students might, however, benefit

from a simplified version of the potlatch. For

instance, the.class .could plan a general menu,

could rdake Masks or drUms, play .some Tlingit games,

?

or put on one of the Raven 'stoties as a dramatic event.
,

7. The rivalry expresse4 during potlatch

between the-different clans sometimes took on more

belligerent forms. You might divide the class into .'
2

1

two groups, or assign two groups of interested students

to plan for the eventuality of war between two

' -103-
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( clans. Ground rules might bed

. The clans are from two different vill'ages.
2,v

One clan is th. attacker, the other the defender...

The defender clan-d6es motrknow thpt the attackers

.are doming, though they da know that there is

trouble between the two clans,

Defenders must decide how they would prepare

for a defense in their village: Refer to,the map

of4Line.t Aanee, See.where the clags has previously
I

placed the Tlingit village, and decide whether the
'5

village isin thebest possible position for

defense. Based on all. they know about the culture,

*hat would they do,to defend themselves? When should .:
they expectthe:attackq- -What meapons-will b

available to them?

Attackers shotild plan an attack on the village,

'--,careful to-make-it as secret_as poSsible. They

should decide when for attack, how to keep from being.

disCovered as they approach the village etc.

Neither group may plan for the use of guns,o.

motors, or othermodern machinery.

Have the groups present-their strategies to the

class--first the defe- nders, then the attacker-s`.

.

Discuss the techniques and tacties_after'both)presentations,.

-104-
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8. Talk about possible reasons behind wars

and feuds between Tlingit clans.- Have students

write stories, poems, or make drawings of fights

or problems between clans. Sw.anton's. Myths

and Texts contains some rival and war songs. Read-
.

these and discuss them. What caused the feud?' What

was done in retaliatim? , and so forth.

9. Visit a nearby museum or-look in art books.

for pictures of some of the war implements Tlingits

used: knives, armor,. 'helmets, etc. Or'bave students
4

design armor themselves, using materials which

pre-contact Tlingits would have had mailable to them,

and keeping in mind the type's ofyeapons Tlingits.

would be interested in protecting themselves from.

Ci
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'PART V: SPRING AGAIN.

OBJECTIVES:

To teach student's about springtime subsistence
activities.

BEHAVIORAL ,OBJECTIVES:.

Students shoul&study tend report,on one..
springt.iTile activity..

Students should engage in as many SpringtiMe . °

activities as possible.

MATERIALS PROVIDED AS.PART OF THE UNIT:

Spring Calendar

RESOURCE LIST OF REAtED 'MATERIALS

Books:

Helier, Christine A., Wild, Edible, and
Poisonous Plants of Alaska% University .

of Alaska, Division ,p,f Statewide Services,
Cooperative Extension'SerVi-de, 1966.

7

A.`

Heller, ChristineA., Wild Flowers of Alaska,
Graphic Arts-Center, Portland, 1966.

_Kirk,
,

Dc ald R. , WildEdible 'Plants of the
Western UnitedState-s-;Natureg-raph--Publishers
Healdsburg, California, 1970

e /
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PART V: SPRING AGAIN

Background rifoimation

9 9

Thig ,section will reintroduce the students

to the\subsis'tence cycle which Baas somewhat

interrupted by winter with its slow pace and potlatches

The 'beginning ok,spring meant to the Tlingits:

'as it does to all pepples, a -renewed sense of vigor

ands er
\

oyment of life: Spring meanelfresti-fish
., .

.
.

.

again, cfresh plantfoods, and a greater proportion_ '.
. ,

of tile, time spent outdoors: Spring also- meane,
. , ,

- _ .

easier and more ,comfortable tralYeling, and thus°,

trading activities picked up, particular y after

the first harvests of eulachon oil.

,The activities ciscribed in this unit can be

.

studied much the same as were subsistence techniques

which were described inprevious units: ,modelt-
/

of-the implements can be made, visits can' be paid

todocal museums, stories can be written, murals

_can be'painted, activities can be acted out, and .

so forth The Spring CaIendar.can be looked at

S

and students can Choose an activity they -Taiiiiierik-e-

to illustrate and.write aboutfor instance, one
4

student could ,do a report or bool,et on how to

render eulachon oil. If possible; however, actually

-107 -
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do as many of'the activities as are feasible in

,yOur'area. For instance.;-Collect,the,sei'weed and

goose's tongue. Harvest herring eggs. Catch eulachon

and render, it for grease. And so on. If-possible,

enlist the aid of local people who know'the environ-
, *

-ment well and who know how-to make use of` the

res6urces there--and then take advantageof the

possibilities your own. environment prd,Vides,

Your class can design and play a trading game,

to point out the components of the Tl±ngits4 pre-
,

contact trading-activities,. The trade network in-

volved several different Native pe6ples: Copper River

Athabascans,,Haidas and Tsimshian,Inland TIAngits,

and other Athabascan groups. Thus an extensive

; economic, network-existed prior to direct contact

O

with the Western world. Directions for constructing
0%

the game follow the descriptions of .Springtime.

Adtivities.

,



NOTES ON SOME SPRINGTIME ACTIVITIES

Shellfish were best in early spring, and the

Tlingitc s took advantage of that `fact." The women

gathered clams, mussels, small abalones, limpets'

.and periwinkles, and in some areas' oysters., They

used a..specially,made stick of hardwood to dig
-

. ;

the mollusks up or vy, them loose.
t 4 .

,

On
A

e way of preparing the shellfish was by '

-

boiling them in a spruceroot,basket'using the stone

moiling method. The clams were then strung on

sticks three,or fourfeet-long and yere-ekposed to.

the Sun to dry. The sticks;,-laden _with' clams, were

put along -the rafters of the clan house and were-

plucked off and eaten as-desired -by household

members.

inother,way of preparing the clams' waS by baking

them. Oberg describes the traditional:method of'

preparation as ,fol-lows-:-
ti

One of the great _delicacies of the old
days was 'Clams baked in an oven. A hole
was dug in the ground and lined with stones.
A fire was built in it and removed when
the stones-were hot. Lay_erofwet leaves
was then put down. The clams were placed-- ----------
on the leaves and covered with another
thick layer of leaves. Periodically water

-109
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was. poured over them. Aftet sik hours
the Clams would be Naked, and the Whole
house-grour would sit around to a feast.
Oberg 1973%67) .

Somesherls provided useful-materials for tools

o and utensils as well. 'Large mussel shells were
n. '

ground sharp to form women's knives. Deep clam

shells-made good spoons for broth.

- K".,
"v.-.
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TLINGIT COOKERY,

vIntertillal Harvest"

by August Kleinzahler a

Clams, mussels, abalones,.oysters
and a host of little gastropods
:like limpets or periwinkles
are a Sob to gather.-
Get a special hardwood stick
and dig, pry, Watever
,tdvlooscthese molluSks.
A bushel, Maybe.more
Can be Steamed or boiled
at a, go. .

String them out on, sticks
J 3 to 4 feet long
and leave in the sun to, dry.
Supplement your roof
in winter;
dangle them from beams
to pluck for snacks.
Make a clam shell, spoon.
Or, if you like,
find an :ample mussel shell"

-and grind down to 4 icnifd.

0
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Seaweed:

Women gathered various species of seaweed,

dulse,sea-lettuce, and-purple laver in the spring

at ebb tide. They spread the seaweed_in.the Sun until

.

it was almost dry, and then seasoned-it with shellfish

juice. They.thentpressed it into square -cakes 'for

storage.

.0

et*

To do,this,% the wo an put a layer of seaweed'
O

in a box, followed by a layer of-hemlock twigs. The

hemlock both separated -the seaweed and gave it

good flavdr. A heavy Weight was. put on the top.

Every sunny day-after that,, tHie=4woman unpacked her

boxes carefully and ,spread' tFie layers out in the sun

to dry and harden. ,in the.evening, she packed the

seaweed away again This process was reRated many

times before the cakes were prdperly cured.

The seaweed take was either broken up-and cdoked

with oil or eaten the way it was :Sometimes, as a,

special treat for guests, the cakes were soaked

overnight in water and whipped into a thin frothy

mixture to which berrieS were added.. This wasserved

at the end of 'the meal with a specially-made flat

"spoon.

Cr4
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Herring and herring eggs:

Herring, which move in closely Racked schools,

come up the coast to spawn in:shallow bays. 1,t10

inuch, effort was needed to` catch them. 'They were

q
idipnetted from canoes,.caught n a tubular net,

;,,

or impaled dn,the'teeth Of a.herringrake. '

;.,,

/. .

..

- ,

The herring reko was a nine dr ten-foot' oat,

shaped device wh arow of 'sharp bone spikesalpng

one

the

edge of thelliade-C While on_ e person paddled in
,

stern of the canoe, the others stood up in the

and swept the rake through-the water edgewise
6

1

paddling motion. The herring were impaled-
. -

teeth of the take &pd brought up ifitothe
.%.,

they were shaken off-in a smooth follow-
_

canoe

with,a

on the

Canoe where
C

9

through'stroke.

Besides catching and eating-he herring, Tlingits

also gathered their eggs. At spawning time,the

herring deposit their eggs'on any:and everything.

Thus, in .the herring spawning areas, women laid

spruce or hemlock bough on exposed beaches during
.

low t -ide. The heavy ends of the boughs were anchored'

to log buoys and their tips were weighted with stones

to 'submerge Great quantities of eggs (were,

deposited on these branches.

-113-
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Herring also deposited their eggs on sdawced,'

,.. 'arid this egg=1.aden seaweed was alsoicollected. The
,, ..

..

eggs werd eaten immediately or were Aried for stdrage
4.n . .. .

in fish "diAo (Krause 1956: 123). 4

A

a

4

4

'a

0

4

f.

4.

---
0

IA 7
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TLI14GIT COOKERY

"Fish 'Roe"'
o s

, .

by Aggtist Kleinzahler

-In spring
-tvspread large hemlock bough
along theehore.
and at stream libuths.
When herring .deposit their eggs
these cling to the wood
-014 ale gathered
by lifting- the limbs.from the water.
Easy; let dry. , -

Before eating pound roe
between two stores
then dilute with water'
and 'beat,
to a creamy cons-istency
(OrboilWith sorrel
and mold into cakes.)
Preserve in fish oil`'fotwinter
Or bury 1;'n bokes'.on.the beach
to be washed by tides
and eaten slightly,decomposed
and pungent.

7" 211 - r12
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Eulachon oil:

Eulachon oil, obtained from

eulachgn ("candle fish"); was an

the small

essential

element in the Tlingit diet, both as a preservative
1'

for fruits, vegetables,` and foe, and asi.a supyle'-

anent to dried fish in the winter. In addition,

it was an important economic'commodity% Clans

with eulachon spawning territories were thus

fortunate in having a very desirable resource

available to them. They were able to provide

impressive pot 'eh feasts withoutjia,ing,for

the oil, and Tkre-grgd>in a positqn to trade

with less fortunate groups who did not have

access to eulachon in such great aumbers. Fish

oil was even carried dyer the mountain passes

inland to Athabascan groups,

-The eulachon, or "candle fish ", is of the

smelt family. This fish has the greatest pro-

portion of fatty matter known in any fish. If-

fried, it melts almost completely into oil, and

it is said that it could be used as a candle if

'a wick were inserted in its body; hence the

nickname.

The process of extracting the oil from eulachon

invol'ved the'following steps:

:116-123
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I. The fish were piled in heaps and allowed

p'aftially decompose. More oilocould be extracted

froth the tissue of the fish when they w'erc,in a

semi-putrid condition.

2. The softened fish were then throWn into

,half - buried canoes. ,Watef was added and stones

were heated in a fire. These were put into the

canoeful of fish and water with woodentongs, and

the fish wereThoiled using the stone-boiling

methoa. -

- _

. 3. The fish were boiled for several hours:'

As they were boiled, the oil ,,was separated from

the flesh and it rose to the surface:-

4.. As oil rose', it' was pushed toward the

forward end.of the canoe lath a semi-circulaf

piece cf cedar bark. From,,,there it was ladeled

into bentwood boxes.,

.5. It was allowed to stand in the boxes for

some tithe, then was skimmed again; in this way the

oil was purified.-'

6. The mash of half-cooked fish left in
.

the canoe still contained a good .clu *-tty- of oil.

__-
This was extracted by pressing the fish through

spruce root baskets or by tramping on them in the

canoe with bare feet.

ti -117- 24.
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al 7.
The remains were again boiled with h6t

stones.

By this process, theslast bit of oil was

squeezed out of the eulachon. The oil was

stored in wooden boxes. A middle-ized., three-

man canoeful of eulachonwould yield about six
gallons of oil. (Krause 1956: 122).

-118-
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LINGIT COOKERY

"Fish Oil"

by August Kleinzaher

Thg gulachon or "candfe fish"
belofigs to the ,species
The fattiest fish of all,
they melt -.

almost utterly into oil
and could be.a candle
were some sort of wick
inserted:
thus , 'candle fish'.
The eulachon appears'
midway thrpugh Makqh
,and rims six weeks
in bulk,'
Relished .by all Indians,
this oil was'extracted
by piling 'the fish
in heaps
and alloWing to decompose.
When semi-putrid
their-tissue exudes
more oil.
Let stand, then throw
into canoes.
half buried in sand.
Add. water. Heat
.fist-sized stones
in-a' strong wood fire
and transfer to canoe

- -with wooden tongs.
The water simmers,,
and with-mOre-stoneS--

boils
Boil several hours.
When cooled,
remove stones
with sieve4ilce wood
shovel
and place on wood'rack
over.the canoe
to be washed with warm water.
Reheat stories..
Repeat,process
until all the oil is yours.

t2
0
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Push oil.
on the water's surface
to the-front of canoe
with a semi-circular piece
of cedar bark..
Them ladle
into a large box.
Let stand,
then. skim into smaller containers,
thus purifying the oil,
The Mash of half-cooked-fish
left in the canoe .

still has oil. -

Press fish through spruce-root baskets

or squash barefoot .

in canoe.
Boil =with hot stones.
squeeze out thatlast drop.
Store in wood boxes.
Aiddle-size three-man
canoe
gives you six gallons
premium eulachon oil.

-120-
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SUGGESTIONS FOR DESIGNING A TLINGIT TRADING GAME:

A 'faitly simple game depicting pre-,contact

Tlingittrade routes and commodities can<be.designgd

by you and-your class. A description of one possible

variation of such a game follows:

First, makea game board. It can be a large.

map ofSoutheastern Alaska, divided into grid

squares abOut'20 miles to a side.(determine the Size

of the squares you feel would be most workable) ..
.Students move game pieces within-the grid squares.

Determine and mark routes into the teriar

(along the major ximets such as the. Taku and Stikine;

over passes such as the Chilkoot,and Chilkat Passes;

along coastal waterways to-the'north and south).

The object-of the game would be to move-game pieces

up trade routes to the territories of other tribes,

then to trade Tlingit commodities for Athabastan,

Haida, or Tsimshiari `commodities.

To make play interesting, mark some of the

squareS,HAZARD.squares;others BOON, squares., Make

HAZARD and BOON cards to correspond. If a player

lands on one,of these- special squares, he must draw,

the appropriate card and do what it says.

- 1 2 1 - 2.b
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Examples of .HAZARDS.:

1. There is a snow slide. It wipes out
some of your goods. Lose pne card. 6

2. You can't go- on until the tide changes'.
Lose cone turn.

3. Your fraternal uncle is having a potlatch.
You must help collec4.gifts to give guests.
Lose one card.

4. A,sudden, storm comes Vii and ,swamps your -7-
canoe. Lose one car* :- -.-

4

JA '.
, --

_______,, ...._--------

5. You spend .all morni4grying ta-purlitip:a .,

big halibut, and just' as --are abiIiit'to
. pull himAo the-suffia heg0,.4 lo_ from
the ook-'F'''Lose one turn... '

...

--1,.
.

. A killerwhale Upsets your,OahOgau-d your

,
,- -

-

goods go. overboard. Lo47;ci6r'ei;r ,

,,
. ,,

A,

.

Examples of BOONS:

jf'-
1. As you're traveling,ionur_trading

you come upon a,herkiqof.!Sea otters- .cood,
hunting! Take :Ole cork:-;

2. You have been4invitedto a potfatch.,
r your gift, take,orlerd from-the,p

,

3. The water is smooth and carOeifig- 1.0Zea.0,
Take another-turn,

4. You meet your Athabascarading partner
and he helps yo,u past the-dangerous parts
of the river .4 . . Proceed;directfy to
the nearest'Interior C.'ard pile.

5. You meet the headman:of another clan'whom
you once helped. He' .gives you,a gift.. Take
one card.,

6. You run'into a clanmate who has just come
back from making a good trade. He gives
yod some goods for your trip. Take one
card. -

?: -122 -
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Next, make commodity cards of several Wipes, such

Tlingit commodities which studenrdStart.out

with; Copper River; r, or Southern Tribes
. -

'commodiswhit students must obtain to win the

Eacl student should 'have a home base -(One Of

the traditional Tlingit Communitie); and start: play

with commodities froin that area: Place the commod-
-,

ity cards for non-Tlingit groups atcleends

2 the appropriate trade routes.

5

Suggestions for ISLAND TLINGIT COMMODITIES:

(for players-beginning in Hoonah, Sitka,
Angoon, Kuiu, Kake, Henya and Sanya):

Green stone for.tools
Dried deer mpat
Yew wood
Sea food: clams, mussels, sea urchins,
Sea otter
Seal oil
Cedar bark, cedar wood
Dxied halibut

.

Suggestions for MAINLAND TLINGIT COMMODITIES,:,

(for players beginning j.ri Yakutat, Chilkat,
Chilkoot, Auke, Taku, Stikine, and Tongass):

Sheep horn or goat horn. spoon
Rabbit or marmot akiin,blanket
Cfanberries in oil.
Moose hides
Chilkat.blanket
Eulachon oil

-123-
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Suggestions-for COPPER RIVER COMMODITIES:.

:Caribou hide'
Wolf moss for dyes
Copper
Deer meat.

Suggestions for INTERIOR3LTHABASCAN COMMODITIES:

Decorated Mocassins.
Wolf moss for dyes , . .

'Caribou:hide _
.

-Birchwood VW(iaith porcupine gut string
Moose rhidey .

Suggestions for, SOUTHERN TRIBES COMMODITIES:

Dentalium shells,
Abalone shells
Cedar canoe
Eulaithon oil
Iron

SAMPLE.RULES: 4 12 players

1., 'The object of the ,game is to trade with

different=groups so that you have, in the end,

ONE INTERIOR CARD from Intei.ior Indians
ONE SOUTHERN TRIBES CARD or

ONE COPPER RIVER CARD'
TWO MAINLAND TI4NGTIT CARDS
TWO ISLAND TLINGIT CARDS a

Fora total of six cards.

.2., Each player starts with 10 cards; which are.

either all Island Tliniitcards or Mainland,Tlingit

cards. To determine which type of,cards a.player

starts out With, shuffle.the following Town Cards

,(.depending on the number of players): ,
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4 players: Stikine, Chilkat, Hoonah, ftenya
.5 players,: add Yakutat
6pIayers: add Angoon
7-Players: add Tpngass

'93 players: add Sanya .

9 players: -add Sitka
10,,players: ,add Taku
11 players: add Kake ,o

12 players: add Chilkoot

Place the correct nuiller of Town "Cards face

down -on the table and players draw one each to

termine which town will be their home-base. This

alio determines which tyRe of Commodity Card they

begin with: those towns.which are.located on the

mainland will receive Mainland cards, and those

towns which are on islands will receive Island
,

cards:

- 3. Players move on the squares at the roll of

the dice. To .determinewhich player goes first, roll
J

dice once. High score is first, and play proceeds

in,aclociwistdirectionfromthatpersIpn.

4, Players may move 'vertically, horizontally, or

diagonally. They move one square ,for ehch n'ciber,of

dice rolls. They may only more on water; eithek

ocean or rivers. A square which is partially covered

by water may be used asa Travel route.

5. To obtain,,the -Six cards necessary 'to

players may do eithek of the fallowing:

Trade with another player byrgoing_to that
player's home town.... or\-,'

/. -125- 1 2
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Travel to the area (Interior; Copper giver,
Southern' Tribes) by-the roll of the dice,

-6. .To trade- with another player, a player

Must-firgt proceed tot that player's home town in

the normalWay, by throwingbdj.cef. When he reaches

must8 it, the player whose town'it is must return home

immediately. The visitor-then chooses any.one. of

his host's cards for himself, and in return chooses

one of his own cards to give to the.hiost:= The host

has no choice in which cards will be traded. Visitor

may choose ofie of host's cards (Mainland or Island

o

as the case May be), or may take one of the cards

- which -the host hasaiready traveled to',obtain (an

Interior-, Southern Tribes., or Copper-River card). ,

S .
_. , .

The host must bait until his next turn, and begin
.

his travels, once again from .his home town. He may

not return to the scpiare he was` on before the visitor

pulled him horrie to trade.

,7. To obtain a card from one of the non-Tlingit

' areas, a player must move according to the throw of

the dice to the end of the appropriate trade route.

When he reaches that square, he may trade as many

cards as he wishes in exchange for the desired cards,.

ona one - for -one basis, providing,that he follows

'these restrictions:

5 -126-
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. To. obtain an INTERIOR CARD or a COPPER RIVER

'CARD,,players.must have either,-

,Iron
Dentalium. )

Abalone
Cedar Bark y
Eulachon oil )-

',card already in his hand
'at a trade card. Interior
Tribes will not accept any
other 'commodities.

They must have dhe.of these cards for each

Interior or Copper River card. they wish to obtain:

.

Thus, .if a player has only an-Iron card_ of :those

on the list, he leaves that iron card on the

tquare, and can take only one card from the pile
.

of Interior commodity cards. If, .n owever, he

has two iron and one abalone cards, he6ay

leave all three and pidk. up three, of the. desired

card's.-

,to obtain A SOUTHERN TRIBES CARD,ylayert must

'have either

Moose hides , _- )

Green stone' for to61_making )) card in his hand as
wolf .Moss . i): a trade-card.
Deer meat-' - :. , )!-Southern Tribes will
'Copper ) not accept any other,
'Sheep and--Goat Horn spoons-,). items in trade.

The same rules -apply forSOUTHERN TRIBES CARDS
4

as do for INTERIft or COPPEICRIVER,CAREIS: trading'

bne-for-ope..

8. There area limited number of Interior,

Copper River, and Semithern Tribes cards: Once all cards

-127- 134
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it a single pile ,have been picked up by players

that area may .not b'e visited again. Thus, if all
,

the Interior cards from the Stikine River route halie
,

already been picked up, no one 'may visit that tradingf

,area again during the game. Players may only piCk

up cards which, originate in the non - Tlingit area
.

they are 'visiting; thus only Intei-ior cards can be
.

.

otfained froM Ihtrior.areas, only Southern Tribes
" , -

-. s,- .

cards may.bepicked up in ,the SoUthern Tribes area;,

. and only Copper River cards may b'e pickekup in'the
, i 0 , ; .

0 s.

,Copper River .area. The, other cards which have bee4tjeft

1./-1 trade may not he picked up(;, they are out .of play.
.

. . ,
. . .

9. If a,player'lands 'on a HAZARD square or a
,

' 7

BOON square, by exact roll of the dice, ,he must take

the. appropriate card &.olm the pile and follow direc-,
P

tions on the card.

PlaNrids,when bne player has the necessary six

commodity cards.

r

4,0
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APPENDIX A
.

Kinship terms and chart

t

Terms an'd' symbols' to know,i

Je

0

0,

0A
daughter anda son -

. 0

de:3 t e s male

designates female

,-:designates marriage'

e.

1

means the'twO. are brotherland sister
).

means the couple has two Children, a

'refer's 'to the point of departure
gU .discussing kinship

..' n
0. c or

For instance, ink this diagram

I

is Ego's motner.

ie

Ascendi:hg generatior - parents, aunts, uncles, gkand-
par:shts, 'great-gfand.parents, etc.

Descending generation - children, srandchildren, nieces,
nephews, etc.

-12-9-
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Appendix A cont'd

In the following diagram, all individuals who

'are of:'thd'sathe clan as Ego (using Tlingit kinship

rules)-are represented by.darkened .symbols. Tlingit

kinship is "matrilineal" = passed ,on by the mother.

All individuals tepreiented by' white symbols.
are of the moiety opposite Ego's Moiety, since

marriage rules insist that one must marry outside

one's moiety.. However, all white symbols do not nec-

essarily denote the same clan. Remember that there

are many clans within each moiety.

SoMe specific relationships; all cllanmates

oEgo

1.' Ego

2. Ego's Mother

-3.. Ego's Mother's mother

4. Ego's sister

5. Ego's brother (note thft this mah is
mother's brother, oriuncle, to Ego's
children).

6. .Ego's daughter

7. Ego's son

, 8. Ego's4sister's daughter

9. Ego's sister's son

10. Ego'sdaughter's,'daughtet

11. Ego's daughter' s son

O

A
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Appendix A

12.

cont'd

Egols,mother's brother (if Ego were
man, this man would have been respon-
sible for Ego's upbringing as his uncle.)

13c. Ego % mother's Sister

14. Ego's mother's sister's daughter

15. .Ego's
4

mother's sister's son

16. Ego's mother's

17. Ego's mother's

sister's dughter's daughter

sister's daughter's son

,131-
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.SeCond ascending generation

First ascending generati

Ego's generatiJn-

EGO.'S CLAN

12 .13

A5 .

4 V=A Q
EGO I

8

First descending generation

Second iescending generation
11 10

16

Note: Fagher's father (A) may or may not be a
member of Ego's clan. He is a member of
Ego's moiety.

.
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APPENDIX B

Tlingit Clan House

J

Cedar bark
e maif sep-
arating

4 family
areas

Cedar mat

Boxes, & 'baskets
full ceremonialHeadman's compartment

items

Clan crest screen

Cedar mat

Slaves or servants sleep here

.1'"'",iloorwav

Cedar mat
LIMMIN71==

Boxes 'ex

baskets
contain-
ing family
belongings

Cedar ma

Cedar mat

Note: Rafters were used for storing food. Smoke
hole was directly over fireplace
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Appendix B cont' d'

The following list represents a hypothetical

membership of a Tlingit clan house. It does not

refer to any actual 'clan or house group; it is

merely an example of what a "typi6a1" or poisible

prez.contact household might have looked like.

Members of the clan are designated by underlining.

The arrangement on the page corresponds to the

living arrangement in the clan house. Thus,.Uncle

is the headman of the household, so he lives the

separate compartment at the back---e-f- the house.. His

younger brothers are next in line and in status, so

their families' sleeping areas are next to hi's and

so forth. Uncle is considered Ego. Uncle would be

fairly elderly in this household. Sister's daughter's

sons are young boys currently being trained by their

uncle for adult life.

-134-
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Appendix- B' cont'd

(BACK OF HOUSE)

Uncle, his wife, their small children

'Younger.brother, Younger brother, wife,
small children ,& daughters ° small children

Dau hter and her young Sister's son, wife., small
. usban (men lived with children

their wives' fathers' houses
when they were firstarried)

Sister's son, wife and small
children & daughers

Sister's daughters' sons

Mother's sister's daUghter's Mother's sister's son,
son, wife, and sil= wife,'small children,
children & daughters

Servants or slaves (not related
to Uncle; probably captured in
'an ambush on another village)

. .

(FRONT OF HOUSE)

;
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SELECTED ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRARRY
'ON TLINGIT CULTURE

I. Anthropology and Ethnography:
Including books specifically on Tlingit Culture
as well as some general works of interest.

Balcom, Mary G., Ketchikan: Alaska's Totemland
Adams,Press; Chicago; 1961.

The book contains one section each on
Tlingit culture, Tsimshian culture and
totem poles. Although the book contains
no footnotes, these three sections are
almost totally paraphrases of three other
books: Krause's The Tlingit Indians;
Davis' /,4tlakahtla: a True Narrative of-the
Red Man,rand Garfield and. Forrest's ti16-776-rf
and 'the Raven. Not recommended.'

`Barbeau, Marius, The Modern Growth of the Totem
Pole on the-Northwest-Coast
From the Smithsonian Report for 1939, pp. ,

491-498; reprinted by Shorey Book Store;
Seattle; 196 #5.

Contains brief explanations of the history
of totem pole art, the social context of totem
poles for 'the different Northwest Coast tribes,
and physical preparation and care of totem poles.

Rarbeau, Marius, Totem Poles, Volume I & II
National Museum of Canada; 1950.

,

These ambitious volumes contain descriptions
as well as myths, stories and legends for all
totem poles, house posts,. and grave posts the
author could find in situ in Alaska. and British
Columbia. The poles are thus the product's of
several different groups, from Tlingit in ti'e
north to Salish in the south.. The Volumes in-
clude many photographs. Totem poles are arrange0
both according to crest and legend and according
to location:

a
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Davis; Carol Beery, Songs of the Totem
Empire Printing Co.; Juneau; 1939.

Transcriptions and Music for Tlingie'songs
are recorded in this pamphlet, along with
translations (both literal and free)., There.
are Tioblems with the work: The transcriptions
were done before a Tlingit orthography had been
formalized and hence vary from modern standard .

'usage; and the author displays an incomplete
knowledge of the social context of the songs
(for instance, the clans to which the songs
belong have not been noted.).

Davis, -Starr & Richard, Ton ues & Totems: Compara-.
tive Arts of the Pacific Basins
Alaska International Art Institute; Anchorage;
1974.

'The book is based on the ,collections in the-
Alaska International Art Institute, and.its
shottcomings stem from this fact: Comparisons
are mac' .een items simply because they are
in the . Alection, not because they -are
necess .2omparable. Further, many supposi-
tions ab the functions of certain objects
are undocumented. The author merely states that
two,;objects have.had siMiliar functions; thus
implying that the similarity' is the result f

a past, undated,and nebulous associatiolb tween
the tqu,cultures represented. The fact t 4t this
is an implidation and not delineated, and,that
the'objects compared have not been correlated
as to date makes this study appear amateurish. --
in the end, it tells us nothing about t. possibil

)0
of diffusion of common elements in art.

Drucker, Philip, Cultures of the North Pacific Coast
Chandler .Publishing Co.; Scranton, Penn.; 1965.

, The author presents an overview of the cultural-
elements of the North Pacific Coast culture area.-
The generalizationi which he makes about the
many different peoples who liVe in the area are
somewhat balanced by detailed discussion of four..
specific cultures and Some of the Practices of
those cultures.
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Drucker, hilip', Indians of the Northwest CoaS"t.
Natural History Press; Garden City, New York;
1963. r.

.This. is- a general handbook of Northwest Coast
cultufe, itself a generalization of the cultures
of several different language groups who lived
along theNorth Pacific coast. Drucker relates
the material culture of the area as represented-

withthe social-etlture of the area. R.,6ional

in the Museum of Natural Historys collections,

---Tiariat-ions are noted.

Durlach, Theresa Mayer, The. Relationship Systems of
the Tlingit, Haida and.Tsimshian
c4merican Ethnological - Society; New York; 19,28.

Thisis a descriptive work on the kinship
terms, their possible linguistic derivations,
and'the comparable elements between:Tlingit,
Haida, and.Tsimshian kinship structures. A
short section is devOted to the actual behaviors
between two people who stood,in certain rela-
tionships to each other (i.e Uncle-nepheW",

Garfield, Viola E. -and Linn%A. Forrest, The Wolf
and the Raven: Totem pbles of Southeastern
Alaska'
University of Washington tress; Seattle; 1948.

Thig"book is the foint effort of an anthro2'-
pologist (Garfield) and an architect (Forrest)
who,were involved in moving and restoring. old
totem poles from their original locations to
various totem parks in Southeastern Alaska. ,

Sources have not been given for the stories'which
accompany the totem pole, though in the preface
the authors state that stories were obtained
from Charles Brown; (head, carver from the SaOan
workshop) and "his tribesmen". Thds, although
some details of the stories may be in question;
this book does match totem poles with the ap7----
propriate stories.
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Goddard, Pliny Earle, Indians of the Northwest

New York;
Coast
Copper Square Publishers, Ind.;
1972. Originally published 193

This work, originally published fh 1934,
is based on the collection of the American
Museum of Natural History and information
obtained in various expeditions to the North -i
west Coast during the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries. The main.f66us
df the publication isotherefore'material
culture., :Comparative descriptions of the

. artifacts from the different cultures are
helpful and interesting. .e

Gunther, Erna, Artin the Life of the Northwest
Coast Indians
Superior Publishing Company; Seattle; 1966.

The Northwest Coast-art collection of the
Portland Art Museum is catalogued in this
book. Besides descriptions and histories
of the items themselves, there is much valuable
background cultural information, about the way°
these item's were used. Pri.71ary emphasis has
been given to ceremonial items, since these
make up the bulk of what is considered "art"
and, in the past, collectable.

Gunther, Erna, Indian. Life of .the Northwest Coast
of North America; As seen by the early Explorers
and Fur Traders during the Last Decades of the
Eighteenth Century
University of.Chicago Press; Chicago; 1972.

This book contains information on the cultures
of the Northwg.st Coast at-the time of contact,
and discusses these cultures from the point of
view' of the Explorers. It is well researched

. and contains all' the 'early accounts of Native.
-life.

Holm, Bill, Crooked Beak of Heaven .

University of Washington'Press; Seattle; 1972.

This is the catalOgue for the collection of
Ann and Sidney Gerber, now in the Thomas Burke
Memorial Museum in Seattle. The collection
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a

, .. .

area
, ._

contains items from Northwest Coast area
.cultures., and contains Intereting infor- ;°

',

:.. A

mation on'the objeqtsrand their cultural l'

context. The objadts"pi4Urespinclude,
masks, argiUite darvingg, bentwood,boxes,
and ceremonial .paraphqnalia.

.

, -

.._, .

.. ---,____

Holm, Bill, Northwest Coast.Indian Art: An
Analysis of Form
University of Washington Press; Seattle;
1965

.11Olm has made the first 'inclusive formal
analysi-"S.o'f Northwest Coait Indian art in
this monograph. The various formal-elements

0of

the art. are isolated.and studied.

Inverarity, Robert Bruce,' Art of the Northwest
Coast Indians
University of California 'Press; Berkeley;
1950.

This book was .one of the first Which dealt
-wiEh the art of the Northwest 'Coast Indians,
both as a unique and highly developed Craft,
and'as a part of the cultures of,the area.
There are many detailed plates with informatiOn
about -each of the- objects shown; subject"
rahge.,from Ceremonial objects to tools and more

-. every-day implements.

Jones; Livingston F., A Study of the Thlirjeti o

Alaska
Fleming H.' Revell Co.; New York; 191,4.

I This is a'description of many individual
Tlingit 'Customs. Unfortunately, the author'
does,not exhibit any understanding of the
system:thaeheld the elements. together and
.gave them meaning. Rather, he Seems'to see
the customs as so many curiosities, which are

° tnankfully (to his.mind) being changed,
t

Josephson, Karla, Use of the Sea by Alaska NativeS--
A'Historical Perspective (one of a_series in
Alaska and the Law of the sea)
Arctic Environment Information and Data Cen+-er;
\University of Alaska; Anchorage! 1974.

° The relationship of each of the Native
groups of Alaska to the sea is explored.

.
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Keithahn, Edward L., Monuments in Cedar
Bonanza' Books, New York; 1963.

N
This readable history of totem poles con-

tains some fine old photographs of South-
eastern Alaska ,Native,Commur2ties. The sec-
tions on history and function are'good.
Weaknesses occur in the 'retelling of dome of
the stories;; informants' were not mentioned,
not was.clarLownership of the stories made
explicit.

e'

Krause, Aurel,' translatea by Erna Gunther,
.

. The Tlingit Indians: Results of.,a Trip. to
the' Northwest" Coase4of America and the Bering*
Straits,

_. . ..

.University of Washington Press;.Seattle 1956.
,...

,-

.

The.study.was originally carried out iri'
. 1881-82-by Aurel Krause, a.gedgrapher. He

spent the winter inKiu"kwan and.duting that
io time elicited much information on the tradi-

tional and current (as-of 1882) life-ways of
the Chilkat.Tlingits. .

.

Krieger, Herbert.W., Indian Villages ofSouheast
Alaska :

.
y,

.

An extract from the Annual Report of the Smith-
sonian, 1921; Reprinted by Shorey Book Store;

, Seattle; 1966.

I.Contains short descriptiond of the various
Northwest Coast Indian,tribes and their cultures,.
ranging from southern British Columbia to South-
eastern Alaska.

, -

Laguna, Xresderica de The Story of a Tlingit Community:
A Problem in the Relationship Between- Archeolog-
ical, Ethnological, and Historical Methods.'
Smithsonian Institution' Bureau of Ametican

. Ethnology Bulletin 172;

A Illstory of Allgoon was the subject of
work ftich the authot undertook during 19491 and
1950.. In this book she pulls together three
separate threads to achieve a fairly complete
and detailed history: -The archaeological'
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evidence, local traditions, and descriptive
remarks by European and American :exiilorers,
traders, And settlers;

Laguna, Frederica de, Under Meiune Saint Elias:,
The History and Culture off` the Yakutat Tlingit
Smithsonian Institution...Press; Washington,
D.CI; 1972.

This intensive study ttle culture artd.
history of\the Yakutat Tlingit contains infor-
mation on all, aspects of life: ecology; history;
myths, legends, and songs; houses; travel and.
trade; making a living; the social world; the
life cycle; recreation; war;potlatch;, medicine;
shamanism; cdsmology; etc. It is well doCumented.

Laguna, Frederica 'de;- Francis A.liddell, Donald F.
Mdeein, Kenneth S, Lane, & J. Arthur Freed,- with
a chapter .,by Carolyn 'Osborille, Archaeology of
the Yakutat Bay Area, Alaska
Smithsonian Institution Bureau of American
Ethnology Bulletin 192;' U. S. Government Print-
ing Office;.

Contains a description of the prehistory of
the Yakutat Bay.ar2a, as evidenced by the arch-
aeological record.

. .

McClellan, Catherine, ThV Girl who Married the Bear;
A Masterpiece of Indian Oral Tradition

.

National 'museum of Canada Publications in Eth-
nology, No.2; dttawa;100.

gontains eleven versions of a Southern Yukon
whin is held in common by Inland Tlingit;_

Tagish, and' Southern Tutchone; -°The author in-°
terprets the social context of the story, spec
ulates On-cultural reasons for its extreme popz.
ularity, .and.offeis e4lanations for, the many
variations of., the tale.

McFeat, Tom (editor), Indians of the North Pacific
4

Coast
University of Washington Press; .Seattle; 1966.

The book contains articles by' anthropologists
on various topics dealing with cultures of the

°
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Northwest Coast. General topics include:
An Introduction to the Area; Social Organ-
ization; The Potlatch; Rank and Class; Cere-
monialism and Deviance and Normality.

1

Miller, Polly & Leon Gordon, Lost Heritage of,Alaska
World Publishing,Company; Cleveland; 1968: . 1

Thins is a readable history of contact be-
tween the Indians of the Northwest coast acid
Western culture.

Y an, Lael, And the Land Provides
Anchor Pres-S-77(5-Eoleday; Garden City,New I,

Jersey; 1974.

Contains modern-day ,sketches of six Alaskan
Native villages; among them Angoon in South-
eaStern Alaska.

Murdock, George Peter, Ethnographic Bibliography of
North America, Third Edition
Human Relations Area 1.firiFrpss; New Haven;
1972.

This is a complete (as of 1960) bibliography
of all works on North American Native peoples.
Consult it for journal articles not listed' in
this general bibliography.

Niblack, Ensign Albert P., The Coast Indians of
Southern Alaska and Northern British Columbia
U. S. National Museum 1885-1887, Notes. Re-
prj.nted by Johnson Reprint Corp.; New York;
1970

This work is valuable for its treatment of
late nineteenth century material culture for
the Northwest Coast culture'area. It was based
on the collections at the U. S. Nati,-,nal Museum,
and contains information on the manufacture,
technology, and use of the various items. Con
tains photographs and sketches.

Oberg, Kalervo, The Social Economy of the Tlingit
Indians
University of Washington Press; Seattle; 1973.

This publication is based on fieldwork done -.

in 1933 in Klukwan, Alaska. It's emphasiS is,
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as the title-implies, on the economy of
the Tlingit Indians, incl ding subsistence
activities (both economic .1d social impli-
cations thereof), trade, cereMonial economic
activities, and divisions of labor. It is an
important new analysis of the Tlingit economy.

Paul, Frances,Spruce Root Basketry of the Alaska
Tlingit
United States Department of the Interior;
Lawrence, Kansas; 1944.

This is a complete study of Tlingit spruce-
roOt basket weaving. It deals with technique
and design elements Some common designs are
listed and their names and meanings are in-

Salisbibry, Oliver M., Quoth the Raven
superior Publishing Company; Seattle; 1962.

This is the memoir of a government teacher
who lived in Klaws2ck in the mid-1920's. Al-
though there are many portions on Tlingit life,
both past and present, the book is of limited
value for research purposes. Information is.
not footnoted, and is often tempered by the
ethnocentric attitude of the auti )r. He is
often, for instance, paternalist_cally "amused"
by the lifeways of the people, and does' not seem
to have taken them or their beliefs seriously.

Stanley, Samuel L., Historical Changes in Tlingit
Social S,tructure

\
PhD Dissertation, University of Chicago; 1958.
Thesis number '4303.

A clear account of Tlingit pre-contaq social
structure is'given, and the literature has been
carefully-scrutinized to determine the changeS
in social structure and the causes for those.
changes since that time. The thesis is a digest
of the existing literature and is based only in
small part on field work in Alaska..

Stewart, Hilary, Artifacts of the Northwest Coast
Indians
Hancock House; Saanichton British Columbia,
Canada; 1973.
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Although this book was written for the
layman, it is scientifically and culturally
accurate and would be a valuable resource
book on material culture, particularly pre-
contact items.

Swanton, John R., Social Condition, Beliefs,
and Linguistic Relationship of the Tlingit
Indians
26th Annual Report of the Smithsonian
Institution Bureau of 'tmerican Ethnology;
1908.

Contains much detailed information on the
history of the different Tlingit clans and
clan crest information. Other particulars
are: an eye-witness account of a potlatch;.
descriptions of games; medical practices;
and other specific elements of Tlingit
culture.

Swanton, John R., Tlingit Myths and Texts
Government Printing Office; Washington; 1909.,
Reprinted by Johnson Reprint Corporation;
New York; 1970.

This book is the leading source of Tlingit
myths and legends. he stories were Colleted
in Wraagell and Sitka in 1904. Its primary
weakness is that while stories belonging to
many clans appear in the book, only a few in-
formants,some from clans with no apparent rights
to the stories they told, were relied upon. The
Raven stories are "good, some of the clan
stories should' firAbe ch_,ked with contemporary
clan members fork vali ation.

Wood, C. E. S.,"Among the Th:inkts in Alaska " in
The Century Magazine, 'Vol. XXIV, Not 3, July
1882.

This article is a descriptionof one man's
travels in Sbutheastern Alaska dUring the 1880's
Although thora-aresomeinterestingdescriptions
of specific aspects of Tlingit life,' 'the picture
the author presents of the Tlingits is quite
biased, uncomplcmentary, and displays his lack
of under,tanding of the culture as a whole.
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SELECTED ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY
ON TLINGIT CULTURE

II. Juvenile Literature

Including books on all Not:thwest Coast cultures.

Blackerby, A. W. and Linn A. Forrest, Tale of
an Alaska Whale
Binfords & Mort; Portland,-Oregon; 1955.

This is an illustrated version of the
Tlingit clan story which tells the origin
of the Killerwhale. The Wrangell version
is recounted, in this book.

Brindze, Ruth, The Story of the Totem l?ole
-Vanguard-Press; Ne-i-Tork; 1951.

This book tells abput totem poles (their
meanings, how they were carved and,erected,
etc.), potlatches (an account by-an early ,

1r trade]: is retold in an interesting
chapter), and recounts some of the stories
about specific totem poles.. It is- generally
accurate and well-written, though there are
_a few inaccuracies. For instance, the author
has guests giving gifts to the host of a pot-
latch,whereas it should be the other way
around. In-addition, the illustrations place
the-vii.age in the middle of the forest rather .

than on the beach as it should be.

Davis, Henry and Clatibel, KSet-Kake Version
Sitka Printing Company; Sitka; 1973.

This is an illust)ted booklet of the Kake
version of the 'origin of the Killerwhale. There
is an accompanying teacher's manual which contains
aids on incorporating Tlingit language into tha
curriculum, and ideas for introducing Tlingit
cultural information along with the book.

Desmond, Alice Curtis, The Talking Tree
MacMillan Company; New York; 1949.

This is a story set in the 1940's in South-
eastern Alaska. It is about the rivalry between
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two cousins for theheadff.,1,1 . of their
clan. The book is well writte :t, and the
cultural inforMation is, for the most part,
correct. .There are some problems, however.
The boys, for instance, both teenagers, are
unlikely-contestants for their uncle's posi-
tion. An older brother or nephew would be more
likely. The methods of choosing the headman
also seems unorthodox, and the author seems to
vacillate between two extremes, one of seeing
the Tlingits as white people in the 1940's,
might have seen them, the other of presenting
an inside view of the culture.

Garfield, Viola,E., Meet the Totem :
1

.

,
\

Sitka Printing Company; Sitka, n.d.

This booklet is a good introduction to totem
pores: their social significance, stylistic
factors, the,characters portrayed, and some
specific stories that are illustrated on totem

\

lpoles. .

Gridley, Marlon E. & the editor:s of Country
Beautiful,The Story of the Haida

.

G. P. PutnaMs's Sons; New York; 1972.

This is a description of Haida culture
(material and social) written for young
people. It is factually correct, and would
be more valuable as a resource book than as
one incorporated into a reading program.

'Harris, Christie, Once More Upon a Totem
Athenum; New York; 1973.

o

Three Northwest Coast legends are well
told and nicely illustrated in this book.
They have their origins in 'Tlingit, Haida,
Tsimshian, and Kwakiutl folklore.

Harris, Christie, Once'Upon a Totem
Athenum; New York; 'P63.

Five Northwest Coast-tales are retold and
illustrated`.
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Harris, Christie, Raven's Cry
Atheneum; New York; 1966.

\,.
This is a history of early contact between

the Haidas and the Western world, told from
the Haida point of view. It centers around
Charles Edenshaw,- the great Haida carver.
It is authentic in detail and includes all
the drama and tragedy of that era in Haida
history.

Houston, James, Eagle Mask:A West Coast Indian Tale
Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc.; New York; 1966.

This is the story of a young man coming of
age. The time is late 1700's, just after con-

.
. tact but before white culture had had much im-

pact on the Indian-culture of the area. The
book is set in British Columbia,- among one of
the coastal Indian tribes.

Houston, James, Ghost Raddie:. A Northwest Coast
Indian Tale.
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich,,Inc.; New York;-,`
1972.

.

This story takes place in British Columbia,,
apparently among the Haida. It recounts as
peace-making expedition in which wealthy
islanders seek to re-establish friendly ties
with their mainland neighbors.. The hero is
a,15 year old boy. It gives an accurate
pictue of the environment 'and c-Ature, and
the illustrations are excellent, following
traditional Northwest Coast designs.

McCarley, Laura Cecelia, and Jean-Jacques Regat
(illustrator) , A Legend of the North Country
:Northern Printing Company; md.

Although the illustraLions tire done in the
style of Northwest Coast Indian art, the story
is not a traditional Tlingit legend. Rather,
it is'an adaptation of the tale of the Three
Wisemen.
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McConkey, Lois, Sea and Cedar: Hbw the Nerthwest
Coast Indians Live8
J. J. Douglas Ltd.; West Vancouver, British
'Columbia; 1973.

-A nicely illustrated book aimed at upper
elementary to junior high school students.
The book centers around the material culture
ofthe Northwest Coast 'area.

Martin, Fran, Nine Tales of Raven
Harper 6z, Row; New York; 1951.

Many of the Raven stories are recounted in
this book. They hive been well researched
and illustrated, the sources being published
works on the Tsimshian,-Bella Bella , Kwakiutl ,

And Tlingit mythS and legends.

Lurline Bowles, The Talking Totem Pole
Binfords & Mort-; TOttaand, Oregon; 19 477

This is a- good story book, one which uses a
totem pole as the prop through which the
stories are told. It is not, however; about
,Haida culture or legends, as its format vggests.
Rather, 'the stories are didactic tales which
illustrate virtues (which are based more on
Anglo culture values than on traditional Haida
values), and are nOt traditional Haida tales.

Shannon, Terry, Type's ToterwPole
Albert Whitman & Company; Chicago; 1955.

This is a story of a young Heide boy's desires
to become a great carver, and the realization of
that!.dream when he carves his first totem pole.
The cultural information seems accurate, but the
story is a bit trite.

Sleator, William; Illustrated by Blair Lent, The
Angry Moon
Little, Brown & Company; Boston; 1970.

This is a beautifuilY illustrated adaptation
of a Tlingit legend, as recorded by John Swanton 1

in 1909. It follers the original legend fairly
cJosely. Its only problems occur in represeYita-
tions of the natural environment. Although the
architecture is correct, the setting seems more

ij
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-appropriate to the midwete than along the
rugged North Pacific coast. A feW minor
inaccuracies, such as the presence of corn
as food, and use of, birch\ for arrows, do not,

however, detract from_the\value of the book.

Wentworth, Elaine,' Mission o Metlakatla
Houghton Mifflin .Company; Botton; 1968.

This is the story of William Duncan, the mis-
sionary who led' a group of \Tsimshian Indians

from British Columbia to Metlakatla, Alaska,

in the late, 1800's. The story is told from
Duncan's, rather. than the Tsimthians'
"of view, so thereis an inherent bias: Duncan

is shown as the hero, the dellverer of the

Indians. There are a few interesting notes on
Tsimshian culture, but forthe most part the

changes which came about after Duncan's work

are emphasized rather than the pre-contact-

culture.

Worthylake Mary M., 'MoolaCk: Young Salmon

_Fisherman
MelmontPublishers; Chicago; T963.

This is a story about a young Tsimshian

boy, Moolack. It recounts the carving of

a dugout canoe and salmon fj.shing, among

oth& activities. The illustrationt give good

representations of the envir.mment and village,

and in general the cultural inforMation seems
correct, except that the author seems to have

made the kinship system patrilineal rather

than matrilineal, as it should be. The story

is a bit trite.
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[LOW RAVEN STOLE THE LIGHT

(A Radio Play)

First Voice: This is the stor,.....one:of many, about Raven.

Raven, in the Tlingit language, YeX.

Raven, hero of the Tlingit people's ancient tales.

.

Raven, the creator, but Raven the rascal and the trickster

But who vas he? Raven? Was he, god or human?

Was heman or bird? Did he have a childhood

like seine ordinary bird or man or animal,

or was he always fully-grown'perha"ps?

Did he hatch full-fledged from some enormous egg,

or did fie maybe, one day; just appear,

way back in time, flying out of the rain?

Of all these kinds--man, bird, spirit, ancestor-

whatever, or whichever kind of creature

'YeX, the Rdven was, let's just say

that way .back, Why, Way-Gack,

at the beginning--of all time,

somewhere near the head of the.Nass River,

in the country that the Tlingit'people occupied,

let's just say that Raven started traveling

over water, over woods and hills, alone,

0
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his bright eye gleaming in the dark,

his wings brushing through the clouds,

as,he searched his prey, observe& the Wands pnd the

land, and crying out with his coarse voice

that he brought, good things for the people,

but sometimes he brought tricks

and trouble too..

Second Voice: But how was Raven born?

..How did'Raven get into the world?

Did he hop,oui of an egg

or was he

just a man, a chief,

an ancestor, named after the bird?

First Voice: Who knows? Some say his Spirit

lived before both birds and men,

that Daven made. the world .

I-

.so he was older than any creature in it,

older than.his mother, and his grandfather...

Second Voice: Older than his grandfather?



First Voice:

Second Voice:

.First Voice:

9

am.

IAid that: Raven came in.tothe. world of men

so' We could steal....

What was Rax;en after?

What Old he want?:

Listen. At the beginning of all time;

a rich Man lived at the head of the Wass River

Kith his daughter. In those. days,

everything was dark: there was no daylight

and no moon or stars at night to guide your

But the rich man and his daughter

kept a secret .in their house:

they held the ,stars, the moon and daylight

in,three bags hanging on their wall.

They kept the light there, and only Raven knew i

So Raven hit upon a plan to trick the old man of theWass'

and get the light the whole world

needed, slay and night. e thought:

\
0?

"I'll gelf.myslf born as the old man "s daughter's bilby.
'

\

-- - -'.. \

I'll make myself into apine=needle; \\

and when the gi.1-1,comJ down to drihk,

I'll drop into her cul anal she'll gforbig

and bear me as her own.

And when I've grown a little, then we'll see..."

-5-
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Third Voice: And there 7s no light in he world.

First Voice:

ti

Scene tI

1

And so Raven turned himself,

thlq;ugh magic, to a little pine-needle.

'.Then he lay-in'wait.

He waited an a tree above the'stream

that,ran. nearby the. old man's house.,.

By and by, the girl was thirsty,

. and she came down to the stream to drink..

Down she beat, toward the water,

dipped her cup in'it, and sipped.

She filled her cup again,gbt.to her feet,

and drank again. ,Looking up into the trees

abbre the stream, she sawthe tall tree!sform

an the dart. But she didn'tisee the pine4weslle

as it tumbled in her cup, fell lightly,

and floated on the surface of the water.

She raised the cup again

-and drank the water: the pine-needle,

--the Raven--went down inside of her, and grew.

Time passed., The girl Tot big.

.

-6-
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Pirst Voice:' Nine monthseam and went:

(coat.)'

she gaffe birth to a strong and

not knowing that Raven

was her little,child.-'

I

And now, he grew.

. The child was strong,

It was a greedy, healthy boy.

It never stopped its bellowing.

It cr:ied,Wnobaby ever crietl.

Sometimes 4e trodkePan4 rasped too,

ti

just like the old'Rsaven that hd really was.

An whe hb learned to crawl around,

-7-
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`First Voice: he always went to where the stars and moon

(cont.)
and daylight hung in their'leather bags,.

Daughter:
(singing a

lullaby)

Raven:

high on the wall of the old man's hoalse.

He sat beneath the bags and looked up at them

and screamed and screamed_

as though it hurt him that he couldn't play with them...

Aha aha: Sandy beach where little sea-birds feed!,,

Little sea-birds, little snipe;

among them.I see raven racks.

pd smelling fish: sea7water,

whits oones on the stones.

Aha aha aha-ha

Ya ya

ya ya

Ga! Gaaa!

Daughter:, Oh how that child cries!

How that'child does roar!

NevJr a moment's peace,

never a minute's rest.

Night after night

I

-8.:
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Daughter's

(Cont.)

he crawls -around bellowing

like a little animal.

Oh, what a racket,

Oh, what a noise,

Oh, how he cr8aks and moans sometimes!
/

(Mimics Raven)

Ye ya ya,

ya ya ya,

Ga! Ga! (aaaa!

An odd noire for a baby,

a harsh, sound --

for such d little one.

What a din\that little tongue makes;

wnat a grol comes from that tiny chest!

I never-wo4d believe my ears;

I'd never beUeve it, really;

I sometimes think it must be a dream,

a strange dream come on me

in the darkness.,

Raven: GA! GA! GA!

1
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Daughter: If I didn't pinch my arm to make sure I'm not dreaming',

If I didn't feel his funny body

raging in my hands,

I'd think it was a nightmare come to

and that some queer creature

lay hefe in the mossy cradle,

not a child of nine,

not my body's child,

but some bad thing, some odd spirit,

something that has used my womb

to get into the world,

get into my father's house...

haunt me,

But what is he bawling for? 47-

The way he lifts his little jaws

and bellows, you'd think

he wants to swallow

everything in reach.

He can't be crying for more milk: .

every time I feed him

he almost swallows my whdle breast!,

And still he's never satisfied

and grasps at me

until he'd driak me all up if I let him.

-10-



Daughter:

(cont.)

It takes my whole strength

just to cope,,with him...

Well, here comes my father;

maybe he can soothe the child,-

maybe he.will understand exactly

mliat the baby wants.

ale

, .

loves'him like his own,

he'd give him anything,

he'd give him his whole life

to make the baby happy.

Old Man: , My daughter, here I am:

(Grandfather)
hofie from the forest,

home from the sea,

hunting our food,

spearing the salmon-

in the rivet, chasing deer,

and trackingthe brown bear,

fallowing the fox, the beaver and the wolf,

A. hunting trip to weary an old man;

the kind of journey to make him pleased

to be home with his daughter

and her child.

But what's this, what's this I hear?

1



Old Man:
(cont.)

O

Is' the child

still weeping, screaming, bellowing;

crawling everywhere his little legs can get him to,

over our food boxes, up on the bench, pulling

down our dried fish and our skins,

getting his 'fingers in the fat;

getting his greedy little teeth
4

into our stores of sweets new berries?

,11,4at a devil,

what a little warrior we have here

on our hands. I can see he's too much
. ta

'

for you to handle, daughter.

I think I know best how to deal with him.

Let him have his way a little.

Let Rim play the games

he wants to play.

Come over here, my little warrior,

I'll find out what it is

you're screaming for!. /
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First Voice: .Raven crawls up on -the platform

and tries to grasp,one of. the leather bags

that hung beyond his reach.

lie grabs and gropes and scratches'

at the wooden walls.

But the leather bags

are way above his head-

DaLghter: Oh, Father, Father,

look at what he's after!

Look at Where he gets to

every time I let him

out of my hands::

he goes straight

as an arrow

for the secret bag

you hide the stars, in.

.0

Father, he means evil towards us,

he knows what's kept there. I know it.

Fie sees through the darkness,

through the thick-skinned

bundle of stars. He knows

we keep them

blazing, shut tight, Closely bound

with leather knots there,

to keep them from the eyes

of men and animals.

0
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t.

Old-Man:

Daughter:

Nonsense, daughter.

What could the child.possibly know-.
4.

such a tiny,,bit of a thing as he is,

not even talking yet,

hardly walking on 6s two feet-
,

how could he know the secrets

of the.hunter at the river head?

'Let him play:

let him have his way:.

give him the bundle

that he asks for: do as I say!

Father,..I.cannot do it.

I'm afraid. Look at his eyes,

his bright eyes, moving

rapidly; they glitter

in the darkness

like the stars he's after.

I will not do it, Father,

though something in me

tells me we've been wrong

to keep the stars aad sun and moon

wrapped up, hidden like this

yin the house':

-14-
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Daughter:

(cont.)

Old Man:

ti

somethi-ng in me says

that one day--maybe soon--

the world will have

the light of these stars and the sun and the moon.

Mad. The girl's completely

raving. I don't know what's got

into her today. Maybe she's

exhausted, looking after

little baby here. Well,

go to sleep, girl:

.look to my advice and take a long

rest ndw.," sleep till it's time

to feed the child again.

I'll Lake you when he cries.

.

Meanwhile:I'll take care of him.

First Voice: The girl lies down to sleep.

Raven: .

0.

Ya ya

ya ya ya.

Ga! Ga!

-15-
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Old Nian:

First' Voice:

Come now, child, I'll give you

what you want. Here, take

the bag hung beyond your reach

at the end of the house,.

even though the stars are in it;

go play with0

roll it about the floor, you'll never open. it.

But mind the fire,

don't burn your fingers,

don't go too close to"it,

don't let the smoke

get in your throat and eyes,

play here on the platform

out of harm's way.

t

Suddenly the Raven has the bundle iir his hands,

CV

and croaking with,excitement, rushes to the fire with it.

Quiickly, he unties the leatitet knots,

opens .the heavy bag, and tosses it up into the smoke-hole

right above the flames.

0 4-

The stars fly upland scatter with the smoke,

and split into fl million lights,

getting smaller as they reach the sky.;

The old man shrieks. His daughter wakes.

Their stars are lost:'

never to return to earth again.



els

Old Mani My stars!

Daughter: ' The stars!

First Voice:

-4

And that was what the Raven went there for.

He tricked the old man and the daughter

out of all the stars! And that was when the people

and the animals who lived in the darkness

first saw light up in'the sky: high up,

little lights, glimmering like sparks of ice.

Was that enough for Raven? Was gtIlat e.ough

for all the people and the animals to see

and live by? Were the stars enough?

Raven 'didn't think so;

so he played the same trick once again:

he cried andcried; he.criedrso hard
-.. -

. . .-.

the old man thought the child would die
....

. .. .

if the baby didn't get the next bag on the wall,

the bundle with the moon in it.

Ga! Ga! Ga! He- roared: Tind'never stopped,

ntil'his grandfather said Once again,

"Untie the next bag; give it to him"



es.

First Voice:
(cont.)

Raven took the big bag the moon was in .

and rolled it withAis foot

behind his mothet. It was heavy, rogpd and hard.

He pushel. it toward the smoke-hole,

and when neither the old man nor his daughter was looki4,

he let the moon go sailing through the smoke-hole too:.

and there was a big moon rising ip the air for all to see.

Old Man: - The moon!

. Daughter: The moon!
43

One more thing remained: a box with daylight in it,

and Raven cried for that: his eyes turned round and round,

made different.colors, dark ones,..burning ones;

his eyes glowed and. rolled

.in his little head, and people began thinking

to tliemsclves that he must be something very strange,

no ordinaryybaby...But it always happens

that a grandfather loves a grandchild

as much as his own daughter; so that when

the Raven cried for what he wanted,

40
Grandfather.sa.41, in-an'un4Upvy-voice,

Wntie the last thing for him,

give it to So sadly

the young woman did this



First Voice:
(cont.)

o 4

and Raven took the'box, Ray.en took it in his hands
?

the last box with the daylight in and .uttering

his Raven cry, soared up withit

through the smoke-hole; letting

the daylight out into the world as. he hew along.

Old

-

Man:: Daylight! ..

Daughter: Oh, the daylight!

Then the grandfathet was sad at what he'd done

for ,nom he knew who'd been there in his house,

and said:

'Thai thieving Raven's taken all my pretty

And...that...was flow the Raven brought light'into the

- world...

-19-
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RAVEN, THE OLD WOMAN OF THE TIDES, & THE SEA URCHINS.
(A Puppet Play)

.Narratori One day as Rave:. was traveling along, he came upon Shark,

who was. swimming with a long Stick in-his mouth.

"I think could use that stick", said Raven tohimself.

So he took the Stick, and pushed it down into the sea,

and then climbed down the stick,

using it as a ladder to get to the bottoM.

When he got to the bottom of the ocean,

Raven walked around and picked up a whole lot of prial); sea urchins,.

When he had gathered enough sea-urchins to make a good feast,

. Raven:

he-climbed,back up the stick, and found himself on a sandy beach.

- I

MMmmm....I think I'll sit dowh,here and eat some of these sea urchins.

- Ouch! What prickly' -skins they have....

Oooh, I've got one sticking to my finger.

I must be careful not to swalloW any oi the prickles.

.(With a knife, Raven carefully scoops the flesh cut ,of the sea urchin,

throws the skin away, and eat7s witfi.a loud gulping, noise.)
f1 d

That tastes good! .

.I thiink I'll haye

paven repeats action of eating and loud gulping noise.)

That tasted good too! Just one more, maybe; (gulping more) Mmmm..

It was worth climbing to the bottom of the sea for these...

but how cold I am after eating all those sea urchins....

0



-(Suddenly there is a slow creaking noise,

like a door openiilg and closing behind him.

Then Raven hears a long nasty laugh, quiet, coming from the cliff.)

Voice: tlek. heh, heh..!. Heh, heh, heh!

(of old
woman) During what tide did you'gc- those sea .urchins,-Raven?

Raven:

Voice:

--Raven:
O

I heard a noise. A door opening and closing!

Then I heard a voice. 'Theovoice of an old woman.

Who could it be? Could it:be the Old Woman of the Tides?

On What tide did you get these sea urchins, Raven?

`On ghat tide did you gather them?

(Softly to himself.) I won't take any notice. of her for"ra,little while...

Then I'll see if I can trick he:!.

(Eating witli gulping noise, then out loud.) rz

Oh'how,Cold I 2111 after eatng,t!lose sea urchins...!

Q

Was it at a low tide that you got them, Raven?

I 111.1tavcto keep the.tide, higher in the futu4-e...

Raven. (Gulping down another sea urchin,) Delicious! That delicious food!

(Culp, 'gulp, gulp.')

Voice: On what tide did fOU get those sea-urchins that you're making

".

, I

so much noise about?

O
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Raven: None of your business!

Keep quiet, or I'll stick the sea urchins all over your bottom!

Enter Eagle

Paven: Ah, here's Eagle. Come here, Iagle,;(Goes on eating.) Gulp, gulf, gulp,

You can help me. The Old Woman of the Tides is in this cliff.

/
Eagle:

Raven:

Eagl e :

Yes, I know. That's where she lives.

She sits there behind therock and brings the tides in,

or sends them back, whenever she pleases.

I. think it's Mime to teach that old woman a lesSon.

Then she'll make the tide go lower, and we can get our food off

the beaches easily. Have some sea urchins, Eagle!

Thank you:..(Both Raven and Eagle munch, and chew and gulp greedily.)

, Voice: flow did you get those sea urchins, Raven? Tell me, tell me!

Raven:

Telly tell, tell.--

410ii.h a roar, Raven takes the Knife he has been using to eat the

sea urchins with, and slits open the.clIff.

There is a loud CRASH cf rocks. The Old Woman of the Tides appears.)

What an o141 nagger you are! Don't you ever stop asking the same questions?.

I'll tell you what tide I got them on: I got them on NO TIDE.

I went to f.fle bottom of the sea for them.

And now I'm going to make you do eKactly what we, tell you to.

-3-



(Raven picks up some of the sea Urchins' shells,

and sticks them in the Old-Woman's bottom)

Old Woman: Stop! .Raven! Stop! Stop! ST-o-o-o-o-o-o-p1111111'

If you go on sticking these prickles in me,

the tide will start going down!

Raven: . That's exactly what I want to happen! (Sticks more spines in her)

Old Woman: Ouch! Oh, dear! Oh, it's agony!

Raven: . Eagle, go and see if the tide's gone down.

Eagle:

s,

(Goes to the edge of the stage and peers down, looks from side to side,

raises his hand to his _eyes, as-though looking very carefully_into the

di.stance.) The tide's beginning to to downF

Raven: (To the Old Woman) Make it go further!

Old Woman: Ow-ee-ow!

Raven: Where's the tide now, Eagle?

Eagle: The tide's, further down!

Raven: Further! (Gives the old woman more pain.)

Old Woman: Ah, aha, aha! You're hurting me!

Raven: Where's the water,now, Eagle?

Eagle: It' even further down.

-4-



Raven: It must go further! (Pricks the Old Woman harder.)

Old Woman: Ow! Ow! Ow!

Raven: Is it low tide, yet, Eagle?

Eagle: It's really low. It's uncovered everything on the beach!

Raven:

.

c.

o

f
(To the Old Woman.) Aro you going to let the tide rise and fall

repeatedly, through the month's and years, old woman?

Are you going to give people regular tides, so they can gather

food on the beach?

Old Woman: Yes, Raven. Yes, I will, I will.

r
...

I'll do just as you say; only.please take those sea urchins off

my bottom!

Narrator: So everything became dry. .

It was the lowest tide there ever was and everyone came down onto

the be -.h to gather food. All kinds of salmon, whales; seal, and

other sea creatures lay on the sand.

Add ever since that time,
r

!..

.- t

the tideibas been rising and falling, regularly, repeatedly,

just as Raven asked.

a
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= THE IL ING IT WAY: HOW TO MAKE A CANOE

Winter' is the time for making canoes. An.d

every Tlingit family. needs a canoe. If you were an

expert canoe-maker, and 'had been hired by a certain

family to make theth a -dim, these are some of the

things you would have to do:

:1
a

4
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Before you begin work on the canoe, you must
know what kind of boat the family needs: :Do they
need a canoe for sea mammal hunting? Then make
the canoe slim and sleek 60 it won't make any noise
whet-) it is gliding through the water.

)

2
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Or, do they want a big canoe to carry lots of
people and beiongings? Theh you will have to make
a bigger; heavier, and wider canoe:

4
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Now you can start work on the canoe.
First, find a tall straight red cedar tree without

any branche*s or knotholes in the bottom part of the
tree.. You will probably have to4go deep into the
forest-to find the right tree.

1'..
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When you've, g-bt the shape. just the wSy you want,
it, drill. some holes i the trunk. Make'them::all 'the.
same, depth and pliig the holes with pieces of wood.
When you carve out the inside tot the 'canoe, you will
know to. stop when ,you come to the plugs. In thi-S
,way, the carioe Will be the same thickness .all over its 's

hull.
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When a bit of the 'inside has burned away,
the ,fire out and continue on the !nside of the canoe

---by carving carefully with your ada. Watch fór the
little wooden plugs you 'put in the sides', and don't
carve any deeper /when you come to them.



By now, the log should be light ..enough so that
you can float it down a stream, into the ocean, and
along the coast to the village. Your will, be glad. to
leave .the forest where the snow has beten deep and
wet, and you have had to sleep in a skin tent. It
will be good' to stayoin a warn holise. in the village!,
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When you arrive at the, .village with .the roughed
out canoe, the family, that has hired you to make- it
will welcorne 'you. They will invite you to,stay.
their house ifihile you're' finiShing the canoe.
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You'll have to finish- carving out. the inside until
it is srndoth and even: Then you'll have to spread
the sides out: Fa

. To do this, fill the boat with water: heat some
stones in .0 fire and whin they are red hot, pick'
them up with wooden, tongs.,andput them in the
boat. When you get enough hot rocks in the water,
it will begin to boil., When the rocks-cool,off in:.the
'Water, remove them with the, tongS`and put them
back,on the fire to heat up again.

Keep the water boiling. After a whi!2, the wood
will become soft. You can ease it outward, very
carefully. Put sticks of wood across the.boat to
hold the sides out .

V
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As The wood become's softer: you can take. the
sticks out and put longer ones in their place, so

that the- sides are spread even, farther apart.,
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When the canoe is the shape you w nt: tip it
over and pour the water; out a_ nd. let it dry. Add
pieces- of wood Alt the bow ,and stern: ese..will
repel high- waves and .keep your boat fr m .swamp-
ing in rough seas.
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Then rub the. canoe all over with the rough skin
`of the dogfiti to smooth the. surface. Paint one of
family's clan crests 'on the c.anoelf they want

. .and you're finished! -
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The family will pay you well for your. hard work.
They OA you are .one -of the. best canoe makers,
and without you they would not ,be dble to fish, or
hunt, or trade -with other people. You can finally
return home to your oWn village, knOwing that 'you

..have done a good j6b.
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o 'THE TLINGIT' NW NON-U TREAT SALMON

,, 4 4 A 4 t
IA 4 1 d. '

% ... Most Al asklans' fish, for Oflmoti now add then, -and most

'..
C

i: ' r

ed1Dle like -to 'eat'it.' -Bt.t in the old days, the Tlingits
A,

us64 to fish. for salmon all summer long anO into the JAI lt,
:- . s -- _,.

a-qd
W

they :baught
V.

enodgh to last them thratgh the wiNter.'
.

.,
.

,,' ,

Thgy Ite'salmon for almbst every meal .
. ,

...Since salmon were so imporeant to the T1 ingits ,'the

people wanted to make, sure they would` catO enough i'n the'-'
, ., - ..-- . , .

.

_
,, stillimer and fall to last them through the year. 'Th&y fel t,e1

:

,..

-thdt,it was not
.

enough to have good 'aim with a' salmon

harpoon ;'. or to be able :to buil d a-salmon, trap just the.
. .

i,

right size and trerigth to hold salmon. , They thought

..-those skills were. impvtant, but they felt that skills
.

,

-. .

. ..,

s...al one would' not catch salmorr. They ,belidved that almon

Tr

allowed the.mselves to lie' caught only-if- thewant-e,d.to
t

be caught - so the really good fisherman was the person

who knew how to treat fish-well and keep good will between

human beings anal. salmon. ,Most °important , d good fisherman

understood that' salmon must not b insulted, or angered - -
-

le

for if Yfle S'gliiclin were Ilisulted, they would never eetur4

to the streams where they were born, And the people would-
,.

.
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This Gook tells somebOCthe speci 'al ways the
4

TlipOts treated salmon, and some of the\ways-they

knew
,

tb,ayoid,insult-ing the.s.hdon. .These 'were
..

, 4,

thingS that at! chjldren had to iearnwhn thby
,

.

were groWinq, up. The children. learned bY watching
A ,

and listening to 'theix parents and. uncles and aunts
P

and grandparents; and
-

theY, remembered everything .

thartheserelatives, told them. They had

was a: matter of life and death! Then, when the
r

children grew up, they passed on all these rules,

and many more, :to their own children:

AINNIIMMI"
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This -is- the way it used to 'be:
.

47:

r
In the summer, all the clan's headed for fish

camp, each clan gotng "i-o the ti Thi ng gyOundS and
.-

.

stream that it owned. A clan oftenowned more ,

..,-.

than one good salmon n stream, To the. ,members cf the

.clanawoul"d split up, -Some men took theiriamfl i es ,

O

to one stream, others took. the.rr Tami lles to anothei-%

trea
.

,

. °nee a group of cl4nsmen and their families

avived at fish camp 'and' had set up tents and

'arrangedtheir belongings, they helped (,-1 other

build -salmon trapT and weirs and, put up nets across .

the openings ,of streams. Then they all' fished

t6gether but each !Ilan kept the fish. he- caught foi-.

his .iwn family. And -each woman cleaned and, dried

tile fish her husband caught for their family:

That is the. way it used to be: the family

needed the laan to ,catch the fish; and it needed

the, woman to 0-epare . the fish.

Z01
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,GATCHLNG SALMON

In the'old days, onlythemeii'daliglit,salmon.

Women were not allowed to-come loserto the water

when salmon were r'unning, This was ,one way

showed respeCt for salman.

people.

The menknew lots of different ways to catch'
v

salmon. Here are some of them: .

e

1
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If the men were fishing in a clear stream or river, they-might build

a barricade of stick i (Calle'd a weir) across the stream to keep the

salmon from swimming upstream. They .stood on the banks of the river

and threw,a long spear called a harpoon to catch the salmon.
V

-7-
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The harpoon head was made of bone. It

rested in a notch at the'end of the

wooden spear 'handle. Ad rope made
fl

of sprucelroots .or kelp was

tied to the harpoon head

at ore end and to. the
- When a

handle :at thq,,
salmon was

, - .harpooned, the
other.

1

.4

is:herman held gm-
.

to the'r4c..The' harpoon

tread came loose from, the han-

die, ,and stuck in the talmon. The

fisherman let the salmon\p/im around

on the end of the rope, and' when it became

tired, the map pulled the fish to shore.

r.

t
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'If the men were fis =hing in a silty

glacial _stream andtcouldWt.

s.ee anything in the water'

they used a 'wig gaff
CA eg

hoo.k to catch the

salmon.

The

handle

of the gaff

hook was made

.of a straight

and the hook was made of

sharpened bone:
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SoMetimes, the mell used large -dipnets for catching 41mon.
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In, streams with th heavy, salmon runs, the

fishermen n used large fish traps for

catching, the salmOn. ..They'woujd catcri

more salmon this -way than any other.

8

The traps were made of

piecRs of wopd, whith were
.

lashed together by spruce'
,

'Toots. The nren collected

tIA wood, and the women
.

-gathered -the sprute roots.

,
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The 'men built the*.trap: Then they 'placed

across the stream with the opening

.facing dowristream..

t

As the ,almon swam upstream
t.

f.1 their spawning. grounds,

thy Vie,re guided to the

4 (Sperling of the -trap". They

swam into it, but could not

find thei=r' way out.
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t . 'PREPARING SALMONkt,,
,..

. ,
.

.
.

,

'The women liked to be togkher vhen they were

ik

cleaning= and smoking salmon. They stayed close to

the campsite, and talked and laughed as...they worked.

They had to work quickly to clean-the fish before

they spoiled. The Children helped them -- some
. , .

v helped to cleap fish'', ethers helped by babysilting,_
._t

,for tfteir younger bothers4nd sisters. .
rr k

\
--.- Each woman had a largeAt6tting 'pard made,of-,,

-,,

ceddr or spruce wood for cleaning the\fish, She

put this on' the.ground,,and'put the fi soh the was

going. to clean on the board with itshe4 poInted

upstreali. The fish's head always had to\point up-

.stream, for at the head of the stream it would

spawn, and its.soul would be born again in the body',

of another"fiSh. The woman herself's,at on the

ground facing downstream, with,her side, not her

face; towards the water.

9.
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To clean the fish, the woman would cut off
-

head and make a cut down the fih's belly to -

i-
clea9"the gutS out: Then she cut the fish almost .. I

I

7
. in two along the,backbone and pulled the backbone

,

and/r4 ibs'out. She cut slits in a special pattern

in 'peleat. Eachwoman cut her ow "special

design in the fish.forherfamtly.. That way, she

could tell which fish were hel's after they were

d'rfed along With everyond else's 5alMoh in the

big '-smokehouse.

J-r
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She saved th'e fish eggs to dry or smoke.

F

veryTh.e wothen we'rl-e e careful to take care. of the
.

O

bones,head and guts of the salmon. In some

parts of Ljngit_Aanee, the women burned a14. Of -

,

the left-over parts of the salmon after they

cleaned it. In other.areaS; they- 'threw them
.

into the stream. This was one of the things

whiCh 0e salmon demanded Of human beings.

Otherwise;.the'fish ti4ould not. be reborn Sand the

peo.pje would starve.
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Therewas usually one big smokehouse at summer fish

camp. :.Sometimes people lived in the smokehouse, and other

times they lived in tents o.r small huts and only used the

smokehouse for drying fish.

The doorof.the smokehouse faced the river or stream:

Sticks to hold the drying salmon-

the same direction as the river.

salmon on thes.e sticks, she made

hung,across the house, in

When a woman .put her

sure that the front end

of the salmon was heading upstream.

-17-
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The fire for

0.
smoking the fish

was made of green

spruce and alder wood.

It was' not allowed to get

too hot, because then the fish

would cook and the meat would, fa ;1

off the skins into the fire. Every night
.

the fire was smothered, and every morning

\it was started again.
...

---"-..,--- '--
-----:--; _ -,..-...-

v

,The women had to pay close attention to the salmon they were smok- .

ing. The fish had to be moved around so they would not spoil, and

ha-a to ,be checked to see if they were drying evenly all the way
co, .

0,

through.

,. , After about a week the smoking would be finishedr and themomen
4

:

°would take their fist down from the sticks..

They :;tacked the dried fish

together, packed them all

betwPen two boards, and put

them in a, wooden box. The fish

were stored in the box until

. later in the year wnen the

family was ready to eat ,them.

22-;
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And that's the way it, used to be!

THE,END
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Mira AND HIS BRoTHER HAVE S-r :oc.t
TEN. HALIPArr LINES . EACH LINE IS T'rED
To A woomN PLJDAT WHICH 1-1AS
CARVE() IN .THE S'HAP2 cP'A WATE-R BIRD.
A PIECE OF 1=11-1 -OR SQUID IS LASHED To
EACH. HooK FoR BAIT:'



31-ONE ANcl-toRs -IRE Hoof< NEAR
THE BOTTOM WI-IERg THE HAL4BLir FEEI>,
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THE MEN TAKE THE. FLroAT INTO THE CANOE ,
,,

AND BEGIN la 14AUL UP TI-FE LiNE,-ri-lE1-(ApBUT
MAy WEIGH ANYWHERE FROM TWENTY to oNe
HuNDC;teD AND -Tyg.Nty' poutabs: AND t. A (-, .

>

PoWEA.FUL SwIMME.

i
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. 114E, MEN .PULL THE BIG, risi4 UP SLOWLY
TO .ALLOW IT TO,TIRE.. WI4MN At LAST IT
REACHES -THE SURFACE, DUTE_KNOCKS IT.,
ON THE HEAP WI.TH, A SHORMPLUF3 MADE

. OF vFky HARD -,W001).. T1415 IS DoN.R. ro-

.
'PRE.VE1,17" `THE HALIBUT' FROM

0

3

0/./iL6----

DAMAGING OR
THE CANOE IN ,HIS

UPSE.TTIKIG.

DYING ST,RUGGLE.

/ lily. ;/w
DUTE CALLS THE CLUB HE. *4...

IS 'USING A N FE.AT H E Ri. ?...,---,--..,

1-1E IS GRATE FUL -ro THE (W
HALIBUT FOR ALLOWING ITSELF TO i3E CAUGHT.
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Imagine standing on a beach at the shore.
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But instead of the:ocean, O islands
island

you S

s right in front
off in the distance.'

of ou; and islandsy
/

.s



The islawS have tall mountains on them
mountains with steep sidessthat come right .

down to the shore !
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The mountains are covered with tall, tall
trees: spruce, hemlock, and cedar.
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- The aground slopes up and your eyes.fol low
the shape of the ground up, 'up, to the
top of another big mountain right in front
of you.
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You decide to walk into the forest You go to
the edge of the rocky beach and look between
the trees.
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It is dark in there, becatise the trees are
so tall and thick that they block out all
the sunlight.
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You go in thlyWay. The ground feels spongy underfoot.
You look down and see moss soft, wet moss. And
mushrooms. And tall ferns: Blueberry bushes as big
as you are. And a big prickly plant called devil's club
that will sting you ifnyou touch it.
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It's hard to walk through the forest, because th'ere are so
many plants, bushes, and fallen trees in the way. You
feel a cool wet breeze on your face and breathe the wet
sweet air. You begin to hear a light pattering noise.
You look up it's. raining a light, drizzly rain.
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For the first time you notice the sound of running
water. 'You look around you and see that there
are lots of streams and waterfalls tumbling down the
mountains, out of the forests onto the beaches, and
into the sea.
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Suddenly you become aware of noises animal noises !
The Islands., forestocean, and beaches are full of
animals! You look around in surprise,and you see.. .
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EaglesAand ravens and sea gUlls and duck§ . . . .

Mountain goats.and black bears and brdwn bears and deer...
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Seaotters and sea lions andwhales and porpoises. .
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\And you wonder. . . :What kind of people live in this place ?,
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Two hundred fifty years ago the Tling,its were
the only people who lived along the shores of South-
eastern Alaska.: If you could go back in: time, you,
could visit them and see what life was like in l_ingit
Aanee long ago, before white people

)



You would have to travel to one of the villages
in a wooden canoe the forests are too dense, and
the, mountains too, steep to walk far o'n the land. You
might travel miles and miles along the shore, around
islands, across rough straits before. you would see a
Tlingit village.
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Then one day, you would comes around a point
and paddle into a quiet'dove with a wide curving beach.
And you would see, at the edge of the beach and out
of reach of the tide, a row of big wooden houses with
wide slanting roofs!
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You might paddle up to the shore, beach your
canoe, and walk up to the row of houses. You -would-
see that each one has a round opening for a door, and
the opening is Covered with a skin. Threes or four
steps lead from the beach up to the doorway.
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'Ycu might decide to walk around one of the
houses. It is very large large enclugh for. 30 or
40 people to livein it! its walls are \made of,
wooden planks and its slanting roof covered

with squares of bark. The bark is li\eld down

with 'big rocks and logs.
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, As you ,walk around :the house, you would see
that there are no windows or doors on .the sides or
back. A tall 'log with notches cut 'in one side leans
against one side of the. house. And behind-t- the :'
house, you would see. a cache built. up 'high J
out of reach of foxes,, dogs, 'or wolverine5., Be-
hind . the . cache, you. would 'see the forest
spruce, cedar and hemlock trees,, tall and full.
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If it were Fall; you might suddenly. realize
that it is very quiet in the village.. YOu haven1
seen a single person, since you beached ;the
cake! You realize that everyone must be at

fish camp, but you .decide to 'go into one of

the houses anyway. You won't bother a n y

thing inside, and you're sure the people won't
mind if. you just look around.
).
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First you have to push aside the skin
hanging in the doorway and crawl through the
round hole. /
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You crawl inside' on hands and knees and

blink,. It is dark inside. As' your eyes get
used to the dim light, you notice that a bit of

light is coming into tt,-.e house from the ceiling..
You Ilook 'up and see a big hole cut in the
middle of the ceiling. \ The hole is pa1y ered

by a wooden board.

0



You look down from the ceiling and notice
that on the ground. right underneath the hole there
is a hearth, dug out of the .grOund and lined with
stones.- There are bits of charred wood and a few
burned bones in the fireplace.

I0
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You can see better : in the, nark room now.

You look around and ,see that you are standing
in a very big room. In fact, the whol6 hobse
seems to be one big room. YOeu are standing
on a platform that is about three feet wide. The

platform is made of wooden planks. *It goes all
around the house, and all along it you see stone
and wood .tools, wooden boxes, baskets, spears
the things that belong to the people who live in
this house.

2 61
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\There are rolled up deer and bear skins
against the wal!s.
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You keep walking along the platform. When
you get to the back of the- house, farthest away-,

from the door, you look more closely at the back

wall. It has caryd and painted designs.. 611 it:
And then you see, for = the first tirke, that there
is a round door in the middle of fhe ,wall!

There must be another room through-. the door!
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You .craw.I thro.ugh the round doorway into
a room. There are more Rifled up skins against

the wall, more boxes, and baskets filled with food,

clothing, and tools. And there are wooden masks,

and derorated sticks, and huge wooden dishes with
carvings on the outside too!
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You crawl back through the doorilay into
the main prtt., .of The house. Yoii step. c.Lff,, the

p!atform onto he floor. . The floor is covered ".
with wooden ,planks, all the way to the fire,- pit.
You notice some long -wooden tongs, spoons, and
some more boxes and baskets near the fireplace.

.
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You might begin to feel a. little ,scared,
tei.ng in such a big, dark hou-se ail alone.

You Might wish there was- a fire- in :the fire
pit, and people tel,ling -jokes and cooking meals:
and mending tools :and'\making baskets. And

if , you are I uky, you might hear sounds of
canoes 'landing. On the ,beach and people

turning home from their summer. fish damps!
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Introduction

This clan story Was originally.
narrated by Mr. A. P., Johnson of
1Sitka. He is well'gu'alified to
relate the legend:, as a eicholar both
In the traditional Tlingit ,ense and .

in the Western academic sense.

`lilts a prominent member of the Ki ksadi
clan, and a. child of the Kaagwaantaan

he received instruction in clan
ni-stnry and traditional ways from
many dAstinguished foreb'ears.

N: has also been a teacher in,BIA
schools for many years, Kas.studied
for the mtniscry, and has been an
active evamgelist,

The staff at the Alasi(a_Bil,in6110
Educacion Center, wishes to tLank
Mr. Johnsan, mot'only'for
Lis to print the story, hut also for
his help in proofre'ading and_
correcting the maiuScrtpt.
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KIKSADI UOIG SALMON LEGEND

The story I'm .going to tell you

belonged to thce Kiksadi clan. Thd

:event took place near ..)itka at the

Nakwasena Ri-or.

Toward fall time we go to'Nakwa-

sena and we-dry-salmon. At first we

dry the humpies. But we don't dry

very many humpies. It doesn't keep .-

very wt11 for the winter. We only dry

a le0 of diem; maybe 25 or 50 of them

per family: We eat >it right away. We

don't keep it for the coming winter.

Then comes the fresh run of the

dog salmob,.right from the keen. ,We

do not dry very many of them; we only

dry a few. The eggs from the female

Pp)
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dog salmon are still all in one piece

a-nd the .milt .from the male i still

hard and all in one piece wh,en they

first come in. Now that dried salmon,

that dried dog 5almoli, is only 'kept

.for,soaking. They are freSh .run salbon

from the ocean. When it s'dried it

dries like a piece of wood. You

couldn't even bite it. You couldn't

take a bite off' of it, even if you

broiled it. They use'it for soaking.

They. soak Ifr,...ciown at the beach, maybe

1.2 hours. By that time it's soaked

enough and they. boil it for breakfast.

With seal oil it tastes good, especial-

ly to those that have grown up eating

such food. They enjoy it very much;

2



I know I do.

When the dorsal fin on the dog

salimn begins to show white' spots on

top, on the ad, they wouldtake these

dog'salmon. The male dog salmon milt

would be so soft it would start running.

When it breaks op.en it almost runs out

of it. And the female dog salmon eggs

are very loose. If you just squeeze

the stomach, eggs begin to fall out.

Now quite alnumber of these are dried

for the coming winter. And when you

broil it over the fire the flesh is

crumbly, nice and s)ft. Even the old

People enjoy it, even though they

naven't.got very strong teeth. It's.

very delici,ous. It doesn't contain'

3



very much oil. It's mostly fish flesh

and.not much oil.

And this is what they were doing

at Nakwasena. People were there to

put up food. They were already putting

up the winter supply of dog salmon,

drying it up thoroughly. And the boys

were having lots of fun on the beach.

We are taught to capture birds and

animals alive. But we do not keep them

as pets. The moment we .catch them we

let them go. Sometimes ..e use sr--es.

Aakwtaatseen, a young boy of 12 ;r 14,

was playing with a snare hisfa*er _

made 'oim near the shore of the river.

Now, a lot of loose salmon eggs



,

e.

,.

, I,

are put on the-bottom of the river

,,, under the snare. And the seagulls

have the habit of dipping down. As

they dip down to eat the salmon ,ggs'

.

,

they'll put thETFKTad through the

snare., When they comeback it's a-

round their heck.

We'd have lots of fun. We'd go '
.

,

--dowh there. Our mothers would put

dry clolhes on us. In less than 5

minutes we are soaking wet from head,

to feet. Even the shoes are all soak-

ing wet.

MIA that's wig t Aakwtaatseen was
,

doing, and they were having lots of

fun, counting how many seagulls they

had caught. In the midst of that,

5
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Aakwtaatseen had gone home.to eat his

noon lunch. He" was y,ery hung.ry. He

knew what co do. He ran on up to the

house where his mother was preparing

the winter supply of food.

He askea ,his mother, "Mother, may

I have a piece of dried fish." His

mother gave 'him'a piece. "Here, you

eat that.1! It's somewhat rich; the

part of the 'salmon she gave him is

somewhat

He looked -at it. 11Ahh, the salmon

is a little moldy." He complained.

"It's a little' moldy." *

His mother told him "A little.

mold won't hurt you. Go ahead and eat

6
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Just then someone called out

from the 4ech. "Aakwtaatseen! You

h /e a seagull in-your snare!"

c' He forgot about the piece of dried.

salmon and started to rug! When he

,went out in the water, tjie seagull

began to pull. the 'whole thing-out. It

came loose from the rocks and kept on

going and pretty soon the water was up

aboye his waistline. He disappeared.

The father ran down, got in the

water. The water was clear. There

was no sign of Aakwtaatseen. There

were just dog salmon swimming. around.

No one knew what happened to

'Aakwtaatseen.
of.

According to the story, the,people.

7



of the salmon captured hiM. Th.e.

salmon people took him out to the

ocean, way put on the sea; took'h'im

to the-place where the yoling- salmon

go in the fall of the year afte?

they -leaye the salmon river. He

stayed out there for about three or

four years among the salmon people.

4

There was a time he was so very'

lonesome, he could not even bear it..

He felt like weeping. But he decided

he wascflt gbing.to weep. He rebelled.

C.

e

,He didn't want to eat anything, They
%

tried to give him food but he wouldnI
1
t"

...

take it. They took him to the mouth
,

of a large river. On. each side of

the rive , Dist as it enters the ocean,
I



Y.

there was a creature in the water.

One on his side, another one on his

other side..
:

They were the happiest creatures.

All'day long they danced. They'd go

down in the water and come up again,-

and then .would go doWn again.

Aakwtaatseen hadn't laughed now for

nany days. They took him to one side

of the river and put his arms around

.one.of the creatures. They -fold him,

"Now,,you hang on tight, don't be

afraid-of getting drowned." As he Rut,

his arms'arourid the creature,- the

creature began to dance with him. It
/

amused him so much.he started laughing.

. And they put his arms around the o',Jer

9



one. After that he was himself agail.

.

Now one dathey told hjm;"We'i'e

goinTto go to a.big dinner that's'

going on. It'sput pnby different

people. The people are people whom

you know. You are well acquainted Oth

them, butvoii have' never thetight of

them Is people: You thought of them

as%,creatures'of the sea:"

As he came near the place with

the .salmon people, he-heard people

singing Indian songs that were%verY

'.' happy, and beating the drum. You

could see the fe.athers flying'all over.

The feather', symbol of iteace. He
.

wanted to see o'they were. .,-: ',Joked

0
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1

thro gh a crack, and ass he looked

thro gh the crack he felt something on

his face. ,it seemed to be covering

thA± part of his face where he thought

the feathers were flyiniaround. When

he reached up and scratched it he ;./

found ow him herring eggs. Those were :

herring people putting on a big dance.

- ,

After Aakwtaatseen left he went

:.;back and one day they told him, "We .

are' going back to your country, to the

place that you pame:from..", They kept

on going. .Ev'erybody was pad&ling.

He wAri't'paddling; he was sitting

right in the middle of the canoeand' /

each. time they would tell him where /

.11
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they were.-

iV

.

According to the Tlipgit.people,

way out in the ocean, in the middle of

the ocean in the deep places, there ts

no light. It's all cra,rk. And when

they came to the-leine'where it gets

. dark, Aakwtmtseen saw very fearful.

things ahead of him: There were large
j 1

eyes ;loo-king at him. And each time, \

1

,

. , .

before an individual went past the ,.
,

i .

\

) ,
. ,

lineihe'would,lei out-a.'r cry and

..h.e.!'d:-rush .right by those'places i'n a

. hurly, As, they'went by tome Of them

!

were bitten,. And whO the selmfn come

=',1 to the river pu-find teeth marks on

some of them.. You never know what bit

their!, what kind of creatures bit them.

x. 12



At this time we already had,'

copper; we were using copper for imple-

ments and ornaments. There were those

that.worked in metal who would make

copper wires. Tihey made it into the

form of a rope. Very flexible. More
. ,

like chains all finked together: They
.

would m .sure .a fu'll-gror man's neck,

..- and when the child got to be a certain

age, when the head was the size of a

grown man's neck, they' would slip this

endless copper rope over.Y.is ,hdad.

the child commenced to grow, and 'theyf

wouldn't take this off; he died with

it. on. --And this showc..1 the` person was

from an aris,tocraticfamily.. And they

put this around the neck of Aakwtaatseen

13



when he was'a baby, being of a'n aristo-

cratic family.

And when he came nearer-the river,

the father and the mother saw a very

nice looking, stream-lined dog salmon.

It was so pretty, a very -1dge dog

salmon,, Unusually larger than the rest,

with no mark on it. 'It ws a perfett
4

fish.

Aakwaatseen recognized his family

before he went on up -the river. As

they came to where tSe river people

were going, some of his friends; some

relatives, were going in a canoe. The

fish people told Aa-kwtaatseen , "There

are your clan going up there. They
t r.
know who you are. Stand up and look



at .them." Aakwtaatseen in his mind

- stocrd up. He thought he stood up.

Instead of that, the people in the

canoe call ed out "Here jump!".

Final "lyLthe father hooked him,

brought him ashore and the mother

sta r ted to cut the heid and they .

found under the skin was this:copper

rope. She ucognized him.

Then all the 'Women ,cleared. out

and cleansed the whole smoke house.

And they wrapped h,im up. They _put him

, on the platform right abgve the door.

They, had no fi) e in ,it. They put the

body of the fis h there and' they put, aP,

'very nice skin blanket over it. For

several days it was there.

15:
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Pnd finally, they heard the blue

flies' sound up there. And it began

to change into. a_tune. The p.latform

was very large. Big enough to hold

a human being. As time we'n'd on they

knew that it wasn't a blue fly, but

person singi,ng: And they went up'

there on a ladder and foo,k.his body.

, down. He returned back with his own

And :it was told that We b\ecame

one of-the strongest ixt'T;f

the Xiksadi people. He practited

telepathy and portation. He-could'

communicate with kakdrfrom"here. That

was the first wireless station in 'Alaska.

When .they brought him.d.own

16
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C

became :one of the strongest ixt'

among the Kiksadis. ';And lkter,on he

composed a song. It did not' become

the national song but we 1ing-rt'

quite often. Ydu don't dance to th4s

song, like you would any other. YoU

have" mountain sheep wool dyed' red. The

women wear them liamginsg from.,their ears.

The first verse you swing-Iowards.your

left, The second verse you swing to

the right. And the'menkeep time with

the long fticRs,with the emblems on

them,

17 2q-
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RAVtN AND THE FOG WOMAN .

Raven wanted to get married. lie went to the chief

called Fog-Over-The-Salmon, who had a young daughter of

marriageable age. The chief was glad that Raven wanted °

to Marry hts,daughter, hdt he said,

"(jou must-promise to treat my daughter well. You

must have res'ect for her, and look after h

you behave badly, she win leave you and won't get

'tier back."

Raven agreed to what the chief demanded, and,
1 4

the couple wen soon married. They lived contentedly

in the village near the water.alloummer and fall. Then

winter came, and they were without food.

2
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One bleali rainy dayi. after they hacl been hungry
.

for some 'ttme, Raven's acfe'started making a basket.
e

"What are you making a basket' for?" a'sked' Raven

testily. "We have noth:Jig to put in it,"

His-wife did not answer him, but cp.n6114ed

making tire basket, until .4-it was very big.

That night they went'to sleep hungry again, and
.

the next-morning when Raven woke up, hp -saw-hid wife

Sitting on ttie floor washing her hands in the. basket.

He got.up to look at what she was doing, and when'shd-

had finistied, tberewore salmon in the, basket! These

were the first salmon ever created.

I
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1

Raven and -his wife were very glad, and they

cooked and ate the salmon,. Every day, she did _the '

6

dame thing: .she washed her hanth in the basket, and

6

when she had fihished there were salmon in It. Spon,

their ,house was full of drying salmon, and they:pad

- plenty to eat.

After'a while, however, Raven forgot that he owed,

his good fortune to his wife: Alp quarreled with her.

Every day they would exchahge bad words with one another;

and in the end Raven got so angry that he hit his wife

on 6he shoulder with a piece of dried salmon! He had

forgotten the words of his father-in-law; the chief.

t

00.
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Raven's wife ran away from him. He chased

her, but when he, tried to catch hold-of herirhis

hands passed right through her body as if through mist._

`She'rati on, and every time Raven clutched her' body,

there was nothing to hold on to. He closed his hands

r emptiness.
c

Then she ran into the water, and all the salmon

she had dried followed her. Her figure became dith

and s419 slow* disappeared into the mist. Raven
.

.; - a
41 could note catch her, becaOse'she wis the fog.

I
.14
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Raven went to his father-in-law, Chief Fog -Over-
-C

The-SalMon, and tvgged to have his wife ;-8.turned, But

his father-ip=law lobkeg.at,him sternly, and,said,

"You prouriNi me that you would have respect for

my daughter, and-take care of her. -You did not keep

4

your promise. Therefore, you cannot have her back."
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RAVEN AND THE FOG WOMAN'

Discussion

.(Ideas °For you to talk about with your friends

or your teacHer; or you could writeAout your thoughts

0

if you wish.)

3
r 4.

)
WilyAifd Raveft-lose,his wife?-

/-

2. Do you think it would be easy or difficult to

be married to Raven? Give reasons for.your

ideas.

3. Whom -da you feel, sorry for in this story?

(You may feel sorry for more than one person!).

4
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A

Writing

6

.9

1. The story doesn't say what Ravehand his wife

quarreled about. Write:a story about" heir
- ,

quaYTeT in your own words. Get some of these

things into yotirste (but not necessarily in

this order):

What Raven did to make his wife angry.

What the-wife did to make Raven angry.

What both of them said and shouted.

Where they quarreled.

12

"That they did and what they l'ooked like when they.

were quarreling.

*Ct
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What do,' you think happened to the Fog Woman after

she left Raven? Write a story.arrout where she

went arid-what-she-did.

"71

.... ..
., 1

r- -.$ .
. ,

lt , 0
3., Write this story out as- a play cnd,re'6.0, ,

.<-4
it, or

perform it to your friends.

4. Write anything else that this story -suggests

to you. .

t
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THREE BROFHERS

In. Lingit Aanee, brothers mere very-fond of

each other. They grew up together; the oldest brother.

babysat his younger brothers. The boys went through

training from their uncle, and learned' to fish, hOnt,
_ .

and carve together. So, by the time- they grew up,

brothers loy_edach otter and enjoyed

together. They even lived. in the same -;clan house

after they eatli' got' married.

Once in a while; though, two brothers did not

get along with. each ',other. This is a story of one ,of

those times.. It is a true story which .happened'in the

1800's: -Thenames have beenchanged, but the'-story

has not. .
fi

o. 3

There were three brothers who lived a

certain village. e will call -them JOseph, Peter, 'and

aniel. The -oldest, Joseph, was head: of thei-house:-

1
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and was a strong shaman, one who could .cure

almost any illness. . The youngest, Daniel, was the

best hunter of the three: he was especially skilled in

h'unting bear, the most difficult. of animals ..to kill, fand

-sea-otter, a very., valuable animal _because of its fine

fur:
When Daniel was old enoug-h7he7-rnaffied a

good looking arid skillful' young woman. Unfortunately

-for Daniel, the woman he married,waS the same one

That the middle -brAother, Peter, wanted as a with.

,-Peter 'never told 'his younger brother about his feelings '.

for his wife; but as the two grew- older t he never for-

got that hi's, brother had ben chosen over .him. He

.'held his, jealousy and bitterness inside, him, always

being friendly. to his brOther and sister -in. -law, even

2

... , ._:.

.1hough:.he did' not feel 'friendly. ,..,,

Now Peter had other-easons to be jealous , of,



Daniel:- Although he was older, he had never become

the good" hunter that his brother was:. People respect-.

Vrfthe oldest brother Josepht-because he was a. 'good

leader and: a:powerful' s,haman, , They liespected-the

younOst brother becuse fie was a good' hunter.. But

they did not_respect Peter,, for he had' no spe-cial- skills

which would hold hiM above others.

Daniel', was still a fairly young man, when his

"-hunting skills began to leave. him. 'He noticed that
;

his arms were not as quick with the spear when he

was hUnting bear, and that he becam tired easily when

he went out in his canoe to -hu,rit /sea' otter. Daniel

became., weaker .and weaker as the -days went. by. First

he had 'to use a .cane to walk around. °Then he;need7

ed to lean on his wife for even the shtirtest walks.

iHe was no longer able to sit in a canoe. Finally,

became so weak that he had to 'Ile in bed all day.

3JL
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He could 'riot talk above a whisper. He could onot even
a

swallow water. ,.
.. . . ., ...

Daniel ealized that he. Was going to die. Abs"'-

was the custom, ''he sent. fol.,- a, shaman to tell him the .

-" cause of hiSs illness; ,Although *his oldest brother,

Joseph,, was a porkerful shaman, he was hot able to

help Daniel. At shaman's power- -would _not _work in .

helping members of his own clan. Joseph bad .to sit

by and watch as his brother eoanie- weaker .and weaker.

DanielWhiles was waiting'. for the shaman he

had serif for, )-je had a dream.: He .dreamed*

had' asked him tb kilt a sea otter for hini, and that

he, Daniel; had Vefused. Peter. became very angry at

him. The dream \frided there.

The sh.ama\i finally arrived -at the village. He

went into Daniel's Ouse, and saw the ill 'man lying on

a bed of bear skins. He listened to the tale ,of the

3p2
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dream, as soon as The heard: if, he .knew what

had happened. °Peter had always 'felt j6lous of _his

younger; brother, until his Mind was, sick with jealousy-.

He. had finally given in to his evil feelings and had

made ctaniel iII by bewitching him. The ?shaman told

o

-4Daniel that Peter had 'buried Mine bits .of his .cloth--,.

<

mg in an old grave on a nearby island: That was

at.ie of Daniel's illness.

After' the sh'aman's visit, Daniel sent for Peter.

Daniel knew that it was still possible for Peter'to 'und

the magiC he had done to -hid brother, and 'make him

well ,a*gain., . Unfortunately, Peter was away from the

village on a, hunting- trip at the time, and could not
2%

foUnd.

Daniel waited in his bed foe: Peter to .return

'to the 'village;"_ As the .days' went' by, he began to

re'aliie that he -*Id never .get well., The.. spell had

303,
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gone on :,too -*mg.. Daniel' told his wif.e to place a

long bear, spe-ar. .under the blanket- with him, He

planned to kill his brother soAhat 1-fe would not b

11.

witch .anyone else, :and :So. that, the family would be

sparedthe shame of. having:it known that there was

a witch among them., Daniel kneW,th6t he was very

weak, but felt that he - must find the strength. td. do

this. one last'thIng before he died, for the sake of,.,

the family he Would Jeave,.behind him.

Peter finally arrived at the house., and his

face was painted black in mourning for his brother

'who was about to ,die: He was 'weeping' in .grief,

Daniel felt sure that it was pretended, not sincere

grief.. Dpiel told hini of his dream .and demande'

. that Peter confess to bewitching him. All the time. ,
he was speaking- to Peter, Daniel had his hands

around the spear that was, hidden under hjs blanket.
,

, 1
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Peter seemed to realize that his .brother was

planning to harm 'him, .because as he at Daniel's

bed, he picked up the other man's small daughter and

held her in his lap. Daniel CIO not dare, attack his

brother for fear that his daughter would-, also be hurt.

He decided -that his brother was too powerful for him

and he threw the spear down.

Daniel died 'that night. Peter was not punish.-

ed, as was the usual custom; perhaps. because he was

the brother of an important headman, Joseph. Or

perhaps because his clan did not wint to let it be.

known that one of their farhily was a .witch:

Daniel's widow, who was expected to marrii her

dead husband's brother, .refUsed to do so. Peter lived

the rest of his life- as he had the first part of it,

respected by. no one, feared by many, and always very,

very' bitter at the way life had treated

305
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A TLINGIT'UNCLE AND HIS NEPHEWS
.

tr

If

In the old days,, when a boy reached the age

of 6 or 7, he was put in the care of his mother's

-brother, his uncle. The bncle-taughts the boy, how to

be a good clan tembe'r, how to .be a good hunter, a

good warrior, and 'a good person,_ Each uncle had a(

training .schedule for his, nephews to follow.

One part of the training was very hard. .Every

morning, summer and winter, the young boys had to

bathe in the sea. Then when they climbed out of the

cold. water,- they hit each other on the back with alder

branches' to. warm Lip their bodies. *It-was believed

that this would make the boys Strorig, healthy, and

brave in war. a

The uncles' felt that this was good training, be'-

cause they hid been through the same when they had

been boys. But some uncles were more strict. in jhe

3
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training-than ,Others.. The uncle in this story *was

well known for being very strict.

He was an important man*, the head of,Gaalyax-.
.

Kaigwaantaah ..Beaver Hodse at Okalee Spit, ...Controller

Bay. His dame was 'Axaakududiuu. This Than jool.

his. nephews to the shore each morning, just like the

'other men in 'the village. He watched the boys swim

and bit each other with alder branches Ike the other

uncles. But he made his ,nephews hit each other until,
s.

all but one gave up and fell down in pain. Then he

,f

,praised the nephew who was still standing.

"You can imagine whatl,happened., _The toys who

_were naturally strong began hitting -their brother's and

cousins harder and ,harder so that they would bethe
i

Only ,ones who were still standing at ithe end, And

'these ,boys; became very strong. But the boys who
o

were naturally- a little weaker began to fear the training,

4
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because they knew that each morning would' be worse

than the one before.

One morning when 'Axaakuduuluu called his

nephews down to. the shore, ,:four of the youngest boys

hid in the back of the community house behind some -4-

boies. They' did not. want to go through the painful

training again.

Of course the (incle saw at orice that the

four boys were not with his other nephews. But he

didn't say- ,anything at first. He watched the nephews

go through, their training as usual. Then he went

back with them to the community house.

'Axaakuduuluu went to the back. of the house

and sat down, on the .platform. He' didn't say -a, word.

He picked up,yi knife and calthlY began sharpening it. \\_,

!'Send those four nephews of mine ,overhei-e," he told

one of the °Wo-men, He kept sharpening his knife,

31)9
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showing no emotion, on his 'face. The boys were led

to the tack of the house and stood ttrem' !piing before

him. They did not know what would happen, Ilut_they_- -

were all scared.

"Were .you hiding_ this morning white the rest

of the boys were swimming ?" the uncle asked

oldest of the 'boys.

The boy did not dare lie to his uncle. "Yes."

he whisPered.

"Then you get the worst punishment!" the man

said, and before anyone. knew what was happening, he

had taken his knife and slashed two long cuts across

the boy's ch0! flie boy fell on the floor- .bleeding and

Moaning. The 'other bOy§. Were so frightened :they ,

couldn't. move. Their uncle grabbed each of them in

turn- and did the same to them. .

"That will teach. you to be -cowSrdS!",

t.
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'Axbakuduuluu bellowed. "This is what you're training

for! Next tirri0:;.you hide' away, .:1:1111 cut your heads off!"

. The fo'ur boys -lay on ,th:ellbor bleeding. None
I

of them moved. The people ofi'lliie-Beaver House ,thotight

they were dead, and,,,so they faid,lhe -poys °niper:0 and

put them up on the platform..

. The .boys' mother; Shakwei',...wo,.

that they were dead. She felt ,s ; ::that s egauld cure

her sons. She was a shalliari, anti', she dyad

the' help of powerful spirits,, workjng

once.
. :

First, Shakwei' put tin her 'dance apron ;, , w

was a painted piece of niooie hide witti- dry bones- tied'

all-,along the bottom. Then she tort her assistant to

start beating the drum and singipg her ,spirit:_songs.

He beat the -drum, and she ran:',ato-urd the fire in the

middle of the floor, singing to the drum beat and

-3
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calling on her spirit helper as she danced. s The dry

bones on- her apron rattled as she moved. .

ShakweP danced, and sang and rattled for a -

long time: Then, '_finally,_ the boys movedN Thiey had

come- back to life! And their scars were all healed!

Shakwer had saved her sons.

Ever since that time, the- Gaalyax-Kaagwaantaan

clan has remembered their. two ancestors, 'Axaakuduuluu

-and his sister Sliakwg. They remember 'Axaaloiduuluu

becauSe he was a very strict teacher for his nephews.'".

one of the._mast,strict teachers, anyone has ever heard .

of.,., And theyi remember Shakwer bec.a'use she was a

very powerful shaman-- one of the most powerful

'shamaris anione has ever heard of. '`

ALI
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RAVE.N.ANDN-T,RF.L. HAD BEEN OUT -roOETAER 'IN A 130AT. . -

FIGIA1NG WAS GOOD AND PETREL WAS IN A. GENEROUS MOOD) So
SAID, RANEN) NOME WITI-1 ME T 1KINUI ISLAND.1 .1 WILL Cit\/
you FEAsi, W 17 N FRESH WATER To DRINK . .

RAVEN ACCEPTED THE WIT-ATIoNt
INIMEDIATE.L.Ni FoR FREspi\WA4TeR
WAS VERY RARE 'IN THC): DAYS 3

THERE WERE NO LAKES RIVERS OR
STREAMS; ONLY SALT WATER IN
TI-SE seAs.

\ \



AN U ONE: Box, FiLlt.i> wITH
FRESH NA-TER vvEild-1 PE-tRE.L.
KEPT HiobEN IN Ris Houses`.

H TN1RsT couk..o 'NoT BE Ctust4C4-kED
BUT NE WAS ASHAMED To AsK FoR
MORE AND

GEE,
TRAT3KS

tith4tra

RAVEN WAS VERY) VERY TH1 5-17--Affp
-WHEN THE 1140 ARRIVED ^T

PeTRE'L.9 '140US5,, NE
\ DRANK Lot .oP

vqATER.

1111111111.

4

50 HE -NouGHT OF A PLAN V> GET
AS Muck WATER AS NE WANTED.

_ .

RAv2:11 WAITED c.thilti... THG MEAL WAS OVER. 1-NE TWO FRtE'NDg MADE

THEMSELVES COMFORTABLE., RAVEN stTill\le otITHe BSNO4 PETREL. OW HIS-
PRE4105--WA-TER BoX. -.- y, -

:THEN ,
STARTED TF.af
PETReLli-IE 14.15ToRy
OF THE WoRt-D, AND
WHAT 1-l.HAb DONE TO
HE:LP ,MAKE.



ANb SOON DELL"ASLEEP, STILL _
5 rr-r t N GI ON THE BOX,

Jy C
AS SOON pe...-T-ReL. WAS ASI-dePi RAVaN. -C
AND PuT IT ALL OVER HIS comPAt410N,

\''

71-4E.N
- Q

HE woKe HIM UP, SAVING
''.PE,TReL;PeTReL i. Look. WHAT

you'd DoNe. -ro :You cs-ek_p
.1"

/111=r114/

iSTAkTLED PETRL LOOKED'
AT HtMSEL ,WAND wHGN NE SAW
THG: HG JUMPED UP
QUICKLy.

7644
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WHILE HE w GrON, RAVE.f1/4.1 LIFTED
THE COVERCIFF THE, Box AND coRA\NK
AS MUCH WATER A5 14E Cocti..1).)1014).

..WHEN-REwAS"VaRy FULL; -It
TOOK A LITTLE oize WATER INTO
NIS MociTI4' AND JUST ikELD iT THEW:.

HE QUICKLy FLEW Tz) THE SMOKE
go Lei INTENDING To ESCAPE BV0ize-
lifEIREL izetruRge.p

BUT By 11415 TIME, PETREL, 4-1AD ALREAbY
RETURNED Fikbrd1 The 5 Moize" ., '145.x5AW
THE emr4rv, WA-Mk BOX. .

O
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AND AS t.P.BY MAGIC...;RAVEN STLICO
IN "1146 SMOKE HOLE I.

Ni 'NoT FLY OUr AND 44E
7GOLAL.1> Not CoNI5 DOWN.

AS R66.(eN OuNa. IN 11 MIDDLE OP 114E SMOKE PETREL BUILT A 1326". UNDER AIM.
1146 SMOKE BIL,Lc;ivED UP PROM 'THE FIRE AND coVERED ,RAVEN

7 'y

/

, t/ /11 :veil' ii/Ps
/1

.,

RA.VENs PRETTY, WHIZ rV,,,T1-(ERS WERE 111 R.I.1 ED A ID 4:11.-L.13 LACK

4



immuMNIMI,

. WHEN T4E FIRE.. WENT Orr PETREL
ic."LEASED RAVENAAND HIM( FLY AWAY.

(5.-6-14)NG,

AS) RAVEN FLEW OVER 114E
CoUNTRY5ip,E, 44E LET DROPS WATER..
FALL FROM BEAK 04Tro THE LAND.;

i----SOME DROPS STAYED WHERE THEY FELL;
OTHERS TRICKLED OR RUSHED DOW_ NHILA..

To JoiN-T44E SEA.

aplee

RAVEN! LACIGHED CLuiETLY, FOR. HE

KNEW 14E 44AD OUTSMARTED PETREL-
AcTs5. ,;;.;

.011011,
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